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I. Background 

A. The Prior Rate Case 

Aqua Utilities Florida, Inc. ("AUF") is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Aqua 

America, Inc., one of the largest publicly traded water and wastewater utilities in the 

United States with operations in 13 states. AUF began doing business in Florida in 2003 

and, since that time, has acquired a number of water and wastewater utilities throughout 

the state. AUF currently operates 109 water and wastewater utility systems in Florida, 

101 of which are under the jurisdiction of the Florida Public Service Commission 

("FPSC" or "Commission"). Currentl,y, AUF has FPSC jurisdictional systems in the 

following Florida counties: Alachua, Brevard, Desoto, Highlands, Lake, Lee, Marion, 

Orange, Palm Beach, Pasco, Polk, Putnam, Seminole, Sumter, Volusia, and Washington. 

At the time AUF acquired these systems, the vast majority had not had a rate case or 

undergone system improvements for many years. Therefore, in order to continue to make 

needed system improvements and to maintain its financial integrity, AUF sought rate 

relief from the Commission in 2008. See FPSC Docket No. 080121-WS. 

After conducting a formal hearing, the Commission ultimately granted rate relief 

for all of AUF's systems, except for th? Chuluota water and wastewater systems. Order 

No. PSC-09-0385-FOF-WS issued May 29,2009 ("Final Order"). 

B. Initial Monitoring Plan (May 2009 through October 2009) 

In addition to granting rate relief, the Final Order established a monitoring plan 

("Initial Monitoring Plan") to enable the Commission to monitor AUF's customer service 
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in three areas: the general handling of customer complaints, the specific handling of 

complaints at AUF's call centers, and the accuracy of AUF's metering readings and 

resulting bills. 

following information for the six-month period from May 2009 through October 2009: 

The Commission's Initial Monitoring Plan required AUF to file the 

1. AUF shall submit a monthly report to this Commission for the first 
six months after this order is issued. The report will list all customer 
complaints for each system for the month. The report shall include the 
customer name, address, phone number, account number, a description of 
the complaint, and how the complaint was resolved. We will audit a 
sample (sample will be chosen to determine with a 90 percent confidence 
level and a maximum error rat<: of 5 percent) of the reported customer 
complaints to determine whether the complaints were resolved 
appropriately ("appropriately" will be defined as any errors made by AUF 
are corrected and all issues in the complaint are addressed). 

2. AUF shall submit to this Commission on a monthly basis all sound 
recordings of customer Complaints from customers to this Commission for 
the first six months after this order is issued. Our staff will listen to a 
sample of these to determine if the customer complaints are handled in a 
professional and courteous manner. 

3. AUF will provide our staff with route schedules that identify the day 
that meters will be read for AUF's regulated systems for the six months 
after this order is issued. The route schedules will be due to our staff by 
May 1, 2009. AUF shall also provide staff with the meter reading logs for 
the same six-month period. Based on the meter reading schedule, our staff 
will manually read a sample of AUF's meters on the same day that the 
Utility is scheduled to read them to verify the accuracy of the meter 
readings and resulting customer bills. 

Upon the completion of these reporting requirements, our staff will present 
their conclusions regarding AUF's performance to us. If AUF is not 
performing adequately, we may initiate show cause proceedings, or take 
such other action as we may deem appropriate. 

Final Order at p. 22. 
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AUF complied with the Commission's Initial Monitoring Plan in all respects. 

During that six month monitoring period, AUF timely submitted extensive complaint logs 

for each month. The logs listed all cu:;tomer complaints for each system for the month 

and, in accordance with the Commission's directives, set forth (i) the customer name, 

address, phone number, account number;' (ii) described the nature of the complaint; and 

(iii) reported on how the complaint was resolved. In addition, AUF recorded each and 

every customer call it received at its call centers from Florida customers and provided 

those sound recordings to Commission staff on a monthly basis during the entire 

monitoring period. In this way, the Commission staff was able to objectively review 

first-hand all customer calls to determine the quality of service provided by AUF's 

customer service representatives ("CSFd"). AUF also provided Commission staff with 

all of its meter reading route schedules for the entire six month monitoring period along 

with the actual meter reading logs for all of those systems for each month during the 

monitoring period. Commission staff, in turn, personally visited AUF systems soon after 

AUF's meter readers had completed their reads and documented the usage on the meter. 

Commission staff compared its volumetric reads to the AUF meter reading log to 

independently test for meter accuracy. Commission staff hrther audited AUF customer 

bills with the meter reading information to test for billing accuracy. 

'Because the Commission directed AUF to provide proprietary customer specific information, AUF was required tn 
request confidential classification of that information to prevent identity theft and other harm to the customer. 
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Although the above reporting requirements were extensive and required many 

hours of the utility's time, not once did .AUF miss a reporting deadline or request that any 

reporting deadline be extended. 

During the course of Initial Monitoring Plan, Commission staff thoroughly 

evaluated all of the monthly reports and data provided by AUF, and conducted its own 

independent analysis of AUF's quality of service. At the end of that intensive 

independent review process, Commission staff filed a nineteen page recommendation on 

March 4,2010, which concluded: 

Based on staffs review of AUF's processes for handling customer 
complaints, meter reading, and customer billing, as well as its 
environmental compliance, staff recommends that AUF's performance as 
specified in the Monitoring Plan detailed in the Final Order is adequate. 

Staff Recommendation at p. 13 (emphasis added). 

On March 16, 2010, the Commission considered staffs recommendation at its 

regularly-scheduled Agenda Conference, and heard fiom staff, the parties and several 

customers. The Commission observed that its staff had spent an extraordinary amount of 

time objectively reviewing the quality of AUF's customer service and had independently 

evaluated of sound recordings for "635 randomly selected customer calls" to A m ' s  call 

centers, as well as 103 specific recordings, for a total of 738 recordings. Order No. PSC- 

10-0218-PAA-WS at p. 4. The Commission further found that: 

the most reasonable means at our disposal for determining if AUF is 
performing adequately are the actual sound recordings of interactions 
between consumer and AUF's CSR. Unlike the logs, which captured only 
complaints and certain inquiries, the sound recordings captured all Florida 
calls made to AUF call centers. By having all types of Florida calls 
available for review, our staff etaluated not only customers calling with a 
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complaint, but also customers that were calling for more routine issues, 
such as making a payment by telephone. 

Id. at p. 5.  The Commission went on to affirm that, "[olut of the 738 total sound 

recordings reviewed, our staff thought ].hat the majority were handled in a courteous and 

professional manner and the representalives were taking the appropriate action to resolve 

all issues in the call." Id. at p. 6. 

The Commission also acknowledged that AUF had implemented measures to improve 

its customer service including: 

Forming a "Complaint Analysis and Remediation Team" (CART). The 
CART consists of all call center supervisors and their managers, as well 
as the Supervisor of Compliance. This team addresses all executive 
escalations and meets biweekly to review all accounts where hrther 
coaching and training issues are identified for follow-up. 

Implementing a Call Escalation Process. The process was developed in 
April 2009 and was reviewed with all supervisors and the Compliance 
Team. This escalation process was then communicated to all CSRs in 
each of AUF's three call centers. 

Developing a detailed Supeivisor Audit. This involves the Training 
Team pulling all supervisor callbacks from the three call centers. These 
are placed in a folder on AUF's internal network and are reviewed by all 
management in the call centers. The data is used for coaching and 
feedback to the CSRs to redwe the number of customer call backs. 

Auditing all its replaced meters in Florida. AUF found that there were 
some transitional issues that occurred with this change and has audited 
nearly every meter replaced tso ensure that the meter is coded properly to 
its billing system. 

Standardizing its service order processing system for its field 
technicians. This change was implemented to improve the 
communication between the field technicians and the call centers. 
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Refining the tracking of customer on-site meter and bench test 
procedures, since this is a common request. 

Providing an informational brochure to remind customers about 
contacting the call center when they leave or return to their Florida 
home. Many of AUF's customers use their Florida home as second 
residence, and the mailer was designed to encourage customers to 
contact the call center when they leave for the summer so that their 
account is properly noted. 

Id. at pp. 6-1. 

The Commission ultimately concluded that "while preliminary results show 

substantial improvement in AUF's customer service, additional monitoring was 

required to ultimately render a determination as to the adequacy of AUF's quality of 

service". Id. at p. 12 (emphasis added). In so ruling, the Commission recognized that its 

Initial Monitoring Plan had imposed substantial cost on AUF and required many hours of 

both utility staff and Commission staff time. Thus, the Commission directed staff to 

continue to monitor AUF's customer se:rvice through the end of 2010 on a more limited 

basis and ordered AUF to collaborate with the OPC and other parties to "develop a cost- 

effective, efficient, and meaningful monitoring plan, and to bring the supplemental 

monitoring plan to us within 45 days." Id. at p. 13. 

C. Phase I1 Monitoring (May ;!010 through December 2010) 

Pursuant to the directives of the Commission, AUF, OPC and the parties 

ultimately agreed to a proposed Phase I1 Monitoring Plan which eliminated the 

requirements that AUF produce sound recordings, meter reading information, and 

complaint logs, but continued more limited monitoring of customer service and certain 
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aesthetic water quality issues. To ensure that this Phase I1 Monitoring Plan was cost- 

effective and efficient, the reporting requirements agreed upon by OPC and AUF were 

structured around (i) non-proprietary r1:ports that AUF was already using internally to 

monitor and ensure quality of service, and (ii) an aesthetic water quality improvement 

program that AUF already had underway. 

Specifically, the Phase I1 Monitoring Plan required AUF to provide on a monthly 

basis the following customer service-related reports: 

0 A Management Quality Performance ("MQP") Report which tracks on a 

monthly basis the reasons for customer calls. This report is used by AUF 

management to understand recent performance and identify any adverse 

trends. 

0 A Florida Complaint Support Information Report which provides non- 

proprietary information for each of the complaint-related calls that underlies 

the MQP Report for each month. 

0 A Florida Scorecard which includes quality of service metrics for each month. 

0 A Call Center Monitoring Statistics Report which tracks the key performance 

indicators of AUF's call centers on a monthly basis, and is used by AUF to 

ascertain whether it is meeting its targeted service performance levels. 

A Call Quality Report for all call centers formatted such that monthly data can 

be tracked for each of the call centers separately. 



A Service Order Status Report which tracks AUF's service order log and the 

timeliness of closing service order requests. 

An Estimated Read Report which allows staff and the parties to track the 

number of estimated reads and investigate any adverse trends. 

With respect to aesthetic water quality, the Phase I1 Monitoring Plan agreed upon 

by OPC and AUF required that AUF to monitor the aesthetic (secondary) drinking water 

constituents for seven of its water systems: Lake Josephine, Leisure Lakes, Sebring 

Lakes, Rosalie Oaks, Tangerine, Tom0 ka View, and Zephyr Shores. OPC and AUF also 

agreed that AUF would conduct a series of meetings with customer representatives from 

the seven systems to provide updates on the monitoring, discuss aesthetic water quality 

concerns, and identify possible solution,s and associated costs. 

By Order No. PSC-10-0297-PA\-WS dated May 10, 2010 ("Phase I1 Monitoring 

Order"), the Commission approved the Phase I1 Monitoring Plan agreed to by the OPC 

and AUF. In so ruling, the Commission acknowledged that many of its concerns that led 

to the Initial Monitoring Plan had been addressed. For example, the Commission noted 

that during the Initial Monitoring Plan, its staff had 

, . . randomly sampled 358 meter readings taken by AUF and 
compared those readings to a corresponding set of meter readings 
taken by Commission staff. Of these 358 meter readings taken by 
AUF, none were found to be significantly different from the meter 
readings taken by our staff. Therefore, we find that no further 
testing of AUF's meter rexding accuracy is necessary. 

Phase I1 Monitoring Order at p. 6 .  The Phase I1 Monitoring Order also recognized that 

staff had randomly sampled 50 customer bills which showed that all of those bills were 
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appropriately based upon the usage indicated by the meter readings taken by AUF. Id. 

However, at the March 16 Agenda Conference, a former Commissioner insisted that the 

sample size of 50 may not be sufficient to provide adequate assurance that all customer 

bills are appropriately based on actual meter readings. The Commission therefore 

instructed staff to expand this sample to the same sample size of 358 used to determine 

the accuracy of A m ' s  meter reading. Id. at p. 7. 

In addition to the monitoring requirements agreed upon by OPC and AUF, the 

Commission required AUF to provide quarterly reports on environmental compliance and 

directed staff to review enforcement actions taken by the FDEP, the County Health 

Departments, and the Water Management Districts ("WMDs") through the end of 2010 

for each of AUF's jurisdictional water and wastewater systems. The Commission also 

directed AUF to report on capital proj4:cts designed to improve the water quality at the 

Chuluota system. Finally, the Phase I][ Monitoring Order instructed AUF to file a final 

report by the end of February, 20 11, summarizing the results of AUF's Phase I1 reporting 

requirements. AUF is filing this final report pursuant to the Commission's instruction. 

11. Summarv of Phase I1 Monitoring! ReDorts 

A. Management Quality Performance Report 

The Management Quality Performance Report is a high level report used by AUF 

to track the reasons for customer calls to the call centers. AUF management relies on the 

information contained in this report tc, identify customer service trends from month to 

month and prepare responsive actions where needed. A sample report is provided in 
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Exhibit "A". Data derived from Management Quality Performance Reports shows that 

the vast majority of the calls received by A m ' s  CSRs during the Phase I1 monitoring 

period involved routine day-to-day issues such as move idmove out requests, payment 

questions, requests to pay over the phone, and requests to verify account balances. 

The data gathered in these reports during the Phase I1 monitoring period was 

consistent with AUF's expectations and there does not appear to be abnormal variances or 

trends for Florida calls. Of course, any call related to a water quality complaint, a boil 

water notice or an emergency repair is immediately addressed by a customer service 

technician through the issuance of a service order. 

B. Florida Complaint Support Information Report 

The Florida Complaint Support Information Report consists of more granular non- 

proprietary information for each of the complaint-related calls identified in the 

Management Quality Performance Report. This report provides AUF management with 

additional call information by system and thus enhances AUF's ability to identify 

customer service trends and to more effectively tailor responsive actions where needed. 

The report also enables AUF management to investigate unexplained increases in call 

volume. For example, these reports revi:al that call volumes increased: 

from the Jasmine Lakes system in August 2010 when one of AUF's water 

mains was damaged by Verizon and a boil water notice was sent out to 

customers. 



0 from the Jasmine Lakes system in September 2010 when Pasco County 

damaged one of AUF's water mains and a boil water notice was sent out to 

customers. 

0 from the Lake Gibson Estates system in September 2010 when the system was 

shut down during a tank replacement project. 

0 from the Lake Gibson Estates, system In November 2010 when a well went off 

line and a boil water notice w,as issued. 

0 from the Lake Osborne Estates system in November when there was an 

unexpected main break. 

0 from the Palm Terrace system in November 2010 when a broken valve caused 

system outages. 

Unlike the Initial Monitoring Plan, the Phase I1 Monitoring Order did not require AUF to 

file extensive complaint logs with the Commission. Instead, the Commission staff was 

directed to produce monthly reports that track complaints filed at the Commission Call 

Center. AUF has closely reviewed the complaint reports filed by Commission staff in 

this docket. On average, approximately thirteen complaints were registered with the 

Commission Call Center each month during the Phase I1 monitoring period. Based on 

AUF's analysis, it appears that the ovenvhelming majority of complaints listed in the staff 

reports relate directly to customer concerns about the utility's approved rates and bills. 

Furthermore, staffs reports show that AUF acts promptly and properly to resolve 

2 

It is also noteworthy that a group advocating gove:mnent takeover of private water utilities like AUF has 
aggressively encouraged AUF customers to file coniplaints and write letters to the Commission and other public 
officials. See Exhibit "8". 
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complaints filed at the Commission's Call Center. Indeed, AUF has a Customer Field 

Service Manager dedicated to investigating and responding to all Florida customer 

complaints in accordance with Commission regulations. 

C. Florida Score Card 

The Florida Score Card is a pel-formance-based report structured around AUF's 

own quality of service metrics. Management meets with AUF employees on a weekly 

basis to review this data. This report applies to all jurisdictional and non-jurisdictional 

systems in Florida. Notably, while the Commission has not adopted customer service 

metrics for water and wastewater utilities, AUF has been proactive in this area and has 

adopted its own aggressive service quality metrics. See Exhibit "C". 

AUF's customer service metric:, address service-related issues including: meter 

read rates; percentage of meter reading cycles completed by a scheduled date; overall 

estimation rates; accounts estimated for over 90 days; and percentage of active accounts 

not hilled. The Florida Score Card reports filed during the Phase I1 monitoring period 

show that AUF is committed to good customer service and has done an excellent job in 

meeting its service quality goals with scme limited and expected exceptions. 

AUF met its targeted goals in all but the following instances over the eight month 

Phase I1 monitoring period. In June 2010, AUF was slightly below its targeted meter 

read rate due to a downloading glitch which required AUF to "re-read'' 115 meters. This 

"re-read'' of the 11 5 meters also caused AUF to be slightly below its targeted goal for 

Percentage of Cycles Completed in June. In July, AUF was slightly over its target of 
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.15% for Accounts Estimated > 90 days The achieved metric was slightly higher in July 

(.16%) because of a meter change out in AUF's Sarasota County system which resulted in 

customers receiving estimated bills. AIJF's Sarasota County system is not regulated by 

the Commission. 

AUF was slightly outside of its target goal for Percentage of Active Accounts Not 

Billed target in July, September, Octobizr, and November. This is an expected result for 

these months when there are higher volumes of "move ins" by seasonal customers. For 

example, when a seasonal customer moves back in, the report will reflect that the last 

time the account was billed was when the customer moved out several months prior. The 

extended period of time between bills is to be expected under this scenario. 

In summary, the Florida Scorecard Reports show that AUF has been proactive in 

adopting aggressive quality control mc:trics, and has done an excellent job in meeting 

those service quality goals. 

D. Call Center Monitoring Statistics Report 

The Call Center Monitoring Statistics Report was provided to Commission staff 

and the OPC on a monthly basis during the Phase I1 monitoring period. Please see 

Exhibit "D". This report is based on Call Center performance indicators which provide 

AUF management with insights into: 

proper staffing of the call center; 

how quickly customers are connecting to a CSR ("calls answered in < 90 

seconds"); 
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how many calls are coming into the call centers each day ("average calls/day"); 

and, 

the time a customer waits on the phone before speaking with a CSR ("average 

speed to answer"). 

AUF has established aggressive performance goals for its call centers. With 

respect to answer time, AUF's goal is to have 80% of all calls answered in less than 90 

seconds, AUF has consistently met thi:j goal with the minor exceptions in June (74%), 

July (73%) and October (79%) when there was an unexpected increase in the number of 

calls into the call center. AUF also has a goal to achieve an average answer time of 60 

seconds. AUF met this goal every month with the exception of July where the average 

answer time was 61 seconds. 

Another of AUF's goals is to limit the number of abandoned calls to 5%. AUF 

met this goal every month during the Phase I1 monitoring period with minor exceptions 

in June (5.4%) and July (5.6%). 

E. Customer Service Representative ("CSR") Call Quality Scores Report 

AUF provided its CSR Call Quality Reports on a historical basis (2007 through 

2010), as well as on a monthly basis thrlxghout the monitoring period. See Exhibit "E". 

This report is utilized by AUF management to evaluate performance of CSRs in 

answering customer calls at the call centers. AUF call center managers randomly sample 

CSR calls and evaluate them on a monthly basis. The evaluation addresses the CSR's 
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soft skills such as tone and demeanor and focuses on whether the CSR has fully satisfied 

the customer's inquiry. 

The reports supplied for the months of May through December 2010 shows that 

the call center performance has imprcived dramatically when compared to the period 

January 2008 through November 2008. The reports also demonstrate that from 

December 2008 through December 2010, the Call Centers have consistently exceeded 

Am's targeted service performance goa.ls. 

F. Service Order Report 

The Service Order Reports are designed and used by AUF management to track 

pending service order requests and to ensure that those requests are properly addressed 

as soon as practicable. The service order reports were provided to Commission staff, 

OPC and the parties on a monthly basis throughout the Phase I1 monitoring period. In 

reviewing these reports it is important to understand that service orders are created by 

CSRs for a myriad of different reasons, including but not limited to: requests for bench 

tests to evaluate meter accuracy; requests to repair a broken meter, and requests to 

investigate a water main break. These service orders may involve issues that can be 

resolved in one visit or may require several visits to achieve final resolution. For 

purposes of the tracking reports, a service order is not closed until there is complete and 

final resolution. AUF strives to address, customer concerns within 14 days of the service 

order, with 7 days being the goal. The service order reports show that the overwhelming 

majority of service order requests are addressed within these timelines. However, despite 
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AUF's best efforts, there are anomalies and some customer issues are not completely 

resolved within 14 days. 

During the Phase I1 monitoring period, AUF processed 510 service orders, 460 of 

which were closed within 14 days. There were no service orders open over 14 days in 

May or August. Only three service orders were open over 14 days in June, one over 14 

days in July, one over 14 days in Selptember, and two over 14 days in October. In 

November, there was an anomalous incident which resulted in an abnormally high 

number of open service orders. This was due to a computer interface malfunction which 

temporarily interrupted the transmission of CSR generated service orders to field service 

representatives. The delay resulting from this computer interface interruption caused 

service orders to remain open beyond AUF's timeline targets. This incident was an 

anomaly and accounted for almost all of the November service orders that were closed 

beyond the 14 day goal. When AUF discovered the issue, AUF moved promptly to 

rectify the problem. Indeed, reports show that in December there was only 1 service order 

open over 14 days. 

In summary, the Service Order Reports show that AUF vigilantly tracks, and 

consistently follows through on, service order requests. 

G. Estimated Read Report 

Unlike the Florida Score Card (which is Florida specific), this report provides the 

estimated read rates for all states where Aqua America subsidiaries operate. The 

Estimated Read Reports show that the estimation rate for Florida has been consistently 
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below the target goal of 1% for some time now. During the Phase I1 Monitoring Period, 

the Florida estimation rate has improv1:d even more. In fact, the estimated reads have 

been consistently at or below OS%, with the past 6 months being between 0.1% to 0.3%. 

The results of this report confirm the benefits of the new radio frequency meters 

which have now been installed at all of AUF's systems in Florida. 

111. AUF'S Secondarv Water Quality Proiect 

A. Background 

Aesthetic water quality involves non-health related characteristics of water such as 

taste, color, odor, hardness and turbidity. The United States Environmental Protection 

Agency ("EPA") has developed secondary drinking water standards that pertain to 

aesthetic water quality, which standards have been adopted by the FDEP. Unlike primary 

drinking water standards, typically secondary standards are not enforced by EPA and 

FDEP, but simply function as guidelines. 

The Phase I1 Monitoring Plan approved by the Commission includes an aesthetic 

water quality component, which was based on a aesthetic water quality improvement 

program that AUF already initiated ("Original Aesthetic Program"). AUF initiated its 

Original Aesthetic Program in 2008 tci address customer comments related to aesthetic 

water quality made during the last rate case. While aesthetic water quality standards are 

not typically enforced by environmmtal agencies, AUF proactively developed its 

Original Aesthetic Program as a plan to effectively address its customers' aesthetic water 

quality concerns. As part of its Original Aesthetic Program, AUF reviewed: comments 
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from customers at the public hearings; complaints dealing with aesthetic water quality 

issues; aesthetic water quality sampling data; and, feedback from area coordinators. AUF 

also surveyed customers on aesthetic water quality. As a result of this process, AUF 

identified seven (7) water systems whlere customers had expressed the most concern 

regarding aesthetic water quality issues, Lake Josephine, Leisure Lakes, Sebring Lakes, 

Rosalie Oaks, Tangerine, Tomoka View, and Zephyr Shores. OPC and AUF agreed that 

these same seven (7) systems would be the focus of the Phase I1 Monitoring Plan's 

aesthetic water quality component. 

B. Aesthetic Monitoring 

Pursuant to the Phase I1 Monitoring Plan, AUF monitored the secondary 

(aesthetic) drinking water constituents for the seven water systems listed above. The 

results of that monitoring are appended as Exhibit "F". 

C. Joint Secondary Water Quadily Task Force Meetings 

During the summer of 2010, in accordance with the Joint Monitoring Plan, AUF 

met twice at each of the seven system locations with OPC and designated customer 

representatives to discuss aesthetic concerns, possible solutions to those concerns, and 

associated costs. AUF also participated in a mid-point meeting on January 20, 201 1 with 

Commission staff, the OPC, and otheir interested persons to discuss the status of the 

customer meetings on aesthetic issues. Handouts distributed at the customer meeting are 

attached as Composite Exhibit "G". The results of those meetings are summarized 

below. 
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Lake Josephine / Sebring Lakes 

Through its Original Aesthetic Program, AUF had identified the Lake Josephine 

and Sebring Lakes systems as having experienced aesthetic water issues concerning taste 

and odor which stem from naturally occurring hydrogen sulfide in the water. 

Because these two systems are interconnected, the customer meetings for Lake 

Josephine and Sebring Lakes were comliined and took place on July 7,2010 and again on 

September 21, 2010. Representatives from Lake Josephine were invited but did not 

attend. 

At the meeting on July 7, 2010, AUF representatives and Sebring customer 

representatives discussed the water having a sulfur taste and odor. The Sebring 

representatives expressed the desire to address the aesthetic water quality issues. AUF 

shared its water quality test results and discussed treatment options for these facilities. 

AUF then explained its experience with the AdEdge treatment system and the positive 

impacts it had on sulfur issues in ATJF's other pilot programs. AUF informed the 

customers that an RFPRFQ was being prepared to design and permit the AdEdge 

treatment system, and explained that this bid process allowed for bidding firms to 

recommend alternative treatment for these facilities. 

At this meeting, Sebring customer representatives suggested that would it be a 

better alternative to loop the distribution lines within the system to help address the water 

quality issues rather than installing treatment at what may be a higher cost. The 

customers asked AUF to consider this alternative. AUF representatives stated that they 

would do so and report back at the follow-up meeting. 
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At the follow-up meeting on September 21,2010, AUF representatives presented a 

costhenefit analysis regarding the customers' looping suggestion. This analysis showed 

that the cost of looping was considerably more expensive that the AdEdge alternative and 

that "looping" would not effectively address the sulfur issue. At this meeting, the 

customer representatives appeared to be satisfied with the improvements AUF was 

making in the system. Currently, AdlZdge is constructing the filters for the treatment 

system, and AUF and its engineers have had a pre-submittal meeting with FDEP to 

inform the agency that a permit filing is forthcoming. 

Leisure Lakes 

Through its Original Aesthetic Program, AUF had identified the Leisure Lakes 

system as experiencing aesthetic water issues concerning odor and taste which stem from 

naturally occurring hydrogen sulfide, calcium, and sediment in the water. AUF and OPC 

representatives met with Leisure Lakes representatives on July 7, 2010 and again on 

September 21, 2010.3 

At the first meeting on July 7,2010, AUF representatives and customers discussed 

that, despite the flushing plan implemented in 2009, customers were still experiencing 

odor issues related to sulfur in the water. After sharing the water quality testing results 

with the Leisure Lake representatives,, AUF discussed treatment options needed to 

address the sulfur related odor issues. Specifically, AUF representatives discussed the 

AdEdge treatment system with the customer representatives, who expressed a particular 

'AUF representatives had previously met with the homeowner's association (HOA) in April 2009 to discuss 
aesthetic water quality issues. At that time, AUF dweloped a flushing plan that continues to this day. 
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interest in the design and inquired il’ any buildings needed to be constructed. The 

customer representatives indicated that they would like to review the design and wanted 

information about the colors of thle storage tank and building. The customer 

representatives shared that they wanted AUF to address the odor issues. Furthermore, the 

customer representatives advised AUI; that the HOA board had conducted its own 

independent survey of the residents concerning the water quality, and the results of that 

survey indicate that residents want AUF to resolve the sulfur issue. 

At the follow-up meeting on September 21, 2010, AUF representatives provided 

an update on the status, design and permitting of the AdEdge system. AUF also provided 

an overview of the additional capital costs related to the project. The customers generally 

seemed satisfied with this plan. Currently, AdEdge is constructing the filters and AUF 

and its engineers have had a pre-submittal meeting with FDEP to inform the agency of 

the forthcoming permit filing. 

Rosalie Oaks 

Through its Original Aesthetic Program, AUF had identified the Rosalie Oaks 

system as experiencing aesthetic water issues concerning taste, odor and clarity which 

stem from sporadic flows and naturally occurring sediment in the water. AUF and OPC 

representatives met with Rosalie representatives on July 8, 2010 and again on September 

22,201 0. 

The Rosalie Oaks system is a weekend and holiday get-away for the residents; 

thus, system usage is intermittent and sporadic. This intermittent and sporadic usage 
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pattern presents challenges for AUF to maintain aesthetic water quality for the system. 

Therefore, as part of its Original Aesthetic Program, AUF had evaluated the water 

quality, the distribution system and frequency in which the system was flushed. 

Prior to being included in Original Aesthetic Program, the Rosalie Oaks system 

lacked critical valves and flushing hydrants. Thus, AUF devised a directional flushing 

program for Rosalie Oaks by installing i i  short water main extension and flushing hydrant 

to flush the system properly. A flushing protocol was developed to address the weekend 

and holiday customers' usage patterns. The protocol calls for the operator to flush the 

water mains before a weekend or holiday to assure that customers have quality water. 

At the first meeting on July 8, 2010, AUF representatives shared the water quality 

test results and discussed water quality in the system. Two customers represented the 

system. One was satisfied with the water quality and stated she never had issues with the 

water quality. The other expressed issues with the water quality and was unaware of the 

flushing program that AUF had already put in place. Based on the feedback, AUF 

representatives stated they would continue address aesthetic water quality by flushing 

prior to weekends and holidays. 

At the follow up meeting on September 22, 2010, the customer representative 

present was unaware when flushing occurred. AUI: representatives agreed to keep this 

customer apprised when flushing occurred. AUF has since followed up with this 

customer who has indicated that personal notification is no longer needed when flushing 

activities occur. Currently, AUF has continued with its systematic flushing plan. Based 

on the customer base and intermittent use of this system, AUF determined that systematic 
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flushing was the most appropriate and cost effective solution to address the aesthetic 

water quality issues. 

Tangerine 

Through its Original Aesthetic Program, AUF had identified the Tangerine system 

as experiencing aesthetic water issues concerning color, odor, and turbidity, which stem 

from naturally occurring iron, hydrogen sulfide, calcium and sediment in the water. 

AUF and OPC representatives met with customers of this system on July 9, 2010 and 

again on September 23,2010. 

At the July 9, 2010 meeting, AUF representatives and Tangerine customer 

representatives discussed discolored water concerns. The customers generally expressed 

their desire for the Company to address the aesthetic water quality issues. AUF discussed 

the sequestering process and the looping initiative in the system, which it had previously 

designed, permitted and installed to address the iron and hardness issue in the water. The 

sequestering system was operational in the summer of 2010. 

At the follow up meeting on September 23, 201 0, the Company reviewed the costs 

of the sequestration and looping projects with the customers who seemed satisfied with 

the course of action AUF was taking to address the aesthetic water quality concerns. 

In addition, a customer raised this issue concerning a fire she previously had at her 

home. She stated that there was not ii fire hydrant in the vicinity. After the meeting, 

AUF representatives met with the customer to determine where she lived in relationship 
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to the nearest fire hydrant. As a result of this meeting, AUF had a contractor install the 

fire hydrant in the customer's vicinity. 

Currently, a sequestering treatment system is in place and operating in Tangerine. 

Furthermore, AUF has installed variouis water main extensions in order to connect dead 

ends. These initiatives have improved pressure problems, given the water a "softer" taste, 

removed sediment from the system. 

Tomoka View 

Through its Original Aesthetic Program, AUF had identified the Tomoka View 

system as experiencing aesthetic water i s u e s  concerning taste and odor, which stem from 

naturally occurring hydrogen sulfide, calcium and sediment in the water. The system 

also experienced a primary water quality issue involving Trihalomethanes ("TTHMs").~ 

AUF signed a consent order on December 18, 2009, which was discussed in AUF's last 

rate case. In accordance with that consent order, AUF completed construction of the 

chloramination system, which was placed in service in December 2009. The results from 

the quarterly samples taken from December 2009 to June 2010 and the rolling annual 

average ("MA") for the second quarter of 2010 were all well below the TTHM 

standards. AUF has received notification from the Volusia County Health Department 

that the system has been put on reduci:d monitoring for TTHMs. The consent order is 

now closed. 

' Trihalomethanes are disinfection by-products DBPs") created when water containing even trace amounts of 
natural organic carbon is disinfected with chlorine. Water sources with relatively higher levels of total organic 
carbon or high chlorine demand can generate elevated levels of lTHMs when disinfected with chlorine. 
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The first meeting with Tomoka 'View took place on July 9, 2010 with a follow up 

meeting on September 23, 2010. At the July 9" meeting, AUF representatives discussed 

the chloramination system. Tomoka View representatives were very satisfied that the 

TTHM issue was resolved and the water quality had improved since additional treatment 

and flushing programs were initiated. The customers were also informed of the storage 

tank project to install a new liner preventing leakage through the deteriorating concrete 

block walls of a storage tank. AUF representatives explained that the project has been 

delayed due to Volusia County requiring engineering documents detailing the installation 

of the temporary hydropneumatic tank the contactor will be installing. The current 

estimated date of completion is March 30, 201 1. 

Customer representatives also discussed the issue of dark rings in the toilet bowl 

and pink film in shower stalls or bath tubs. AUF representatives provided the customers 

with information on these issues and made customers aware that the cause was related to 

airborne bacteria. The customers had previously attributed this occurrence to poor water 

quality. 

At the follow-up meeting on September 23, 2010, AUF representatives primarily 

discussed a temporary nitrification issue that had arisen in July of 2010. (The American 

Water Works Association estimates that nitrification occurs to some degree in two-thirds 

of the public drinking water systems lhat use chloramines as a means of disinfection.) 

AUF explained that it has a vigorous nitrification surveillance protocol and when 

nitrification was detected, it moved pramptly to remedy the situation. After public notice 

was issued, the system was converted to free chlorine for disinfection and directionally 
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flushed. The system remained on free chlorine for approximately 30 days. After public 

notice, the disinfection process was ctmverted back to chloramines. The distribution 

system has not had any nitrification issues since then, and AUF is planning to convert to 

free chlorine again in June 201 1 for 30 days as a preventative measure. 

Zephyr Shores 

Through its Original Aesthetic Program, AUF had identified the Zephyr Shores 

system as experiencing aesthetic water issues concerning color, hardness and turbidity, 

which stem from naturally occurring manganese, calcium, iron and sediment in the water. 

AUF designed, permitted and installed a sequestering agent to address these aesthetic 

issue and that sequestering system was operational in March of 2010. 

AUF representatives and the OPC met with Zephyr Shores representatives on July 

9, 2010 and again on September 22, 2010. Both meetings were attended by many 

customers who expressed concern about rates and the desire for AUF to be taken over by 

either the FGUA or Pasco County. 

At the July 9 meeting, AUF rcpresentatives discussed the status of utilizing a 

sequestering agent to address the aesthetic water quality issues, and further reported that 

to properly flush this system, critical valves needed to be installed and additional flushing 

hydrants were needed. AUF explained that a contractor was hired and the valves and 

flushing hydrants had been installed. Furthermore, a written flushing plan was developed 

to instruct the operator how to flush the system. 
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During the meeting some customers raised concerns about low water pressure in a 

specific area of the development. AUI? committed to analyze the system and present 

solutions for the next meeting. 

At the follow-up meeting on September 22, 2010, AUF's engineer presented two 

solutions to the pressure issue. The first involved installing a water main through an 

easement between 2 properties. This option was objected to by a customer that owned the 

intervening property impacted by the easement. The second option involved installing the 

water main alongside the roadway. This option would involve a longer route than the 

first option but would accomplish the same results. Currently, the main is being designed 

along the roadway and AUF is preparing to meet with the HOA board to discuss the 

location and obtain any necessary utility easements. 

IV. Quarterlv Environmental Compliance Reports 

A. Background 

The Phase I1 Monitoring Order required AUF to file quarterly "environmental 

compliance" updates describing the status of outstanding warning letters, consent orders 

and notices of violation. See Phase I1 Monitoring Order at p. 6. The updates were to 

include information concerning enforcement actions identified in the Final Order, 

additional warning letters, consent orders, and notices of violation issued during the 

period, and AUF's plan to resolve each alleged violation. In accordance with those 

requirements, AUF filed quarterly updates with the Commission on July 10, 2010 and 
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again on October 11, 2010.' AUF's final quarterly update for the fourth quarter of 2010 

is attached as Exhibit "H". Before addressing the quarterly compliance updates that 

AUF provided, it is important to understand the terminology used by the Commission 

with respect to environmental complian8;e. As the Commission explained in this docket: 

DEP conducts periodic inspecti'ms of all water and wastewater facilities 
and, if environmental compliance violations are found, a "noncompliance 
letter" is sent describing the violation. The utility is given time to respond 
and correct the violation. If the utility fails to respond or if the response is 
insufficient, the utility is sent a "warning letter" which describes the 
outstanding violation and DEP's recourse if the violation is not resolved. If 
the utility and DEP agree on a resolution, a "consent order" is issued 
describing the resolution. If ari agreement is not reached, DEP issues a 
"notice of violation" which may :result in a hearing. 

Order No. PSC-10-0281-PAA-WS at 10. 

It is also important to note that, when the Commission instructed OPC and AUF to 

agree upon a Phase I1 Monitoring Plan, the Commission and its staff had thoroughly 

evaluated AUF's environmental compliance up to that point. The Commission expressly 

found that: 

It appears that AUF has been responsive to DEP and the County Health 
Departments in attempting to rc:solve compliance issues. In some cases, 
compliance involves complicaied and difficult issues which can take 
significant time to resolve. To date, five of the nine outstanding consent 
orders and warning letters referred to in the Final Order have been resolved. 
No notices of violation have been issued. Although two new consent 
orders and three warning letters have been issued, we note that AUF is 
responsible for more than 80 waler and wastewater systems regulated by us. 

Id. at p. 12. 

' In its quarterly update filed on October 1 1 ,  2010: AUF explained that because the previous quarterly update was 
filed on July 10, 2010, the next quarterly update would have to have been due in October not September as 
indicated in the Phase 11 Monitoring Order. 
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B. Overview of Quarterly Environmental Compliance Updates 

The quarterly environmental compliance updates which AUF has submitted show 

that AUF continues to be extremely responsive to FDEP and County Health Departments 

concerning environmental compliance. Indeed, the information and activities described 

in those reports confirm that AUF's top priority is to ensure that all of AUF's systems 

comply with applicable water and wastewater standards and regulations. Furthermore, 

as of the date of this report, AUF has no notices of violation from FDEP or the 

Department of Health. Moreover, as shown in the attached Exhibit "I", AUF has taken 

aggressive steps to resolve all of the environmental compliance issues which had been 

identified in the Final Order during the last rate case. 

While AUF is proud of its environmental conipliance for all of its systems, it is 

particularly pleased to report that it has made significant improvements to the Chuluota 

water system. The Commission removed the Chuluota water and wastewater system 

from the last rate case primarily because it found that the quality of service for that 

particular system was unsatisfactory. That finding with respect to A m ' s  Chuluota 

system was based primarily on water quality issues involving disinfection byproducts 

(TTHMs), which were the subject of 1111 open consent order with the FDEP at the time of 

the last rate case. 

Since the last rate case, AUF has made significant improvements to the Chuluota 

system and has invested over $2.3 niillion dollars in a state-of-the-art ion exchange 

system to address the TTHM issue. ,4s a result of those improvements, the Chuluota 
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system has been in compliance with TTHM standards for all of 2010, and FDEP has 

closed out the consent order. 

V. Conclusion 

For almost two years now, A'IJF's customer service has been the focus of a 

rigorous and unprecedented review by the Commission, its staff, the OPC, and other 

parties. AUF has timely complied in all respects with the monitoring and reporting 

requirements imposed by the Commissi'on and, in so doing, has incurred significant costs. 

During the course of this intensive monitoring, AUF has supplied the Commission, the 

OPC and the parties with thousands of pages of data, documents, audio tapes, and reports. 

That information clearly shows that A.UF has good customer service and consistently 

complies with environmental requirements. The information in this report further shows 

that AUF has been proactive in establishing quality of service performance goals to 

ensure that its good customer service will be maintained into the future. 
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Exhibit A 

Aqua Florida 
Quality Performance Report 

June 2010 
YO Total 

Move in o r  Move out 
Pay by Phone - Speedpay 
Verify Account Balance 
Customer Account Changes 
Shut-Off Notice 
Explain Bill 
Payment Arrangement 
Restore Service 
Payment Confirmation Number 
High Bill Complaint 
No Water 
Verify Receipt of Payment 
Dispute Bill 
Turn On or  Turn Off Service 
Service Line Leak 
Zip Check Sign Up 
Meter Problem 
Leak Adjustment 
Payment Location Inquiry 
Boil Water Notice Inquiry 
All Other Calls 

18 
14 
11 
9 
5 
5 
5 
4 
4 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
8 

1051 
803 
632 
504 
285 
279 
263 
236 
230 
174 
140 
132 
107 
96 
90 
64 
57 
54 
45 
45 
453 
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b lowFlorida.com Page 2 of6  

.4gencltr C'onfcrence May 24 T:rllahassee Exhibit B 

.__. N o  coiaimcntsF.ventsFebriia~ 22nd, 201 1FReani.s 

We are planning to repeat our Bus trip to Tallahassee and to attend and hopefully speak at this hearing 
which will be held on Aqua's latest request fo.r an increase in rates and Single Tariff Pricing. Also, 
discussed will be Aqua's level of customer service based on the order issued at  the last Agenda conference 
March 16,2010 at that conference the cornmimion ordered Aqua to continue submitting monthly reports 
on Customer Contacts as well as delays in service requests by system and percent of customers billed in the 
normal cycles. 

If you would like to attend this upcoming meeting in Tallahassee please submit your requests via the 
website, we will be emailing updated informalion to all who are signed up for our Newsletter sent each 
week. As we receive requests we will be determining boarding locations for the busses. 

(Ili~.k..t!,.!~~~~~il,..Sh~~~..~)r Doolimark 'fliis 

Feb 
16 

Charolette Observer Aqua NC rate case 

No corntncntsl. ~ _-_- iric;ttellorizcdFebruary 16th, 201 lFReams 

Aqua North Carolina, the state's largest private water utility, is asking state regulators for a hefty rate increase for 
the second time in three years. 

The move has riled homeowners who already pay Aqua about $100 for typical monthly usage, twice as much as 
residents of Raleigh, Charlotte and other municipal utility departments. Aqua is asking for 20.4 percent more for 
water service and 16.4 percent more for sewer swvice, which would add $13 to monthly bills. In 2009 those fees 
went up 12.5 percent and 29.7 percent. 

This time, homeowners are organizing and plan I:O stage a rally outside the N.C. Utilities Commission office in 
Raleigh the day of the public hearing on the rates. The hearing date has not yet been set but could draw protesters 
from much of the state. 

For the rest of the story copy and paste link below 

littp://www.charlotteobscrver.com/2011/02/15/2~363459/privatewater-utilitywants-heftyrate. html#ixzzlE2dkX8r4 

Click to hiail .  Share or Bookmark This 

Feb 
15 

Send AUF ComDlaints to: 

State of Florida 

http://www.flowflorida.com/page/2/ 2/27/2011 



h lowh lorida.com 

The Capital 

400 S. Monroe St. 

Page 3 of6  

Tallahassee, F1 32399-0001 

Ricl;.Scottiu'!eoo,mvllorida.m, 

Kurt S. Browning 

Florida Secretary of State 

500 S. Bronough St 

R.A. Gray Building 

Tallahassee, F1 32399-0250 

sccretcuvokta tc'$,dosstatr. fl . us  

~ I _ _  Click to Itinail. Sharc or 13ooltniark 'I'his 

Feb 
15 

Complain! Complain! Complain! - 
-____ No cormneiitslJncateeori2edFebruary 1 Sth, 201 1Dbussey 

Our voices are getting stronger.. . .. keep filing complaints with the PSC.. . . . . . write your senator and 
representative.. . .. don't forget to let our new governor know about our problems with Aqua Utilities 
Florida., , ..... let the Secretary of State know about it, too. 

Let everyone know how upset you are with the FSC and AUF. 

Are your rates too high? Tell them! 

Should AUF be allowed to acquire more utilities? Tell them! 

Is your Customer Service lousy? Tell them! 

Do you want AUF kicked out of Florida? Tell them! 

Do you want the I'SC to do what's right, instead of "business as usual"? Tell them! And keep on telling them 
until they do something about it!!!!! 

Dave Bussey 

Click to Iknail. Shac  or Bookmark This 

Feb 
1 1  

http:llwww.flowflorida.comipage/2/ 

~~ 
- 

2/27/20 1 1 
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Exhibit C 

Read Rate of Metered Accounts 

Overall Estimate Rate 
0.80% 0.30% 0.50% 0.30% 0.20% 0.10% 0.02% 0.02% 0.10% 

Accounts Estimated>l)O days 

Percentage of Active Accounts Not Billed 

.15% 0.12% 0.10% 0.16% 0.10% 0.07% 0.11% 0.11% 0.08% 

0.06% 0.04% 0.03% 0.13% 0.06% 0.07% 0.19% 0.26% 0.04% 
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Exhibit D 

Call Center Stats Mar-tO Apr-tO May-tO lun-tO lui-to AUK-tO Sep-tO Oct-tO Nov-to Dec-tO Explanation of Statistics 
Customers 
approx) 858,041 858,041 858,041 893,261 893,261 893,261 893,261 940,279 940,279 940,279 

Refers to the approximate number of 

customers being serviced by the call centers 

Total Calls 83,798 82,069 76,066 95,841 91,194 95,975 92,000 92,755 90,823 83,950 

The numberfo total calls that were received 

through the toll -free number that went into 

aservice queue (does not include customers 

Days Open 23 22 20 22 21 22 21 21 21 21 

Days in month that call centers were open 

for business 

AveraBe CalisIDa' 3,643 3,730 3,803 4,356 4,343 4,363 4,381 4,417 4,325 3,998 

Calculated by dividing Total Calls by Days 

Open 

Abandon Rate 2.10% 1.40% 1.40% 5.40% 5.6O".iI 2.90% 3.10% 4.20% 2.70% 2.00% 

Percentage of Total Calls where customers 

disconnected (abondoned) priorto a CSR 

answering 

Calls Answered 
in <90 Seconds 91% 95% 95 % 74% 73% 86% 85% 79% 87% 92% 

Percentage of calls where a CSR answered in 

90 seconds or less 

AverqeSpeed 
to Answer 22 sec 14 sec 15 sec 57 sec 61 sec 32 sec 33 sec 44sec 28 sec 21 sec 

The average time in seconds that a customer 

waited before their call was answered by a 

CSR 

AveraBe Handle 
TIme 4:37 4:26 4:31 4:35 4:39 4:34 4:31 4:35 4:26 4:25 

The average for all answered calls of tatl talk 

time plus total hold time plus any time for 

after call work completed by the CSR 

AveraBe 
IICSR/Day 65.6 66.7 66.6 63.5 62.7 64.7 65.6 65.1 65.3 63.2 

The average number of CSRs who logged in 

each day during the stated month 

calls Answered 82,038 80,920 75,001 90,666 86,087 93,192 89,148 88,859 88,371 82,271 Total Calls less abandoned ca ll s 
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ACUA. 

Aqua Utilities Florida 
Secondary Waber Quality Project Report 

lUIy 2010 

Lake Josephine & Sebring Lakes 

Aqua Utilities Florida (Aqua) owns and operiates dozens of separate small water and 

wastewater systems throughout the state that are not interconnected. When Aqua acquired 

these systems, we focused f irst on full envir’onmental compliance, now nearly completed. IN an 

effort t o  further improve our customer serviice, Aqua has been assessing ways t o  enhance the 

“secondary” or aesthetic characteristics of asur water. 

Lake Josephine and Sebring Lakes is a community o f  about 553 and 76 customer respectively in 

Highlands County. Aqua surveyed customer!; in Lake Josephine and Sebring Lakes in December 

2009. 

Aqua determined that the aesthetic water quality issue in Lake Josephine and Sebring Lakes 

primarily involved a sulfur odor. Aqua plans to install an AdEdge treatment system a t  Lake 

Josephine and Sebring Lakes to eliminate the naturally occurring sulfur in the water. We expect 

that this project wil l be operational by December 31’. 

Aqua also received customer complaints from Lake Josephine RV Park and Camp Ground of low water 
pressure. Aqua’s field personnel and engineerin(: conducted a review of the distribution system and 
determine an Interconnection between Sebring Lakes with Lake Josephine was necessary to improve 
water pressure. Aqua permitted the interconnection with DEP and the Water Management District and 
the interconnection was opened permanently arid water pressure complaints have been eliminated. 



RepoR Date : 412312009 Laboratory Report Page 1 of 1 

SEBRING LAKES WELL#I 

Collection Date! 4/20/09 Company Addws: Aqua Utilities Florida. Inc. 

1616 Wendel Kent Road Collection Time: 1O:ZO 
Sarasota. FL 34240 PWS I.D : 

E*Pl.*: Phone# : 941-377-9456 
Sample ID : AC17018 

Analyte Name Analysis Reporting Method Reference Result units 
Date Limit 

Analysis Group: PH-NRBIOITY 

0.24 N N  4/21109 0.10 SM 21308 Turbidity 

Analysis Group: ANIONS 

N.D. man 4/22/09 10 EPA 300.0 Sulfate 

Analysis Group: METALS 
Iron 0.18 man 4/22/09 0.10 EPA 200.8 
Iron-Dissolved N.D. mgk 4/22/09 0.10 €PA 200.8 
Manganese N.D. man 4 m  0.01 EPA 200.8 
Manganese-Dissolved N.D. man 4/22/09 0.01 EPA 200.8 

Analysis Group: INORGANIC-COMF'OUNDS 

Alkalinity 108 mgn. 4/22/09 5.0 SM 23208 
Hardness 
Total Organic Carbon 

113 
1.2 

man 4RuK) 
man 4 m  

10 
1 .o 

SM 2YOC 
SM 531OC 

An*& Group: .SOLlDS 
Total Dissolved Solids 122 man 4 m  20 SM 254OC 
Total Solids 138 mgn u2u19 20 SM 2540 8 

N. D. = Not Detected 

Approved By: Date: 



Repon Date : 4/23/2009 Laboratory Report Page 1 of 1 

LAKE JOSEPHINE WELL#2 

CollecUon Date: 4/20/09 Company Address: Aqua U t i l i s  Florida. Inc. 
1616 Wendel Kent Road CollecUon Time: 10:55 
Sarasola. FL 34240 PWS 1.D : 

Phone#: 941-377-9456 Entry Pt. # : 
Sample ID : AC17017 

Analyte Name Analysis Reporting Method Reference RRsUlt Unlta 
Date Limit 

Analysis Gmup: PH-NRBIDITY 

TurMdity 1.2 NTLI 4R1109 0.10 SM 21308 

Analysis Gmup: ANIONS 

Suiiate N.D. men 4/22/09 10 EPA 300.0 

Analysis Gmup: METALS 
Iron 0.60 men 4122109 0.10 EPA Mo.8 
Iron-DiSsOived men 4/22/09 0.10 EPA 200.8 

men 4/22/09 0.01 EPA 200.8 
mgn 4 m  0.01 €PA 200.8 Manganese-DksoIved 

Manganese f+ 
-. 

Analysis Gmup: INORGANIC-COMPOUNDS 
Alkalinlty 170 men 4/22/09 5.0 SM 23208 
Hardness 185 men 4/22/09 10 SM 234K 
Total Organic Carbon 2.9 men 4122109 1 .o SM 531K 

Analysis Group: SOuDS 
Total Dissolved Solids 192 man 4/22/09 20 SM 254K 
Total Solids 238 men 4/22/09 20 SM 2540 8 

N. D. = Not Detected 

Approved By: - Date: 



AOUA. - 
Aqua Utilities Florida 

Secondary Water Quality Project Report 
July 2010 

Lelciure Lakes 

Background 

Aqua Utilities Florida (Aqua) owns and opezates dozens of separate small water and wastewater 
systems throughout the state that are not interconnected. When Aqua acquired these systems, we 
focused tirst on full environmental compl iw,  now nearly completed. In an effort to Mer 
improve our customer service, Aqua has been assessing ways to mhance the ''secondary'', or 
aesthetic cbarackistics of our water. 

Leisure Lakes is a community of about 273 Aqua customers in Highlands County. Aqua surveyed 
customen in Leisure Lakes in December 2009. 

Solution 

Aqua determined that the aesthelic water quality issues in Leisure Lakes primarily involved a 
sulfur odor. Aqua plans to install an AdEdge treatment system at Leisure Lakes to eliminate the 
naturally OcCuRing sulfur in the water. We expect that this project will be operational by 
December 31st. 

We also enhanced our existing flushing plaa Directional flushing taka place on a monthly basis. 



SHORT Environmental Laborarories. Inc. 
ion05 I: S 2; 5 Sebrlng. FL 33876 (663) 615.4022 
@On p>3d022 ShnnlmhELsw~tnw 11. lR6V 655.S420 

Report Cover Page 

Clttnr. Short Utility Service, Inc. 
AddNs. P.O. Box 1088 

Csty SI 23p 
Attrnllon Wendell Fairclolh 

Sebring. FI 33871-1088 

Prolecl LeinJKem36 

Inorganics. Secondaries. VOCs. SOCr. Radiologicals 
srrnpic dale April 13. .KO9 
S.mplr 311699 
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Florida Department of Eovironmenlal Protection 
Safe Drinking Water Program Laboratory Reporting Format 

19m 

1925 

1930 

Repart Numbcr/Job ID 331699 

PWS ID (From Page I): 62110064 

Odor 3 T O N  0. SM21H)B 1. 4/13L2009 L614 E85458 

pH (held pH lrom page I) 6.5 - 8.5 SU 1.4 W A  150.1 0.1 4/131Mx19 0730 E85458 

Toid Dissolved Solids 500 mgA. 298. SM25POC IO. 4/1712009 I138 E85458 
I 

2905 FoamiyAgmts 

n z c 

0.50 mgL 0.03 I SM5540C 0.02 4il512009 0700 EBj4S8 j 
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Florida Department of Envimnmental Protection 
Safe Drinking Water Program Laboratory Reporting Format 

0 331699 0 lnorppnic Contirnlnsnts Report Number/lob IO: 

6L-550.310(1) PWS ID (from page 1): 6280064 t. 

.G 
v. 
.. 

m 
6- 
8,, 
0. 
VI 
v1 
(li m 
,a 
CJ 

9 
53 -, 
/I/ 
z c 

All nsults meet the qt t imentr  of NELAC. 

L 8 c s u l a m u n k r r p o n l d x i t h ~ ~ p i r ~ g u ~ l i f ~ i n ~ M t m o r v i h ~ ~ r l d t A d n i n i s u r l i r c C a d ~ R u l ~ 6 2  160.I ’~bIel .RaulUq~li~lrQ wtthA.F.1i.  N.O,1’.Z.?.arcu~au~sblc 
tot carptinre vih 62.550. R r m l e  qwl~fied with I 1. (1. R. ut Y M be vunnpaniod by winm jurufilran md wil l  k sr l luud  on a case by c a u  bniz To rvdd a montlonnp 
ridatic+.uNcup!able f u u b  nwsl be replaced wilhnccepllble rpulu f m  aamplacolkned during I h c s ~ r m u n i l ~ r i n g  prriod. 
Rqxninp Fomt 62-5M.730 
Ellmivc J a n q  1995, Rcvi6cd J a u q  LOO4 3 of 7 0 

(li . 
% 



Florida Department of Enviroomental Protection 
Safe Drinking Water P m p m  Laboratory Reporting Format 

Repon Numbedlob ID: 331699 

PWS ID (fmm page I )  6280064 
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Repon Nrmba I Job u): 331699 
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Aqua Utilities Florida 
Secondary Water Quality Project Report 

July 2010 

Rosalie OaskS Water System 

Rosalie Oaks is a community of about 89 Aqua Utilities Florida customers in Polk County. 

In the past year, Aqua has worked to tackle the atsthetic qualities - the look, smell and taste - of tap 
water in the system. Although these aesthetic qualities are considered ‘‘secondarf‘ water quality 
standards, and Aqua has not exceeded the secondary standards for iron, manganese, alkalinity, and 
hardness. Aqua has moved forward with initiatives to address customer concans. 

Minerals and sediments in the Rosalie Oaks water sometimes can cause a black ring to form in toilets. 
These sediments can accumulate when wata rests in pipes -a particular problem when weekend and 
S ~ ~ S O M ~  customers are away for long paiods of time. Aqua determined that an extensive new water main 
flushing program should keep the wata moving more consistently and improve its smell and appearance. 
Aqua’s contractor installed two new flushing mlim last fall, and the local operator launched an 
aggressive new flushing schedule in October. At first, Aqua flushed the system weekly to clean the pipes 
thoroughly. Currently, operators flush the system monthly and before holidays. 

Many Rosalie Oaks residents are “seasonal custoimers” - they live elsewhere during the summer months 
and return to Florida for the winter. That mans  water can sit in their service line or household plumbing 
for months, creating odors and discolored wata.  customa as might need to flush wata through their 
fixtures and household plumbing after wata has 1m standing in the pipes for an extended Hod of 
time. 



Florida Department of Environmental Protection 
Safe Drinking Water Program Laboratory Reporting Format 

PUBLIC WATER SYSTEM INFORMATION (to be com@stsd by sampler - p(ease type or pint legibly) 

System Name: Rosalle Oaks 

System Type (&&*one) 0 Community 0 Nonlransient Noncommunity 0 Translent Nonmmmunity 

Address: 

PWS I.D.#: lJLll7mmmH 

city: state: ZIP Code: 
Phone #: 

E-Mail Address: 

Fax #: - 

SAMPLE INFORMATION (to be mmpleted bysamplar) 

Sample Number: TO9135O8001 - Location code (I k-) : 

Sample Date: 08131ROOQ - SarnpleTime: W O O  PM (we-) 

Disinfectant Residual (Rcahsd uhn mpaihg rswl(l Iw b h l l l o n w  and haloamtk edds) ___ mgiL FieMPH: E 
Sample Location mspedac): POE 

Sample Tym onh, (am) Raason(s) for Samle I- dimacw) 

0 Didbution 0 Routine Ccvnpliime (uclh asso) 
0 Entry Point(@ ~hlrik*ian ) 0 Confirmatic~ d MCL Exceedanca 0 Special (mc for 

0 Plant Tap (mc k mopranoe with 62550) 0 Composite of Multiple Sites ** 

0 RawiatWel( Wln(ake) Oaearance (psrmitlng) 0 Replacement (d Inmlida(ed SamW 

Ave Residence Time 
0 Near Firs1 Customer 

0 Quartedy wlch ausrtsn - ) 

0 Vdation Resoknion 

fi 6 % ~ )  

Max Residence T i  0 Other: - 
Sampling Procadwe Used or M e r  Comments: 

*See 6Z-55O0.S0O(6) for requirements and 
NO= See 62-550.5q2(3) for addittonal 

"See 62-550.550(4) for requirements and 
attach a results paae for each SNa. 

for n i t re  or nMte MCCerceedances. 

Sample& Name: 
sampws Phone r: 
Samplefs E-MaU Address: 

CERllFlCATlON (to be mmpleted by saarr~ler) 

1. 

do HEREBY CERTIFY that the above public water system and sample cdlection information k 
complete and correct. 

Signature: Date: 

SampleZs Fax #: 

(Print Nama) print Tnb) 



. ._. .__ --vma LI# IPI IL  VI cnvtronmental Protection 
Safe Drinking Water Program Laboratory Reporting Format 

SECONDARY CONTAMINANTS 
62-550.320 - Repart Number / Job IO: 

RCpOrUng FOtiWl 62-550.730 
Effedw January 1095, RevirM January 2007 

Page 8 

. .. 



Rsportlno Fomlat62-550.730 

*ResuI~  mu91 De reported wiih appropriate quallfler9 In amrdance wnh Flonda Admlnktanve Code Rule 62-160, Tab@ I Results quallW Vim A. F, H. N. 0. T, 2, ?, ', arc unscwptable lor 
c d i a ~ e  WiU, 82.550 Rasulb qwlifled with a J, Q, 17, n Y must bo amomponied by -Ran justincation and will be evaluated on n was0 by care basis. To amM a mnilorinq violation. macceplilhle 
retuta must ba reWac& with aaplaMe results bn %mflRS d e d e d  during the %me mltorlng p d d .  

EffecUve J m a y  1955. Rwitcd January 2004 Page 3 of 7 

. .  . . .. . .. - 

Florida Department of Environmental Protection 
Safe Drlnklng Water Program Laboratory Reporting Format 

Reporl Number / Job ID: TO913508001 
INORGANIC CONTAMINANTS 
62-550.31 O( I) 



Florida Department of Environmental Protection 
Safe Drlnklng Water Program Laboratory Reporting Format 

SECONDARY CONTAMINANTS Report Number / Job I D  TO913508001 
62-550.320 



RADIONUCLIDES 
62-5!50.310(6) 

Contam 
ID 

4m3 

Florida Department of Environmental Protection 
Safe Drinking Water Program Laboratory Reporting Format 

ConIamName MCL Units Malf lWl Leb RDL AnalYSlS Analysis Analysis DOH Lab 
Method MOL Error Dale Time Certification # 

G9/13/2009 22:Ol E82574 ' 30 ugR 0.031 U EPA200.8 0.031 0.031 
Comblned Urdnium 
p - 2 ~ - 2 3 5 ,  a u-238) 

Report Number/ Job T0913508001 

PWSlD ( F m n P . a 1 ) : ~ 1 5 4 6  

Page 5 of 7 



Florida Department of Environmental Protection 
Safe Drinking Water Program Laboratory Reporting Format 

VOLATlLE ORGANICS 

62-550.31 0(4)(a) PWS ID (FWP-O 1): 3531546 
Report Number I Job ID: TO913508001 

Reponing Fwmat 62-550.730 
Effecbve January 1995. Revired J m w  2004 

'RewlW mvsl be repofled wlm appoprlale q~slinen in nmrdance wltn Flolldp Adrnlnlslranve Code Rule 62.160, Table 1 .  Resulls qualified wilh A. F, H. N. 0. T. 7. 7 '. are unacceomble for 
mmplisme wllh 62.550 ~ e w b  q.mt~fled wnh a J. a. R. or Y must be ecwmpnnied by n * i l t ~  jwMuhm and will ba evaluahd on a case by cnse basis. To amid a monitcrlng YiMafmn unameploble 
rewits niust ba replacad wilh aCcBpWe rssvb from samples cdlened durlng the same miloring W W .  

Page 8 or 7 



Florida Department of Environmental Protection 
Safe Drinking Water Program Laboratory Reporting Format 

RepMinp Fwmat62-550.730 
Elfsdivs January r395. Rcvhed J a ~ r y  2004 Page 7 of 7 

'R~s!IIIs m p t  be repond with app~pr i~te  piialifiers in a m d a n c e  with Fluida Adminisbatbe Code Rule 62.160, Table 1 Results qualified wim A. F, H, N. 0, T: 2. I). I. are unacceptlble for 
@n?P(iame 
t(.rrdb must be r e p l e d  win aODaphble results from ralnplsr odlected during Vle sanm rmnitoring psriod. 

62.550 R ~ S L I I ~ S  qualm& with a J, 0. R. w Y musl te a m p a n l e d  by wrfnen pificalion and will De evaluated on a case by case bass To avoid a monitoring violallan. unacseplahl? 



AOUA. IC, 

Aqua Utilities Florida 
Secondary Water Quality Project Report 

July 2010 

Tangerine Water System 

Tangerine is a community of about 278 Aqua Utilitks Florida customers in Orange County. 

In the past year, Aqua has worked to tackle the aesthetic qualities - the look, smell and taste - 
of the tap water in the Tangerine system. Although these aesthetic qualities are considered "semndarf' water 
quality standards, and Aqua has not exceeded the secondary standards for iron and manganese, Aqua has moved 
forward with initiatives to address customer concerra. 

Aqua will be installing 2,000 feet of new water main in July to connect dead ends and areas that now experience 
low water pressure, primarily along Huron Street, Scott Avenue, Section Street, Pine Street, and Orange Blossom 
Train. We also replaced 1.100 feet of d d  main along Orange Blossom Train and Pine Street. 

Aqua also applied for a state permit to install a "sequestration" treatment system in Tangerine, and contractors 
installed the system in March awaiting DEP issuance of the clearance to operate the system. This system will bind 
the naturally occurring calcium and manganese in th'e system's well water, which should reduce the residue 
customers might see on their dishes and fixtures. 



HBEL. lnc. 
5600 US. I North. Art Pi€- F1 34946 
Phone (772)465-8584 F a  0 4 6 7 i 5 0 4  

SECONDARY CONTAMINANTS 
62 - 5!i0.320 

Client 

Sample Location: 

Sampling Dale: 

Date Received: 

Aqua Utilities Florida. Inc. Workorder: Tangerine Trianrmal 

Tangerine W E  Grab Sampre Number: 21 35265001 

7/1yo9 1030 

7/1yo9 12:s 

PWS ID (From Page 1): 

Contam Contam Analysis AJlal),liil Analrsi DOH Lab 
ID Name MCL Units Result Qual: Method LabMDL DaldTIme Cert# 

1002 
1017 
1022 
1025 
1028 
1032 
1050 
1055 
1095 
1905 

1925 
1930 
2905 

Aluminum 
Chloride 
copper 
Fluoride 
IrOn 

Manganese 
Silver 
Sulfate 
zinc 
cdw 

0.0036 
18 
0.00090 
0.11 
0.017 
0.M)oSo u 
0.00050 u 
7.3 
0.0020 u 
4.0 

PH (6.58.51 SU 8.16 Q 
TOW Dbsolwd ~ ~ [ 5 0 0 ]  m g L  180 
Foaming Agents I0.51 mgh 0.023 

EPA 200.7 
EPA 300.0 
€PA 200.7 
EPA 300.0 
EPA 200.7 
€PA 200.7 
EPA 200.7 
EPA 300.0 
EPA 200.7 
SM2120 B 

EPA 150.1 
SM2540 c 
S M W C  

0.0024 
5.0 
0.00070 
0.011 
0.0050 
0.00050 
0.00050 
1.4 
0.0020 
1.8 

0.200 
16 
0.022 

7/31/0912:06 E96080 
7/21/091T:19 €96080 
7/31/081206 E96080 
7/16/097/16109 E96080 
7/31/09 1296 EB6080 
7/31/09 1296 E96080 
7/31/091296 -80 

7/21/0911:19 E96080 
7/31/091206 E96080 
7/1610916:30 m6O8O 

7/18D91237 E96080 
7/17/09 1 4 3  E96080 
7/17/099:!i4 



HBEL, Inc. 

INORGANIC COmNTAMINANTS 
62 - 550.310 (1) 

Client: Aqua Utilities Florida, Inc. 

Sample Location: Tangerine POE Grab 

Sampling Date: 711 5/09 10:30 

Date Reczkred: 7/15/09 12:36 

Workorder: Tangerine Triannual 

Sample Number: 2135265001 

PWS ID (From Page 1): 

Contarn Contam -1s Analytical AMlySiS DOH Lab 
ID Name MCL Units Result Qual: Method LabMDL Datmme C a t #  

1040 
1041 
I005 
1010 
1015 
1020 
1024 
1025 
1030 
1035 
1036 
I045 
1052 
I074 
I075 
1085 

Nitrate as N 
Nitrite a6 N 
Arsenic 
Barium 
Cadmium 
Chromium 
Cyanide 
Fluaide 
Lead 
M-W 
Nickel 
Selenlum 
Sodium 
Antimony 
Beryllium 
Thallium 

EPA 300.0 
EPA 300.0 
EPA 200.9 
EPA 200.7 
EPA 200.7 
EPA 200.7 
SM4500CN E 
EPA 300.0 
€PA 200.9 
EPA 245.1 
EPA 200.7 
€PA 200.9 
EPA 200.7 
EPA 200.9 
EPA 200.7 
EPA 200.9 

0.0030 
0.0022 
0.0010 
O.ooO50 
0.0o030 
o.oO04o 
0.0047 
0.011 
0.00070 
0.000060 
0.0o050 
0.0022 
0.50 
O.OOO82 
0.00050 
0.0010 

7/16/09 13~24 E96080 
7/16/09 t324 
7/23/09 IOSO Em129 
7/31/09 12:W €96080 
7/31/09 i 2:m ~ 9 m 0  

7/31/09 12:m EWOEIO 
7/2m910:10 €96080 
7/16/09 13:24 E96080 

7/31/09 1545 E96080 
712110917:4l EgeoBo 

7/3110912:06 €96080 
722N)919:12 E96080 
7131H)91236 E m  
7/23/09 12:23 E96080 
7/31/09 I 2 3 6  E9M)80 

7/23/0915:33 E96080 



5600 US. I North. Fort Pi€rc€ H. 34946 
Phont: 0 4-4 Fax; 0 467-684 

SYNTHETIC ORGANICS 62 - 550.310 (4) (b) 

Client: Aqua Utilities Florida. Inc. 

Sample Location: Tangerine POE Grab 

Sampling Date: 7/15/09 10:30 

Date Received: 7 / 1 W  12% 

Workorder: Tanmne Triannual 

Sample Number: 2135265001 

PWS ID (From Page 1): 

DOH 
Contam Analysis Analytical Lab Exhction Analysis Lab 
ID ContamName MCL Units Result Qual: Method MDL RDL Date DatelTirne C&# 

2005 Endrin E1 U s n  0.10 u EPA505 0.10 0.01 7/211W 7/21/0921~58 EBs080 
201 0 
201 5 
2020 
2031 
2032 
2033 
2034 
2035 
2036 
m37 
8339 
to40 
to41 
!042 
!046 
!050 
1051 

1065 
06067 
'1 05 
110 
274 
308 
326 
383 

gamma-BHC (Lindane) 
Methoxychlor 
Toxaphene 
Dalapon 
Diquat 

Endothall 

Glyphsate 
W241hyfWWpate 

Oxamyl 
Simazine 
bis(2-echylhe~)phmaiale 

Pidoram 
Dim& 
~ f m m l a d i m e  

Carbofuran 
Atrazine 
Alachbr 

to21 UQIL 0.020u 
1401 WL 0 . 0 4 4 ~  

I31 U& 0.61 U 
12001 ugR 2.3 U 
POI ugn 1.9 u 
I l O O l  Ug/L 2.8U 
WJl ug/L 1 3 U  
[4001 ug/L 0.68u 
I2001 ugA 0.13 u 
141 uglL 0.83 u 
16l G@L 0.85 U 

ug/L 0.23U 
m ug/L 0.23 U 
[=I u& 0 2 4 U  
1401 usn 0.41 u 
131 usn 0.48 u 

10.41 tgn 0.0360 
t.21 ug/L 0.028 u 
[701 ug/L 0.22u 
1501 ug/L 0.19u 

14 ugn 0.wou 
~1 G@L 6.39 u 
1.51 uan. 0.14 u 

PI usn 0.61 U 

V I  ug/L 0.31 U 

EPA505 0.020 
€PA505 0.044 
€PA505 0.61 
EPA515.1 2.3 
EPA549.2 1.9 
EPA548.1 2.8 
EPA547 13 
EPA525.2 0.68 
EPA531.1 0.13 
EPA 525.2 0.63 
EPA 525.2 0.85 
EPA 515.1 0.23 
EPA515.1 0.23 
EPA 525.2 0.24 
EPA531.1 0.41 
EPA525.2 0.48 
€PA 525.2 0.61 

EPA505 0.036 
EPA505 0.028 
EPA 515.1 0.22 
EPA 515.1 0.19 
EPA525.2 0.31 
EPA 525.2 0.070 
EPA 515.1 0.39 
EPAWS 0.14 

0.02 
0.1 
1 
1 
0.4 
9 
6 
0.6 
2 
0.07 
0.6 
0.1 
0.2 
0.1 
0.9 
0.1 
0.2 

0.04 
0.02 
0.1 
0 2 
0.1 
0.02 
0.04 
0.1 

7/2lx)9 
7/21/09 
7/21/09 
7/27/09 
7 m  
7 m  

7/L3x)9 

7R3.09 
7 / 2 m  
7/27/09 
7/27/09 
7 / 2 m  

7 / 2 m  
7/23/09 

7/2lFo9 
7/21/09 
7/27/09 
7 n 7 m  
7/23/09 
7n3m 
7/27109 
7/2lx)9 

71zims21:sa ~86080 
7/21/09 21:58 E m 0  
7/21/09 2158 E96080 
7/28/091a:04 ~ 9 6 ~ 1 0  
7/291091235 E960&0 
7/24/0923:02 E96080 
7R2x)91240 E96080 
7/29/0915:37 E96080 
7R1x)917:45 E96080 
7/29/0915:37 E86080 
7/29/0915:37 E86080 
7/2W0918a4 E96080 
7/28/0918:04 E96080 
7/29/09 1537 E96080 
7/21/09 17:4s E- 
7/29/0915:37 ~gso8o 

71291091537 E96080 

7/21/0921:58 E96080 
7/2110921:58 E96080 
7/28/M)18M E98080 
7128109W.94 E96080 
7/29/091537 E96080 
7/29/091537 E96080 
7/2W918M Ege080 

7/2110921:58 E96080 



EC. Inc. 
5600 U.S. I North. Fort P ~ E P C E .  R 34946 
Phone 072)4€585E4 Fa*: 672)46745&% 

VOLATILE ORGANICS 
62 - 550.310 (4) (a) 

Client: Aqua Utilities FlorMa, Inc. 

Sample Location: Tangwine FOE Grab 

Sampling Date: 7/15/09 10:30 

Date Received: 7/15/09 12% 

Workorder: Tangerine Triannual 

Sarnde Number: 2135265001 

PWS ID (From Page 1): 

Contam Analysis An- Lab Analysis DOHLab 
ID Contam Name MCL Units Result Quat Method MDL RDL Dat f ime  Cart# 

EF'A 524.2 0.12 
2380 
2955 
2964 
2968 
2969 
2976 
2977 
2979 
2980 
2981 
2982 
2983 
2984 
2985 
2987 
2989 
2990 
2991 
2992 
2996 

0.25 u 
0.41 U 
0.43 u 
0.16 U 
0.18 U 
0.25 U 
0.35 u 
0.30 u 
0.21 u 
0.31 U 
0.36 u 
0.24 U 
0.17 U 
0.22 u 
0.26 u 
0.17 U 
0.15 U 
0.26 u 
0.17 u 
0.17 u 

EPA 524.2 
EPA 524.2 
EPA 524.2 
EPA 524.2 
EPA 524.2 
EPA 524.2 
EPA 524.2 
EPA 524.2 
EPA 524.2 
EPA 524.2 
EPA 524.2 
EPA 524.2 
EPA 524.2 
EPA 524.2 
EPA 524.2 
EPA 524.2 
€PA 524.2 
EPA 524.2 
EPA 524.2 
EPA 524.2 

0.25 
0.41 
0.43 
0.15 
0.18 
0.25 
0.35 
0.30 
0.21 
0.31 
0.36 
0.24 
0.17 
0.22 
026 
0.17 
0.15 
0.26 
0.17 
0.17 

0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 

7/2m1:39 E m  

7/28/09 1:39 EgeosO 
7 / 2 W  1:39 E96080 
7nm 1:39 E86080 
7/281091:39 E96080 
7i28iWlS9 EsM)Bo 

7/2W1:39 E96080 
7128109 1.39 €96080 
7 n m  1:39 €96080 

7 t 2 W  1:39 EgB080 

7/28/09 1:39 E96060 
7 / 2 W  1:39 E96080 
7/28/09 1:39 E96080 
7/28/09 1:39 E96080 

7/28/09 1:39 !E95080 
7/28/09 1:39 €96080 
7/281091:39 E96080 
7 / 2 W  1:39 Egs080 

7128/091:39 E96080 
7/28/091:39 E96080 
712W1:39 €96080 



SOUTHERN ANALYTICAL LABORATCIRIEB, INC. 
?lna.W~D-+470.UDSV&JlFL39877 013.09.11- fa 

Auaurt 3,2609 
-NO.: 93623.01 
PWS m: 



AOUA. ”L 

Aqua Utilities Florida 
Secondary Water Quality Project Report 

luly 2010 

Tomoka View Water System 

Aqua’s primary focus in Tomoka View has been to develop options to resolve the total trihalomethane 
(lTHM) problem in the water system. Aqua received a permit from the Volusia County Health 
Department of Health in December 2009 to install new chloramination treatment equipment, and we 
Tangerine is a community of about 263 Aqua Utilities Florida customers in Volusia County. 

Aqua’s installed and launched the system later that month to  reduce elevated lTHM’s. Chloramination - 
the use of chloramines - has been used as a disinfectant in water distribution systems for many years in 
many communities throughout the US, and Canada. This new treatment system is working: TTHM levels 
have dropped, and the water now meets federal standards. We will continue to closely monitor the 
situation. 

In the past year, Aqua also has worked to tackle the aesthetic qualities- the look, smell and taste of tap 
water in Tomoka View. Although these aesthetic: qualities are considered “secondary” water quality 
standards, and Aqua has not exceeded these secondary standards, we have moved forward with 
initiatives to  address customer concerns. 

In July 2009, Aqua determined that a new flushing program would help improve the appearance of 
Tomoka View’s water. The water can contain na tural minerals that can accumulate in distribution 
system pipes, and sudden changes in flow in dislribution system can disturb deposits in the mains and 
cause discolored water. Aqua installed eight nevi isolation valves, and blow-off assemblies in strategic 
areas so that we can target more aggressive flushing where it’s needed most. Aqua also devised a 
systematic schedule that involves operating valves in a specific sequence to  maximize the effectiveness 
of the flushing. The plan cleaned up accumulated natural deposits in the mains and should reduce 
discolored water in the future. Field operations imployees take regular samples from the distribution 
system and, if the water quality begins to degrade, they will adjust the automatic flushing devices to  
operate more often and for a longer duration. 

The water in Tomoka View also contains naturallly occurring copper, which Aqua determined could be 
removed by a “sequestration” treatment system. Aqua contracted with AquaMag, which installed the 
system in December 2009. AquaMag samples water from the distribution system monthly to  monitor 
the effects of the sequestering program. 

Aqua management has met with Tomoka View customers regularly to discuss customer concerns and 
create strategies to improve the look, taste and rimell of their water. We will continue t o  talk with our 
customers and keep them informed as our plans progress. 



Tomoka View 
ITEMS: Dollan/numben Comments 1 

185 

capacity fees: 

Total Fees: 

2x8 ”  meters: 

Labor: 

connections 

Tie in: 

Misc 15%of total 

Total Project 

I 

$ 2,063.00 

$ 381,655.00 

$ 17,000.00 

$ 1,000.00 

$ 150,000.00 

$ 25,200.00 

s 574855.00 

$75,000.00 

$20,000.00 

s 669,855.00 

$ (20,000.00) 

Current Rate Base: 

Abandonment: 

Sub-Total: 

Sale of Land: 

per home 

Total capacity fees 

(based on Ormond’s cost 

($100/hr X 8 hrs plus m i x  materials) 

Guestimate 

Does not include capacity fees (guess) 

estimate based on current rate base 

of capital assoc. with the plant 
cost given we reduce rate base 

Grand Total: I $ 649,855.00 I which equals $4,119.29 per connection 

Purchase Water: $ 48,000.00 Annually 
$ 4,000.00 Monthly 

Above based on $2.50/1000 gallons 
(From the City of Orrnond Beach) 

O&M -there is really no difference given 
Twin Rivers/Tomoka are together and one will 
take on all costs of travel and assoc. expense 
that would be made up by a reduction in 
operator costs. 



DISINFECTION BYPRODUCTS Reporr Number/ Job IO. 355866002 - Zk+w[c v, 
62-550.31 O(3) Oisinfeclanl Residual (ms/L) (From Page 1): 

NOTE Do not round values. Report results to the accuracy, precision, and sensitivity of the analytical 



Florida Department of Environmental Protection 
Safe Drinking Water Program Laboratory Reporting Format 

DlSlNFECTlON BYPRODUCTS Report Number/ Job IO 357223002 
62-550.310(3) Disinfectant Residual (mg/L) (From Page 1): 

PWS ID (fmm Page 1): 

NOTE Do not round values. Report results to the accuracy, predsion, and sensitivity of the analytical 
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NOTE: Do not round values. Report results to the accuracy, precision, and sensaivity of the analytical 
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Pace Analytical S ~ N I C ~ S .  /$IC. 

8 Earl T w e r  Cwck 
O n &  Beach. FL 32174 

(386)672-5668 

ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

pmjed: 3641373Tomka V i w  
PacaPmjectNo.: 3511299 . 
Sample: 160Gmen Eri~rln Lab I D  35111sgw3 Colleded: 05/10/10 13:M Received: 05/10/10 14:W Mam: Drinking Water 

Results Units mt MDL DF Prepared Analyzed CASNo. Qual -- 
AMlytiCal Method: EPA 552.2 Preparetion Memod: EPA 552.2 

1.6 ugA 1 .o 0.61 I OmO/lO15:30 05/22/1003:43 79118 
0.61U ugk I a 0.61 I 05120/1015:3o o y p 1 1 0 0 3 : ~  m a 3  

6.0 ugA 1 .o 0.61 1 0512w1015:30 05/22/1003:43 7603-9 
2 9  USn 1 .o 0.61 1 05120110 15~30 05/22/1003:43 631-64-1 

24.1 ugk 1 .o 0.61 I 05/2w1015:30 05/22/1003:43 
101 % 70-1 30 1 05Ro/IO 15:30 05/22/10 0343 6w45-5 

13.7 qdl. 1 -0 0.61 1 05ROHO15:30 05Rz/1003:43 7943-6 lp.F5 

Analytical Method: EPA 524.2 

13.9 ugA 0.50 0.25 1 05/13/10 09:38 75-27-4 
2.9 ugA 0 .50 0.25 1 05/13/10 0 9 3  75-25-2 

19.4 UgA 0.50 0.25 1 05/13/10~38 6 7 S 3  
6.1 ugA 0.50 0.25 1 05/13/10 09:s 12448-1 

02 % 70-1 30 1 05/13/1009:38 4mcQ-4 
100 56 70-1 30 I 05/13/10 0 9 3  186853-7 
99% 70-1 30 1 05/13/1009:38 m7-26-5 

101 % 70-1 30 1 05/13/10 0 9 3  17060-074 

0.50 0.25 1 i 

Fa* 12of 1s 



Pace Analytical Services. Inc. 

H East Towercircle 

Omond Beach. FL 32174 

(386)672-5668 

ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

Projed: 3641373fTomoka V w T m M  
Pace Pmjed No.: 3512742 

Sample: 160 Greenbriar Ln Lab I D  3512742001 Colleded: 06/08/10 15m Received: oM08/10 15:20 Mabix: Drinking Water 

RSWlts Units mi. MDL DF Prepared Analyred CASNo. Qual Parameters - -- 

Dale: oM2/2010 0323 PM 

Analytical Method: EPA552.2 Iheeparation Method: EPA552.2 

2 2  w?n 1 .o 0.61 
8.6 ugA 1 .o 0.61 

21.5 u@ 1 .o 0.61 
OdlU I@L 1 .o 0.61 

4.9 w?n 1 .o 0.61 
5.9 UgL 1 .o 0.61 
lo9 % 70-'130 

AMlytical Method: EPA 524.2 

12.6 

16.0 Uan. 
1.4 w?n 

100 % 
96% 

124 % 
101 % 

0.50 0.25 
0.50 0.25 
0.50 0.25 
0.50 0.25 
0.50 0.25 

7 W l M  
7W130 
7W130 
70-'130 

1 06/14/10 1630 06/17/10 01:45 631-64-1 
1 06/14/10 1630 06/17/1001:45 7 8 4 3 6  
1 06/14/10 1630 06/17/1001:45 
1 06/14/10 1630 06/17/1001:45 79.083 
1 06/14/1016:30 06/17/1001:45 78118 F5 
1 06/14/10 1630 06/17/10 01:45 7643-9 
1 06/14/10 16:N 06/17/10 01:45 6o(M55 2p 

REPORT OF UBORATORY ANALYSIS 

06/15/10 203 75-27-4 
06/15/10 2 0 3  75-25-2 
06/15/10 2038 67-66-3 
06/15/10 20:38 12448-1 

06/15/1020:38 46ooo4 
06/15/1020:38 186853-7 
06/15/10 2038 2037-26-5 
06/15/10 2038 17060074 

PageEd13 



MBEL, Inc. 
5600 US. I North. Fort Pl€rC€. R 34946 
-hone (772) 465-8584 Far: (77Z) 467-684 

Tor Will Fontaine 
Aqua Utilities Florida, Inc. 
930 S South State Road 19 
Palatka. FL 321779394 

Client: Aqua Utilities Florida, Inc. 
Workorder ID: Tomoka View Triannual Pri/Sec 
Received: 311 1/09 12:22 

Date issued: March 31, 2009 

[2134204] 

Dear Will Fontaine; 

Analytical results presented in this report haw been reviewed for compliance with the 
HBEL. Inc. Quality Systems Manual and have been determined to meet applicable 
Method guidelines and Standards referenced in the July 2003 National Environmental 
Laboratory Accreditation Program (NEIAP) Quality Manual unless otherwise noted. 
The Analytical Results within these report pages refled the values obtained from tests 
performed on Samples As Received by the lalmratory unless Indicated differently. 

FDOH Safe Drinking Water Ad. Clean Water A d  and RCRA Certification kps: 

E96080, E8350!3 

Questions regarding this report should be directed to the Report Signatory at (772) 485-8584 
referencing the HBEL Workorder ID [Number]. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Eric Charest 
HBEL. Inc. Laboratory Manager 
W: RJS report it mtbbe-. excap( h W. wl(h0Uttha emeasadrHUOarmasnldHeEL Inc 

5600 US I Nwth 
Forl P m ,  FL 34916 
,=DOH # EB6080 

Printad. 3n1m 



HBEL, Inc. 
5600 US. I North. Fort PiEKs. FL E1946 
ohonr (77Z) 465-8584 F a x  c774 467684 

CER JIFICATE OF ANALYSIS 
[2134204] 

C/mi f :  Aqua Utilities Flonda, Inc. Workorder ID: Tomoka View Triannual Pri/Sec 

Laboralofy ID: 2f34204001 
Sample ID: P.O.E. Grab 
oda-Dach(onnaed 1.0 u 
PH 0 7.86 

0.0030 U 
0.017 
0.00010 u 
0.00070 U 
0.0018 u 
0.0034 
0.025 U 
0.026 
0.0020 u 
0.0010 u 
63 
0.010 u 
0.0011 
0.0010 u 
0.00061 U 
0.0022 u 
0.0010 u 
0.00015 
110 
0.12 
0.011 
0.0022 u 
4.7 
0.0036 U 

0.0047 U 
0.13 U 
0.10 u 
0.020 u 
0.036 U 
0.027 U 
0.044 u 
0.14 U 
0.60 u 
0.19 u 
o a  u 
2.3 U 
0.23 U 
0.39 U 

T O N  
su 
men. 
men. 
men 
men. 
men. 
w 
men 
men 
w 
moll 
men. 
man 
man 
man 
KM. 
men 
mgrl 
wl- 
men 
w 
w 
w 
man 
ugh 

usn. 
usn_ 
usn. 
usll 
usn 
ugh 
M 
w 
ugh 
usn 
w 
UCJll 
usn 

1 .o 
0.200 
0.0030 
0.0018 
o.oO01o 
0.00070 
0.0018 
0.0014 
0.025 
0.0037 
0.0020 
0.0010 
0.50 
0.010 
0.00082 
0.0010 
o.ooo61 
0.0022 
0.0010 
0.00OO60 
5.0 
0.011 
0.0030 
0.0022 
1.4 
0.0036 

0.0047 
0.13 
0.10 
0.020 
0.036 
0.027 
0.044 
0.14 
0.60 
0.19 
022 
2.3 
0.23 
0.39 

Matnx Waler 
EPA 140 1 
€PA 1M 1 
€PAxy)7 
€PA1007 
€PA xy) 7 

E P A x y ) 7  

€PA xy) 7 
EPA xy) 7 

EPA 200 7 
€PA2007 
€PA 200 7 
EPA2W7 
€PA xy) 7 
€PA xy) 7 
€PA xy) 9 
EPAMO9 
EPA 2w 9 
€PA xy) 9 
W A X 0 9  
EPA 245 1 
EPA 305.0 
€PA 305 0 
€PA Wl 0 
€PA 305 0 
€PA Wl 0 
€ P A W  1 

€PA SlU I 
EPA 505 
WA YK 
EPA 50s 
€PA YK 
€PA YK 
€PA YX 
EPA YX 
EPA 505 
€PA 515 1 
WAS151 
€PA 515 1 

EPAS151 
EPAS151 

WCOE18749 
WGEJo741 
MT14279 

MTA9279 

MTA9279 
MTA9279 
ETA9279 
MET14279 
ETA9279 
KTA9279 
WTA9279 
MTA9279 
ETA9279 

ETA9279 
ETA9283 
ETA9281  
M A 9 2 7 3  
META9294 
MTA9298 
MTA9275 
e7989 
e m 7  
e m 7  
e7987 
e m  
PESTS303 

PEST5303 
PEST3302 
PEST3332 
PEST5302 
PESTS3J2 
PEST3302 
PEST5302 
PESTS302 
PEST5302 
PESTUOO 
PEST5300 
PESTUOO 
PEST53a) 
P E m  

W U S 1  Nmih 
Fort Piem. FL 34946 
FDOH # €96080 

Printed: 3l31log 



HBEL, Inc. 
5600 US. I North Fort PlErcL FC 34446 
ohone m2)465-8584 Fax m2)467- 

CERTFICATE O f  ANALYSlS 
[2134204] 

Clrent Aqua Utilities Flonda. Inc. 

Parameta Quuacfwr Result( unlts Lbnit Mew @at& CalafTkne D a W m  Anal@ ID 

Worlrorder ID: Tomoka View Triannual PdSec 

M a w  Rep halvred Lab R f W m  

56OOUSlNorfh 
Fa? Piem. FL 34946 
FDOH # E96080 

0.23 U 
0.21 u 
0.44 u 
0.23 U 
0.41 U 
0.21 u 
0.29 U 
0.40 U 
0.23 U 
0.20 U 
0.24 U 
0.30 U 
0.21 U 
0.21 U 
0.23 U 
0.21 U 
0.24 U 
0.22 U 
0.46 U 
0.35 U 
0.36 U 
0.32 U 
0.61 U 
0.48 U 
0.070 U 
0.85 U 
0.68 U 
0.31 U 
0.24 U 
0.63 U 
0.41 U 
0.13 U 
13 U 
2.8 U 
1.9 U - 
2.0 U +I- 1.4 pcM 
0.0 + L O 1  pcM 
0.3 U +1-0.2 pcM 
20 cv 
550 mgn 
0.063 mgn 
0.035 mgn 

023 
0.21 
0.44 
0.23 
0.41 
0.21 
0.29 
0.40 
0.23 
0.20 
0.24 
0.30 
0 2 1  
0.21 
0.23 
0.21 
0.24 
0.22 
0.46 
0.35 
0.36 
0.32 
0.61 
0.48 
0.070 
0.85 
0.68 
0.31 
0.24 
0.63 
0.41 
0.13 
13 
2.8 
1.9 

1 .a 
16 
0.0047 
0.022 

EPA 515.1 
EPA 5242 
EPA 5242 
EPA 524.2 
EPA 524.2 
EPA524.2 
EPA 524.2 
EPA 5242 
EPA 5242 
EPA 5242 
EPA524.2 
EPA5242 
€PA 5242 
EPA 524.2 
EPA 5242 
EPA 5242 
€PA 5242 
EPA 5242 
EPA 5242 
EPA5242 
€PA 5242 
EPA 524 2 
EPA 5252 
€PA 5252 
EPA 5252 
EPA5252 
EPA5252 
EPA 5252 
EPA 5252 
EPA 5252 
EPA5.31.1 
EPAU1.l 
EPA 547 
EPA548.1 
EPA $492 
EPA WOa 
EPAo0j.l 
EPA Abx. 

W1iQ B 
WZS4OC 
SkUSWCNE 
SRSMOC 

PESTSYY) 

vow057 
vocMs7 
m 7  
voc3057 
vocJDs7 
vow057 
vocYn7 
vocy)57 
VOcJDsl 
vocMs7 
voc3057 
vow057 
vow057 
vocy)s7 
volxl57 
VOWOS7 
vow057 
VOCMSI 
vOC3051 
vow057 
vocyH7 
SVtX2746 
SVE2746 
svocn46 
s v o C m  
SVCC2746 
svoC2746 
6Mc2746 
WE2746 
mm70 
mczsm 
HRC2571 
SVOC2745 
mc2573 oy17m111x) mRuo91429 

W m  16% SAL1111 
SAL1111 mmra, lua 
S A L l l l l  lDr.?mo lrol 
wcGE3mso OYiUr, 1335 
WuiwolO avlm 1215 
WcWoM mnm 1190 avl7m 1&46 
wcou(1147 avlUr, 1p?S avlM9 1417 

Pdnled: 331109 



M E L .  Inc. 
5600 u 5 I North. Fort Pkrct. H 34946 
Dhont (772)465-8584 Fax m2)4675584 

CERTIFICATE OF ANAL YSlS 
[2134204] 

Client: Aqua Utilities Florida, Inc. Workorder ID: Tomoka View Triannual PriJSec 

Memod Laboralory Prep Analyzed Lab 
Parameter cualfier uesun' UNts ImiI Bal& Da(alTime D W m t u W s t  0 

Laboratory ID 2134204002 ::-. Received: 03/11/09 1222 
Sample ID VOC TRIP BLANK A@& w8fW Results r e v  on Wet Weghl Basis 

t 1 2 T r & i c m & a m ,  0.44 u M 0 44 EPA 524 2 m m 7  w m 2 3 8  WR E96080 
1 l-DzMoroe(hene 0.23 U uan 0 23 €PA5242 v O c M 7  owual238 WR E96oBo 

12w- 0.21 u * 0 21 €PA 5242 vow057 oy14muB WR E96080 

1 1  1 Tr&icm&ana 021  u usn 0 21 EPA 524 2 vow057 IlYl4hB233 WR E96080 

1 2 4 T r ~ h h k m W  0 4 1  U uan 0 4 1  EPA524.2 voQDs7 O Y l K 9 2 3 8  WR E96080 

t 2 LkhlUoechme 0 29 U uan 0 29 €PA5242 vowos7 OYl4a9230 WR Eo6080 
1 2 hchlUopro(kne 0.40 u * 0 40 WAS242 vow057 OW4KI9238 WR 

Benzene 0.20 0 usn 0 20 €PA5242 vow051 oy14.03238 WR E96080 
1 4 - [ h c M a ~ z P n s  0.23 U M 0 23 EPA 5242 M w M 7  mual238 WR EgglBo 

Cabon lelrachbnde 0.24 U M 0 24 EPA 5242 MxJo57 m a 9 2 3 8  WR E96080 
CtdW&.%?eW 0.30 U ugh 030 EPA 5242 V o c Y m  O Y l m m  WR EeGoBo 
QS-12 Dlchlaoe(hene 0.21 u upn 0.21 EPA 5242 v o C m 7  OYlu09238 WR E96080 
EIJlytWlZene 0 2 1 u  u9n 0 21 €PA5242 vow057 mu09238 WR E96080 
wylene- 0.23 u upn 0 23 EPA5242 vow057 w1mm WR EBBoBo 
Styrene 0.21 u ugh 0 2 1  EPA 524 2 w x X b 7  w14AeUe WR EBBoBo 
Telrxhlaoelhene 0.24 u upn 0.24 €PA5242 voCx67 mu09236 rmeSoB0 
duen? 0.22 u M 022  €PA5242 vow057 awuo9238 WRE96ua 

Tad xylenes 0.46 u upn 0.46 EPA 5242 voc3on IlYlu0923s WR E96080 
lrafS.1 z-(kChlomemene 0.35 U w 035 €PA5242 vowM7 MMIOsm WE96080 
TmNaoeihene 0.36 U * 0.36 EPA5242 Vow057 IlYl4hB09138 WR E96080 

0.32 EPA 5242 VOwmT mu09238 WR EBBoBo Vinyl Chlonda 0.32 U * 
'Result ~ u a ~ m e c ~  u = N O ~ D C I I ~ C ( ~ ~  I = detaded tetwem ~ ~ ~ a b o n r t q ~ e f h o d  ~ a t e c t ~ l  ~aboratay ~eporthe LIIW 
&@!cab Flonda C8padmnlofEn-M RoDBdhn GualMrs defnedbebw 
Q S m p k W ~ y a n d ~ a c c a p l e d ~ ~  

SWeinmlofEsbmated uncer$lnlyavdbb(euPan requesC 

56ooUSlNorth 
Fa? Pierce, FL 34946 



AOUA. - 
Aqua Ultilities Florida 

Secondary Water Quality Project Report 
July 2010 

Zephyr Shares Water System 

7phyr Shores is a community of about SO0 Aqua Utilities Florida customers in P a m  County. 

Aqua has worked diligently over the past several years to improve the option and reliability of 
the Zephyr Shores system. As the Florida Public Service Commission noted in Aqua’s last rate 
case decision, Aqua installed a second well and a generator to the system and entered a consent 
order with the Florida Department of Enviro~mental Protection (FDEP) to address reliability and 
permitting issues. That consent order was clcsed on October 29,2007. A consent order was 
issued in April 2009 for the late submittal of Qualterly Arsenic Samples, and that order was 
satisfied on August 24,2009. 

In the past year, Aqua has worked to tackle the aesthetic qualities -the look, smell and taste - 
of lap water in the system. Although these aesthetic qualities are considered “secondary” water 
quality standards, and Aqua has not exceeded the secondary standards for iron and manganese, 
Aqua has moved forward with initiatives to address customer concerns. 

Aqua surveyed customers in Zephyr Shores in October 2009. 

Like many Floridians, customers in Zephyr Shores get their water from the Floridan aquifer. The 
water can contain natural minerals that can accumulate in distribution system pipes.,Sudden 
changes in flow in the distribution system call disturb deposits in the mains and cause discolored 
water. To address this issue, Aqua recently UlstaIled new flushing equipment and devised a 
systematic flushing schedule to clean the water mains. The program involves operating valves in 
a specific sequence to maximize the effectiveness of the flushing. This plan will address 
accumulated natural deposits in the mains ami will reduce the incidents of discolored water. 

Natural minerals in the water can also cause staining or deposit scale on fixtures over time and 
leave spots on glasses and dishes. Aqua has dlesigned, permitted and installed a “sequestration” 
treatment system that will reduce the effects of natural minerals in the water. The FDEP has 
scheduled a clearance inspection for March 16,2010, and Aqua expects to place the new 
treatment system in s k c e  shortly thereafter. 

Many Zephyr Shores residents are “seasonal customers” - they live elsewhere during the 
summer months and return to Florida for the winter. That means water can sit in their d c e  line 
or household plumbing for months, creating tdors and discolored water. Customers might nee3 to 
flush water through their fixtures and household plumbing after water has been standing in the 
pipes for an extended peaiod of time. 

Aqua management has been meeting with Zephyr Shores customers regularly to discuss customez 
concerns and create strategies to improve the look, taste and smell of their water. We will 
continue to talk with our customers and keep them informed as our plans progress. 



Zephyrhills 

71% of respondents rated Aqua's overall water service 1 or 2 on a scale of 1-5 
68% of respondents are not satisfied wilth the taste of their water 
64% of respondents are not satisfied with the odor of their water 
46% of respondents are not satisfied with the color of their water 
59% of respondents are not satisfied with the hardness of their water 
48% of respondents are not satisfied with the reliability of their service 
45% of respondents are not satisfied with Aqua's customer service 
92% of respondents are not satisfied with the value of their water service for the money 
65% of respondents rated Aqua's attention and response to water quality issues involved in 
providing water service 1 or 2 on a scale of 1-5 



Florida Department of Environmental Protection 
Safe Drinking Water Prograim Laboratory Reporting Format 

LABORATORY CERTIFICATION INFORMATION 
A n A C H  CURRENT DOH ANALYTE SHEET 

Lab Name:Advanced Environmental Laboratories. Inc Florida CeMcat i i  #: E84589 

Address: 9610 Princess Palm Avenue Cerbfistion Expirabon Date: 0 6 / ~ 1 0  

(to be completed by lab - Please type or print legibly) 
* 

Tampa, FL 33619 Phone #. (813)630-9616 

ANALYSIS INFORMATION (to be completed by lab) Date Sample(s) Received. 09/02/2009 

FWS ID (Fmn page 1) fiI-5 Sample Number (~-psgeip TO913617001 

Lab Assigned Report Number cf Job I D  TO913617001 - 
Group(s)Analyzed 8 Results attached for annpliince will1 Chapter 62-550. FAC. (-a IIWW 

i y 1 7  nics 

Partial 
0 M i t e  

Synthetic manics Vdatila Omanks Disinfedon Byproduds 
0 Trihalomethanes 
0 HaloaceticAdds 

- Parliil 0 Bromate 
0 Nibite 0 Dioxin Only 0 Chlorite 
0 hbestos Only 

Secondaries 
,@All 14 

Were any analyses subcontraded7 P Y e s  0 No 
if yes. please provide DOH cectication numbers: -74. E82001, E83033 

0 Partial 

ATTACH DOH ANALYTE SHEET FOR EACH SUBCONTRAClED LA8’ 

CERTIFICATION 
I .  Tammie Heslin Project Manager 

(Print Name) (Print T I )  

do HEREBY CERTIFY that all attached analytical data ant med and unless noted meet all requlrements of the National 
Environmental Laboralory AamMation Confe 

Signature: Date: 09129l2009 
* Failure to W e  a valid and current Flocida DOH lab Cerliflclitbn number end a current Ansly@ Sheet for thc attached analpis 

results WlU msdt in rebcibn of the report. posdble e n f o m m t  against Ihe publii water system for failure to sample. and may 
resultln- ’ o f ~ D O H & I r a a u o f L a b o r a t o r y ~ s .  .. Please provide r a d i i 1  sample dates 6 bcations for each quarter. 

COHPUANCE DETERMINATION (lo be mmpcaod by MP (x 0 0 ~ )  

Sample Collection Info Satisfactory: Yes 0 NO Sample Analysis Info Satisfactory: 0 yes 0 No 
Replacement SamFk(S) Requested (cda-WnpHpmud~)-.k-) 0 Revised ReportRequested~aaorhbmhtcyoup(.)~) 

Additional Monitoring Required 

Reason@): 0 MCL(s) Exceeded 0 Cletectiin(s) 0 Incomplete Rwort 

(*or hbhW porp($l .bovs) 

0 Missing Analyte Sheet@) 0 Location Unsatisfactory 0 Analysls Unsatisfactory 
0 Other: 

Person Notif&: Date Notifed: 
Comments: 
Date Reviewed: DEPJDOH Reviewing Offiaal: 
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Florida Department of Environmental Protection 
Safe Drinking Water Program Laboratory Reporting Format 

Report Number I Job ID: 

Ropmlng Format 62-550.730 
Effeclive January 1995. Revised Janvnry 2W4 Page 4 or7 

‘ReauIB !lwst be repoded 4 t h  (~ppropriole quallfim in asordance wilh FMrfda Admlnisbanve COde Rule 52.160. Table 1 Rewils qualified with A, F, H, N. 0. T, 7, 7. I. are tinacceptable lor 
mmdiance Mlh 62.550. ResullS quallfiec with a J. 0. R. 01 V must be accompanied by writton justlRc8lion and will be evaluated on a Case by a s e  bask. To a*vOi/oid a moniloring noletion. unacceptable 
resoit~ must be replaced win acceplable results tmm oampks cuilected during the same imiloring period 



62-550.31 O(6) 

Florida Department of Environmental Protection 
Safe Drinking Water Program Laboratory Reporting Fonnat 

Report Number I Job 

PWS ID (From Paw I): 

TO91 361 7001 

651 201 8 

** 

*** If the results exceed 5 pCiR. a measurement for radium-226 IS required. If the results exceed 15 pCiL. measurements for radium-226 and uranium are 

**** If uranium (U) is repated as e measurement of ecthrity @CiL) it will be converted to a mass measurement (pg/L) by multiplying the result by 1.5. 

**** Reserved 

If the results exceed 5 pCVL. e measurement for radium-226 is required. 

reqUirsd. 

Repating Formal 82-550.730 
Effec(ive JBnuav 1995. Rwhed Jswary ZW4 Page 5 or 7 

‘Resula mi be repled virh apprapriale qualifiers In accndance vim Florida AdmlnlStranve Code Rule 62-180. Table 1. Resulfs qualm nith A. F, 14, N. 0. T, 2. 7 ,  *. arm unacceptable for 
mmpliame wllh 62-550. RewllS qualHied wilh a J, Q ,  R. or Y must be a-pmied by Written jusMicnfion end Will be evalualed on a case by case basis To avoid a rnoNIOdnp \~ioiallon. unacceplable 
r s d s  muat ba replplllced wllh ampmble rew118 horn sampler ccnecfed dvw me m e  maniwng parid 



Florlda Department of Environmental Protection 
Safe Drinking Water Program Laboratory Reporting Format 

Report Number I Job ID: T0913817001 
PWS ID (FE+-OP~I)  6512018 

62-550.31 0(4)(a) 

'Results 1rw1 be reported wllh appoplate qvalmen In amdance with Flonda AdminisfIatlve M e  Rule 62.160, Table 1. Resuns qualiqed wilh A F, H. N. 0. T, 2. 7. ', are unaccsptable for 
mrnpliame wllh 62.550 Resub qualm4 with B 1, 0. R, or Y must be empanled by mitten JustiRcotim and will be evaluated m a mse by Case basis. TO avoid a monitoring yiolaliw. unacceptable 
renilts mud be replaard with accsptatle results from sampk?s Oanecled dvrlng the same monlbing Mod. 

__ . -. . . . . - . . .- . ._ 
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‘Resulg 11iust be reporled willi appoprlate qualiners In accordance wlth Flollda Adminisbattve Code Rule 62.180 Table 1 Reswlls qualified Mth A, C, H N 0. T 2. 7.  *. are unacceptable for 

compliance with 82.550. Results qualified with a J, 12 R. or Y mllSt bt ecampnnied by winen justification and win he evalualed on a case by case bask To avoid a mmilo4ng v~olation. unacceptable 
resdn musi be replaced vdm acceptable results fmm samples conem mxing Ihe am monilwing @od 
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Tomoka View PWS Flushine Plan 

Panmeter 
Total C12 Residual 

Free NH3-N 

pH 

NO2-N 

Gods A&DU Level Aetion 
>2 mg/L as Clz c2 m,@ as Cl, Flush until residual >2 me/L as Cl, 

Incrcase plant c12/NH3 ratio, start daily 
monitoring, if not 4 . 5  mg/L. aftex 2 days flush 

until <0.5 mg/L as N 

Monitor daily if 0.1 - 0 3  mg/L as N 

c0.5 mg/L as N a . 5  In& as N 

1.9-83 N/A Monitor 

co’l as a.1 as If >03 mg/L as N, revert to fkee chlorine 
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Open and 
Close Valves 
in this Order 
Left to Right 

Flush Point 
#1 

Flush Point 
#2 

Flush Point 
#3 

Flush Point 
#4 

Flush Point 
#5 

Flush Point 
#6 

Unidirectional Flushin% 

The following locations shall be manually flushed (unidirectiondy) as indicated below until 
water is visibly clear and an acceptable totill chlorine residual is achieved. Flush each section in 
its entirety before moving to the next section. Refer to the system flushing map for locations of 
flush points and valves. The system should be unidirectionally flushed twice per year. 
Additional manual flushing should be perfi~rmed by section in response to customer complaints 
or water quality parameter triggers in a particular section. 

Hydrant # 
Valves to or 

Close WO iY 
to open 

#I 

#9 #5, #6 

#2 #3 

#2 #16, #7 

#36 #14, 

#12. #23. #33 

- 
- 

- 

- 

- 
- 

#24 - 

- 
I 
I- 
3 
0 
0 

Flush Point 
#7 

Flush Point 
#9 

Flush Point 
#I 0 

Flush Point 
#8 

#13, #19. #33 
#22 

#28 #34 

#34 #23, #27 

#14, #20. #34 

- 

- 

- 

#25 - 

600 

100 

~ FIu;oint 1 #1$:6. 1 
Flush Point #20, #25. 

#27 #28 

- 

- 

Plant 
#13. #19, Not to 

90 

#33 #24 

#34 #22#28 

IrnJernentation: 

Time to 
Flush 

(minute) 

6 

3 

3 

4 

- 

1 

2 

5 

1 

1 

5 

I 

3 

Special Hydrant 

Flushed 
close 

350 #5, #3 

450 #?. #I6 

150 #36 #14.#18 

200 #33 #12.#23 

Flushing 
should 
be at 
120 

GPM or 
higher. 

150 I #34 I #23 I 35PSI 

' #20.#25. low. I #32 I #27 #28 350 

The flushing program will be implemented :at the time chloramination goes online in the Tornoka 
View water system and shall remain in effect while the system is on chloramination. 



Rosalie Oaks Flushing Plan 

Pumose: 

The purpose of this program is to insure the quality of the potable water provided to the Aqua 
Utility Florida, Inc. customers in the Rosalie Oaks service area. The population consists of 
seasonaVweekend customers, therefore proper flushing is important to provide quality water. 

Intent: 

The intent of this program is to provide nlinimum guidelines to operations personnel in daily 
operations. Specific conditions in the distribution system and customer complaints may dictate 
additional flushing and monitoring. 

Flushine: 

The system shall be flushed directionally in the order below every Thursday. At a minimum, 
each flush point shall flush the volume ofwater specified. 

Lin. Ft. from 
PO€, Blow off or Linte Diameter Gallons of 

Street Name Last Line change (in) water Total Gallons 

8 1762 I 1762 Flush Point # I 675 I 

875 4 571 I 938 I 
500 6 734 I 734 I 

Flush Point # 2 250 6 367 

Flush Point # 3 

Flush Point # 4 800 6 1174 1174 

900 6 1321 I 1321 Flush Point # 5 I 

500 2 82 I 82 Flush Point # 6 I 



A' I 

/' Flushing Point # 2 

Flushing Point #5 

Flushing Point ##6 
I I 



Zephyr Shores PWS Flushinp Plan 

Parameter 
Free Chlorine 

Residual 

Purpose: 

Goals A,ction Level Action 

Cb Ch C1, 
N.2 mgL as x0.2 as Flush until residual N.5 mg/L. as 

The purpose of this flushing program is to maintain quality and appearance of the water in the 
Zephyr Shores water distribution system 

Intent: 

The intent of this plan is to provide guidelines to opaations personnel in daily operations. 
Specific conditions in the distribution system may dictate additional flushing and monitoring. 

Distribution System Monitorinp. Action Levels. & Actions: 

Manual conventional flushing may be necessary at any time should conditions dictate in 
response to water quality parameters approaching the trigger in Table 1, or in response to 
customer complaints of black or discolored water or taste and odor. In these cases, flushing will 
be conducted to achieve and maintain chlorine residuals at or above the minimums in Table 1. 
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6 AJC. 7, 8 
AJC. 19,zo 

7 AIC. 8 N'C. 

Unidirectional Flushme: 

The following locations shall be manually unidirectionally flushed as indicated below until water 
is visibly clear and an acceptable chlorine residual is achieved. Completely flush each section in 
its entirety before moving to the next sectiamn Refer to the system flushing map for locations of 
flush points and valves. The system shoul~d be unidirectionally flushed twice per year or more 
often as customer complaints or water quality dictates. 

I *  

12 (4541 WINDY) 12 6,7 UC, 8 UC, 
19.20 uc 

12 (4541 WINDY) 12 7. 8, 13,20 

FLUSH FLUSH 
POINT POINT # 

BLOW OFF 

BLOW OFF 

BLOW OFF 

BLOW OFF 

BLOW OFF 

BLOW OFF 

BLOW OFF 

BLOW OFF 

BLOW OFF 

FIRE 
HYDRANT 

FIRE 

SHORES - 1 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

AMERICAN 
CONDOS - 12 

13 

13. 20 NO 
10, 11.61 

6, lO AJC. 13, 
14 

8,lO NC. 16 

HYDRANT 

HYDRANT 

HYDRANT 
BLOW OFF 

FIRE 
HYDRANT 
BLOW OFF 20 

23 (4600 23 11, 10 UC. 61 

9 (34834 CARL - 9 6,lO UC. 13. 

59 (34824 CARL - 59 8.10 UC, 16 

CLARICE) 

BACK YARD) 14 

ACROSS 

VALVES 

OFF #TO 
OFF #TO 

I 
6 UC, 8 UC, 

4 9  
6, 8, 13 12 (4541 WINDY) 12 



-. . . ... . .  

b 

29.33, ai, 48 
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30 30 29.33 UC, 34. 

56 (AC ENTRY) 56 31, 32, 33, 39 
(CONDOMINIUM) 48 

Implementation: 

The flushing program is currently being implemented in the Zephyr Shores water system and 
shall remain in effect until the system is OIL chloramination. 



AOUA. - 

Free Chlorine M.2 m& as 4 . 2  mg/L as 

Leisure Lakes PWS Flushinp Plan 

Flush until residual >OS mglL as 

Pumose: 

The purpose of this flushing program is to mainth quality and appearance of the water in the 
Leisure Lakes water distriiution system 

Intent: 

The intent of this plan is to provide guidelines to operations personnel in daily operations. 
Specific conditions in the distribution system may dictate additional flushing and monitoring. 

Distribution System Monitorine. Action Levels. & Actions: 

Manual conventional flushing may be necessary at any time should conditions dictate in 
response to water quality parameters appmaching the trigger in Table 1, or in response to 
customer complaints of black or discolored water or taste and odor. In these cases, flushing will 
be conducted to achieve and maintain chlorine residuals at or above the minimums in Table 1. 
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Unidirectional Flushine 

The following locations shall be manually unidirectionally flushed as indicated below until water 
is visibly clear and an acceptable chlorine residual is achieved. Completely flush each section in 
its entirety before moving to the next section. Refer to the system flushing map for locations of 
flush points and valves. The system shoulld be unidirectionally flushed twice per year or more 
often as customer complaints or water quality dictates. 

Flushing Plan - Leisure Lakes 

Flush Point #7 

Flush Point #11 

Special 

V20 Flushing 
should 

Plant 
Not to 

Qo 
Below 

v2, v3. v4, 35 PSI 
V31. V36, or 

Water 
Storage 

drop to 
N/A level to 

NIA low. --I VlO, V I 5  
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The flushing program is currently being implemented in the Leisure Lakes water system and 
shall remain in effect until the system is OIL chloramination. 



Serratia m arcescen s 

! Phylum: Pmteobacteria 
Class: Gamma Pmteobacteria : 

I 
1 order: Enterobacteriales 

!Family: Enterobacteriaceae 1 
Genus: Serratia 

! Species: S marcescens i 

I 
Serratia marcescens I 

I 

Binomial name 

.. - 1 Bizio 1823 
. . ~ .  ~ . .. . . .. 

From W~kipedla, the free encyclopedia 

Serratia marcescens is a species of Gram-negative, rod-shaped 
bacterium in the family Enterobacteriaceae. A human 
pathogen, S. marcexens is involved in nosocomial infections, 
particularly catheter-associated bacteremia, urinary tract 
infections and wound infections,['][*] and is responsible for 
1.4% of nosocomial bacteremia cases in the Uniired States.13] It 
is commonly found in the respiratory and urinar, tracts of 
hospitalized adults and in the gastrointestinal system of 
children. 

Due to its ubiquitous presence in the edUirOnmetit, and its 
preference for damp conditions, S. m&ce.~m i:; mmmonly 
found growing in bathrooms (especiay bn tile put,  shower 
comers, toilet water lime, and basin), where it manifests as a 
pink discoloration and s l h y  fihu &edf&?&f€@ukphospholus- 
containing materials or fatty sdstances su& as.yap q d  
shampoo residue. Once established, complete enldication of the 
organism is often difficult, but can be accomplished by 
application of a bleach-based disinfectant. Rmsing and drying 
surfaces after use can also prevent the establishment of the 
bacteria by removing its food source and makini; the 
environment less hospitable. 

S. morcescens may also be found in environments such as dirt, 
supposedly "sterile" places, and the subgingival biofilm of 
teeth. Due to this, and the fact that S. murcescem produces a 
reddish-orange tripyrrole pigment called prodigiosin, 
S. marcescens may cause extrinsic staining of the teeth. The 
biochemical pathway illustrating the production of prodigiosin 

Serratia marcescens 

by S. marcexens is unknown except for the final Go st&. In 
these steps, a monopyrrole (MAD) and a bipyrmle (MBC) undergo a condensation reaction by way of a 

--condensingenzyme~oto-ultimately-fomrpro. 

1 
- - -  - 

icontents 
I 

i 9 1 Identification 
I 2 Pathogenesis 
I 3 History 
I 4Refmences 
9 SExtemallinksj 

Identification 
S. marcescens is a motile organism and can grow in temperatures ranging fkom 540°C and in pH levels 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sermtia_mar s 9/15/2010 



ranging lroin 5 to 9. I t  is differentiated from other Gram-negative bacteria by its ability to perform 
casein hydrolysis, which allows it to produce extiacellular metalloproteinases which are believed to 
function in cell-to-extracellular matrix intcractioris. S. murcescens also exhibits tryptophan and citrate 
degradation. One of the end products of tryptoph,m degradation is pyruvic acid, which is then 
incorporated into different metabolic processes of S. marcescens. A final product of citrate degradation 
is carbon. Thus, S. murcescens can rely on citrate: as a carbon source. In identifying the organism one 
may also perform a mefhyI red rest, which detemlines if a microorganism performs mixed-acid 
fermentation. S. marcescens results in a negative test. Another determination of S. murcescens is its 
capability to produe lactic acid via oxidative and fermentative metabolism. Therefore, it is said that 
S. marcescens is lactose o/F+.[~] 

Pathogenesis 
S. murcescens can cause infection in sevefal sites, including the urinary tract, respiratory tract, wounds, 
L3] and the eye, where it may cause conjunctivitis, keratitis, endophthalmitis, and tear duct infections.[5] 
It is also a rare cause of endocarditis and osteomyelitis (particularly in people who use intravenous drugs 
recreationally), pneumonia, and meningiti~.[~][~] Most S. marcescens strains are resistant to several 
antibiotics because of the presence of R-factors, which are a type of plasmid that carry one or more 
genes that encode resistance; all are considered intrinsically resistant to ampicillin, macrolides, and first- 
generation cephalosporins (such as cefalexin).['] 

In elkhorn coral, S. marmcens is the cause of the disease known as white pox diseaseJ6] In silkworms, 
it sometimes occurs as a secondary pathogen in viral flacherie need41 

Also in Drosophila research laboratories, infecticm with S. marcescens is common. It manifests itself as 
a pink discolouration or plaque in or on larvae, pupae, or the usually starch and sugar-based food 
(especially when improperly prepared). 

History 
Serraria rnarcacens was discovered in 1819 by Venetian pharmacist Bartolomeo Bizio, as the cause of 
an episode of blood-red discoloration of polenta iin the city of PaduaJ7] Bizio named the organism four 
years later in honor of Serafino Serrati, a physicist who developed an early steamboat; the epithet 
marcescens (Latin for "decaying") was chosen btxause of the pigment's rapid deteriorat' ion (ILuno's 
observations led him to believe that the organism decayed into a mucilage-like substance upon reaching 
maturity).[*] Serrufia was later renamed Monas prodigiosus and BuciIIus prodigiosus before Bizio's 
original name was restored in the 1920~. [~]  

Until the 195Os, S. marcescens was erroneously believed to be a non-pathogenic "sapr~phyte",[~] and its 
reddish coloration was used in school experiments to track infections. It has also been used as a simulant 
in biological warfare tests by the United States I~[ilitary.[~][l~1 On September 26 and 27, 1950, the 
United States Navy conducted a secret experiment named "Operation Sea-Spray" in which some 
S. rnurcacens was released by bursting balloons of it over urban areas of the San Francisco Bay Area in 
California. Although the Navy later claimed the bacteria were harmless, beginning on September 29 
eleven patients at a local hospital developed very rare, serious urinary tract infections and one of these 
individuals, Edward J. Nwin, died. Cases of pneumonia in San Francisco also i n w e d  after 
S. rnurcacem was released.[111J121 

1 .  

9/15/2010 



Sin= 1950, S. nturc~scens has steadily incrcased as a cause of human infection, with many strains 
resistant to multiple antibiotics.['] The first indications of problems with the influenza vaccine produced 
by Chiron Corporation in 2004 involved S. marctscem contamination. 

Because of its red pigmentation, caused by exprasion of the pigment 
grow on bread, S. marcescens has been evoked as a naturalistic explanation of Medieval accounts of the 
"miraculous" appearance of blood on the Eucharist that led to Pope Urban IV instituting the Feast of 
Corpus Christi in 1264. This followed celebration of a Mass at Bolsena in 1263, led by a Bohemian 
priest who had doubts concerning transubstantiation, or the tuming of bread and wine into the Body and 
Blood of Christ during the Mass. During the Mass, the Eucharist appeared to bleed and each time the 
priest wiped away the blood, more would appear. While it is possible that Serratia could generate a 
single appearance ofred pigment, it is unclear how it could have generated more pigment after each 
wiping, leaving this proposed explanation open to doubt. This event is celebrated in a fresco in the 
Apostolic Palace in the Vatican City, painted by IKaphael.[141 

In early 2008 the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) issued'a nationwide recall of one lot of 
Pre-Filled Heparin Lock Flush Solution USP ["I. The heparin IV flush syringes had been found to be 
contaminated with Serratia marcexens, which rcsulted in patient infections. The Centers for Disease 
Control (CDC) confirmed sowth of Serratia marcexens from several unopened syringes of this 

and its ability to 

product. 
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Norithshore Utility District 
LSDRESS TELEPHONES FAX NUMBERS 
6830NElB51hSW E n p t e e q  142513Sa4401 M r n d M a n  (425) 3984430 

What is that black "stuff" in my toilet, shower or pet's dish? 

Each year, a few Northshore Utility Di,strict customers call to ask about a bladc slimy 
substance that occasionally forms in moist areas around their home. Customers most 

frequently observe it in toilet bowls, on the surfaces in shower stalls and bathtub 
endosures, in sinks and pet water dishes. 

A black fungus or mold is thought to be the cause of the black stuff. The fungus or mold 
is common inhabitants of our environment. They can be found in many places, 

including human and animal feces, dust soil, and surface water. The fungus or mold will 
grow in any moist location where phosphorous containing materials or fatty substances 
accumulate. Sources of these substances include soap residue in bathing areas, feces 
in toilets, soap and food residues in pet dishes. The fungus or mold can also grow in 

locations such as toilets. The chlorine residual will dissipate from the toilet where water 
is left standing for an extended period oif time. The black fungus or mold is not known to 

cause any waterborne diseases. 

Once the fungus or mold is established, it cannot be eliminated entirely. However, 
periodic and thorough cleaning of the surfaces followed by disinfection with chlorine 

bleach can control the fungus or mold. Scrub the surfaces with a brush and household 
cleaner. Disinfect the surfaces with a strong chlorine bleach solution, let stand for 10-20 

minutes and thoroughlly rinse away with dean water. 

To control the growth in the toilet, thoroughly dean the toilet bowl with a brush and a 
toilet bowl cleaner. Disinfect the toilet bowl rim with a chlorine solution. You may also 

add a % cup of chlorine bleach to the toilet tank. Let the solution stand for 10-20 
minutes. Hush the toilet a couple of finies to rinse the disinfectant out of the toilet tank 

and the toilet bowl. 

If you have any questions regarding this mold, please contact Mick Holte our Water 
Quality Coordiriator at (425) 398-4417. 

- 



FAQs Vddwr System Advisones 

~~~~ ~ ~~~ ~ 

W d w r  115e Lffic-lrnry 

Y i J l W  Quallt" 

Orlllkcng Warel  I'rOtCCtto(! 

What Is the source of our water? IhpW.fer)I Bottled Water 
Our customen receive water purchased from the City 
Of Hamilton, Supplemented with water purchased from 

water from the Great Miami Buried Valley Aquifer, an 
underground water basin. Tht! city of Cincinnati also 
uses and treats water from the Ohio River. 

The water is treated to meet !stringent water quality 
standards. It Is pumped into storage tanks located 
throughout Butler County until it is sent into our 

business. 

Is bottled water safer than, tap water? 

Not necessarily. Check the bottled water label or 
contact the bottled water SupiJlier for test results on 
their product. Under special clrcumstances, such as 
during an emergency. bottled water can be a good choice. 

I?dckfUow Prerenriorl 

WdW< rrearmeir t 

tI0,ne"W"er TIP5 

Crllicdl Water Users 

VlatPr lor People 

I AQs 

the Cincinnati Watenvorks. k i t h  cities use and treat 

essential nutrients- Check me 

dlstrlbution system to be delivered to your home or 

residual disinfectant Lo 

The U.S. Environmental ProtectJon Agency regulates public water systems. As shown in our 
~ u - ~ ~ r ~ n ~ f i d e n C . ~ ~ . ~ C ~ R ~ ,  BCWS's water supply meets all federal and state €PA drintdng 
water standards. Bottled watt!r must comply with Food and Drug AdministratJon regulations. Most 
required monitoring under tht! FDA regulations Is not as frequent as the monitoring done on 
BCWS's water under EPA regiilations. 

Depending on the source of the water and the treatment process, some bottled waters may wntaln 
more or less amounts of substances than tap water. Some studies have shown that mkrobial 
growth may rxcur h bottled water during storage due to the lack of residual dislnfebant. BCWS 
adds chlorine to its system to control microbial growth. 

People with compromised lmniune systems should check the water quality test results for BCWS 
and the bomed Water supplier, and consult their donor before decidlng which sourre is best for 
them. 

Whv did I set a W L S X S , ~ ~  seB&!X&s -- " on m y  door? 
When part of the water system has a specifled loss in pressure because of a main break or other 
problem, the Ohlo EPA recommends Issuing a precautlonary boll advisory to all affected custonh?rs. 
It USUally takes us about 24-48 hours to fix main breaks and analyze water samples. We will notify 
You with a new door tag If thf! advisory continues longer than 48 hourr. 

~ ~ S ~ ~ n r r r m t i o ~ ~ D ~ ~ u ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  

How do I get Information albout water quality? 
Water quallty standards for wife drlntdng water are set by the USEPA and Ohio EPA. m e  water we 
serve you meek or exceeds all of these requirements. 

Our mn(CG3 provides a summary of our water testing for tk previous 
year. 

If YOU have other questions allout your water quallty, please call our Customer Care Department at 
(513) 887-3066. 

Why Is. there chlorine in th'c water? 



h! i'5 o . i , ~ i  

cepaitimxi has instalied sei.eia1 c I ~ I ~ ~ K ~ ~  pump stations thiouyt.ou1 oii, sctvice as?? On avf;agC 
rlic#c arc about 0.6 c a n s  per milion of chlorine in ocr water. 

How do I decrease the amount of chlorine in my water (for fish tanks, plant watering. 
etc.)? 
Fill a clean Container and leaving it sllghdy uncovered. aliow it to stand overnight. The chlorine will 
evaporate. To speed up the ,wocess, warm the water. Store the dechlorinated water in the 
refrigerator. 

Is there is lead In my water? 
BCWS follows EPA regulatloris and guidelines for water system lead testing. Our tests Indicate that, 
system-wide, the lead levels in BCWS's water are below the EPA limits. 

However, lead from Your home's plumbing can leach into your water. Lead pipes are easily 
scratched with a house key. leaving a shiny streak. A private laboratory can test a sample of ywr 
water to test for lead 

For more information. see: 

,..,; .. :nc.,,a.:v IC c o s ~ ~ c  the L Y B : ~ :  qs fret, 1;ciii itar::+b! bacteria i n e  

EPAweb~Lte 

Why Is there fluoride in the water? 
Fluoride prevents tooth decay and is essential for proper development of bones and teeth. On 
average there Is 1 part per niillion of fluoride In our drinking water. 

What Is the hardness level of BCWS's water? 
The hardness of the Water is usually between 145 and 170 parts per million. This equals 8-9 grains 
per gallon. 

What is the pH level of BCWS'r water? 
The PH of our water usually ,ranges between 8.8 and 9.4. 

If my water has an odor, what should I do? 
Pten odors that appear to be mminp frob turining 
+t your Water  ha^ a 'sewer gas' dor, NI a g(ass 
~ e r ~ s n o o d o r l n t h e ~ ~ r ~ m , ~ t h e ~ k p ~ b l y ~ ~ ~ ~ m ~ d r a i n . ~ a ~ ~  
drain will usually mmct the p p b l e n  

Chbrlne odors Qccur when the residual chlorine disinfectant gases (CIO2) mmbine with gases given 
off by common household Items. New carpeb, paint, flowers, pine wreaths, upholstery, scented 
soaps and other household pmducts produce gases called Voc5. When the chlorlne gas and VOCS 
combine, you may get a smell that does not smell llke either chlorine or the source of the VOC 
Some of the most wmnwn descriptions of the odors are cat urine, fuel 011 or chemicals. 

To reduce these odors, try puttlng a fan in your window to air out your home to reduce the level of 
VOCs or use a carbon filter to reduce the level of a02. 

If you are unable to determine the orlgln of the odor; please wII our Customer Care Department at 

comfnp horn the drab. If lfaeems 
and take ~t to another room,%@e 

- s€3Hw3€I6fj. 

Why Is my water somethas rusty? 
Rusty or Yellow water comes from mineral deposlh stirred up during hydrant flushing, fire-fighting, 
llne breaks or maintenance. 'me local fire department lists scheduled hydrant flushing In the 
newspaper. Try not to use w,fter durlng these NmeS to avoid pulling deposits into your home's 
plumbing. 

Rusty water will generally dear up within 2-3 hours after the line is repaired or hydrant closed. You 
Wll l  need to run your cold water for several minutes to flush the rusty water from the llnes In your 
house. Try not to run the hot water because that can deposit rust in your hot water tank. 

If your laundry gets stained by N S ~ V  water, keep it moist. Buy a rust remover and follow the 
directlons on the package. 

Why doas my water look cXoudy? 
Cbudy or mllky-lWkinQ water Is usually caused by dissolved air bubbles in the water. Air bubbles 
are harmless and are caused by pressure changes, temperature changes, water that Is too hot 
(above 140- F) and faucet at!rators. To check for air bubbles, RII a glass container with water: If 

http://www.butlercountydes.org/hhnvdrink 

~ ~~ 
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top. 

Why are there particles floating i n  my water? 
Black. brown or rusty partide!; can be Caused by minerals breaking loose during hydrant flushing. 
line breaks or line mintenance. Flush your lines by running the cold water for Several minutes. I f  
the water does not dear. the iparticles could be comlng from breakthroughs In your hot water 
heater or filter system. Call a licensed plumber to investigate the problem. 

If white or tan particles are flimting on the surface of the water, the problem may be corning fmm 
your hot water heater. The plastic dip tubes in water heaters often disintegrate with pieces going 
through the plumMng and belng trapped in faucet aerators. Call a licensed Dlumber to investigate 
the pmblem. 

my4s then a pink or black ring In,my.toUet? 
-a, fungus add motd spores nonna~y fouhd h the air in;@r to(l+.bowl. Vet 
surtacei pmvide Meal condihcas, and the o ~ n l d s ~ ~ ~ u c e  wing to~&r to fd;m a 
ring. The calor of the ring depends.m the raedes of.Qacteria,.mold-'w~fungu~ 

You can easily remove the rings with a toilet bowl brush and household cleaners. Uose the toilet lid 
to reduce the number of spores and reduce the ilght needed for growth. 

What Causes pinhole leakst 
SclentiSts have not yet discovered why pinhole leaks occur. National experts currently think that 
pimng in plpes can start from many factors, Including: 

substandard pipe manufacturing 

impmper installation 

irnpmper electrical gmundlng 

excess plumbing flux 

For more Information, &&be= 

Where can I find more Infamation about drinking water? 
EPA publications contain nwnl informatlon about drinldng water and your health 
h ~ ~ . . e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ l d w ~ i n d e x .  html. 

BCWS 130 High Street,  Hamilton Ohio 45011 (513) 887-3066 
b a r d  of Commissioners! Gregory V. IOiWette, Charles R. Furmon, Donald L. Dixon 

Webslte deslpned by Visbn internet 
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BUFFALO 
WATER -- 
-*Q,- VEOUA 

~ l E A Q a l w a l ~ * a l - t i  

Water Quality 

I. 

2. 

3. 

My water a m r s  milkv. cbudv a *e. when wued in a dass a dears from bottom to IOD. is it safe lo drink? 

WtN does mv waleramear bmwn a (yam. when ii is no( used h a  while? 

Whv is our wiwte neiahbahood ex~eriendna h w n  a orance water cuminq out oflhet& 

4. w- 
5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Whatacethemrl!c!ssthataredw iM my aerala. d ishasher hoses. e t c ,  7 

Lhareask in rash. is the wkx.to blame? 

-mv WatertaSe and smeH like awe. a 4 ~ f y ~ 1  -m 
Whvd klannyfishd ie. afkr I M fresh water in mv ilm? 
Whvdoe s mv water smell like bleach? 

My water appears milky. doudy or while. when poured in a gi ass it cleus from bottom to top. is il safe to drink? 

Yes. ywr  water is safe lo drink. The dardiness is simply air. AIr-bound water is most frequently seen when the water temperature is wUer 
than the ambient air. This effect may be enhanced when an aeratcr is attached to the fauce~'s tap. The presence of air-bwnd water is not 
harmfui and rw) auion 

035MQnR 

Why does my water appear brown or orange. when it is not u?ed for a while? 

This is pmbabty due IO rust WiIMn your internal plumhg at your rr!sidenc%. We suggest you let the water run for a few mimes. until it dears. 
be- use. 
&&QIw 

why is our h o l e  neighbodwad experiencing brown or orange water coming out of h tap? 

Call the waterdeparlmenl at 851-4704 a 851-4747. We will c i h d  lo see If work is being done in your neighbomood. Oflen. when a new 
hydrant is being used. a vibration fmm cons(rubbn adivity is OOaJrring. the flow of water in the main is wset a inlermded. rn- 
minerals deposited on the d S  of the main. lo d&ch and becom, suspended in the water. 

We suggesl that yw. and your neighbors. tw the water for a time The greater the water usage in your ama. the faster the minerals deposited 
in your d e r  will dear. If e. run the M e r  fmn the dd-water lap cbsest to your water meter. This may prevent these minerals fmm 
traveling lo other faucets farther along your water pipes. Once the waler clears, it may be necessary to Terne. and clean any aeratas thal 
are anached to you faucets. 
Bi&blplpp 

to be taken to mnect this phenomenon. 

- 

what the pattkles that are clogging my aerator. dishwasher hoses. &e.? 

Let'sdoa quicklest to sea whalthese partidas are. cdled gnne ofthese particles and place lhem h a small wp. Sbw(y and carefully poura 
small amount d household vinegar in this cup. If these pallides dissolve h the vinegar. they are p-&ably mineral depodts. it is quile natural 
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to see mal l  amwnts of minerals w i n g  fmn your water pipes. 
Bul t the particles do not dissolve in vinegar, they may be pladic w i n g  from the 'dip lube" in your hot water lank. This broken dawn 'dip 
tube' material mdy resembles mineral deposits. but are much more abundant. When the plastk 'dip tube' in a hot water tank begins to 
disintegrate it may wreak havw in your plumbing. You will &ally notice a bss of hot water pressure. along wilh blocked aeators and 
hoses. m e  -dip tube' a perhaps the entire hd water tank may need to be repbced. 
e&aQX€Q 

I have a skin rash. is the water to blame? 

You may have dry skim. or any number of differen skin almerds (0.9. eczema). lhal become Mmed when in rmtad wafl water. Water does 
nd create these ailments. Lw! the ailments may become worse Aien I comes in d a d  with water because instead of hydrating the skim. 
water may draw mdsture away from your Swn. Talk to ywr M o r  a pharmacist regarding a remedy. 

BnBleInn 

why does my W e r  taste and smell like algae, or grass (w dirt? 

Dumg the end of Summer thrwgh fall you may ndice a foul taste and odor in your waler. This is an after M e  do to the presence d algae in 
Lake Erie. We do r e m e .  fiterand t i i n k t  algae in the pmduciim of fnished water. but often the dtertaste wiu remabr (see A e s t W  
(xlditii for details). DespHe ule taste a oda. your water is pede* safe to mnwme. We suggest you plaoe a container of water in your 
refrigerator. The colder the water. the ks5 &a& the taste. 

&&lQ.Im 

Why did all my fish die. after I pul fresh water in my aquarium? 

Tap water contains reddual chkaine to keep it disinfected. This residual chlorire is deadly to fish. Befwe a d d i i  tap water to a fish tank U is 
necessary to dechlorinale the water. This can be achiwed by adding a decworinaton agent. available at any pet supply store. You can also 
mlled a quantity of water in an open container. and allow the chklrhe to dissipate naturally. 
FiaWQIa 

Why does my water d l  like bleach? 

This is a normal smell when ushg tap water. We add M n e  to vlilter to keep I disinfeded. AI certain Limes d the year the chlaine smew is 
morellokea& . This is especiaEy apparerd rvhen (he water lemperehtre is w a r n  than air temperature. 
Chwine. like all gases. *rill travel from a warm emo'mnment l o  a adder one. This phenomenon is the driving fom of lake effect sn- as well 
as dbine  gas in water. 
If you f d  the chlorhe M l e u  objectanable, by pladng a mrdainer of water in your Weretw overnight. The CNarine *rill scape and the 
chlorine oda win be gone. This M e r  should be kep( in your refrigera~or because it win no layler have chlome in I to keep I di~lnfedad. 

ra!xw!a 
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Lake Josephine, Leisure Lakes, Rosalie Oaks and Zephyr Shores were all included In Group 4 
by the Public Service Commission. This was the highest rates approved. AUF opposed this 

Calculated 
Statewide 

Uniform Rate 
No W/W alloution 
Max gall factor = 2 

rate structure. Tangerine was placed in Group 1. 
I I I Lake Josephine I 

Leisure Lakes 
Calculated Rosalie Oaks Tangerine 
Statewide Zephyr Shores 

Uniform Rate Approved Approved 
With W/W Alloc Group Group Aqua 

Max gall factor = 2 4 1 Requested 

l ~ i i i s  at: I 

28.71 $ 50.44 64.72 I 10,000 gal $ 81.01 $ 68.60 $ 69.67 $ 36.12 $ 
Average Usage $ 45.81 $ 50.88 $ 64.95 $ 

Rate Strucrure 
w a d d r e s s  affordability in its rate case, Aqua proposed a state-wide uniform rate for both water . . .  
and wastewater. Also, Aqua proposed a two-tier inclining block rate structure for water, with the second 
block having a factor of 1.25 times the fmt block Under its proposed rate structure, customers throughout 
the state of Florida would have paid approximately $40.92 for water and $88.91 for wastewater for 5,000 
gallons. However, the FPSC staff recommended a different rate structure using a grouping of systems. The 
Commission approved this recommended rate struchlre which included the most aggressive threetier 
inclining block gallonage charges ever approved. The third block begins at 10,000 and has a factor of 3 
times the fmt block This has caused a great amount of concern on the part of customers throughout the 
state of Florida. Further, the FPSC created the gallonage charges with 65% of the approved revenue 
requirement included. Thus, only 35% of the revenue requirement is recovered through the BFC. Finally, 
the FPSC also took some of the revenue requirement from the wastewater systems and again spread this 
over the water rates. These three factors taken together, has created very high gallonage charges for Aqua’s 
customers. 
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Exhibit H 

Final Quarterly Environmental Comlpliance Update 

(Reuort on Warning Letters, Consent Orders and NOVs for the Period October, 2010 
through December 20IOL 

Chulnota WTP - The water in the Chuluota region originates in the Floridan aquifer. 
The water is characteristically difficult to treat for public drinking water purposes due to 
naturally occurring total organic carbon (TOC) and hydrogen sulfides, which are 
indigenous in the local water table. As a consequence, residents in the Chuluota area 
have struggled with water quality issues, for more than 30 years. 

AUF bought the Chuluota system in 2004 as part of its purchase of Florida Water. Since 
that time, AUF has collaborated with the FDEP and worked closely with the agency to 
resolve issues stemming from TOCs and hydrogen sulfides. 

In 2009, AUF hired Dr. James Taylor who recommended AUF pilot two treatment 
systems to address the removal of hydrogen sulfides and TOC. Based on the results of 
this pilot study, AUF ultimately selected an ion exchange system manufactured by 
Tonka Water Systems. This system was selected based on its cost effectiveness as well 
as the effectiveness of the treatment prlscess. The pilot testing showed the process to be 
very effective in removing both the natural precursors that form TTHMs and the sulfides 
that contribute to taste and odor in the water. The ion exchange system will not only 
result in lower TTHMs, it also will reduce the hydrogen sulfide in the well water and 
improve the taste and odor of the drinking water. 

To expedite the construction and meet the consent order timelines, AUF divided the work 
into two phases. As part of Phase 1, AUF modified the pipe configuration, installed new 
pumps, and placed into service a 50,000 gallon ground storage tank. The project was 
designed to add chlorine into the smaller storage tank, reducing the time it has to react 
with the organics in the water before ammonia is added thereby reducing the formation of 
TTHMs in the distribution system. Phase 1 was placed in service at the end of February 
2010. 

Phase 2 consisted of the installation of the ion exchange treatment units and the raw 
water pipeline from plant 1 to plant 2. Construction began in March 2010. In accordance 
with the consent order, construction was timely completed with FDEP clearance received 
June 24, 2010. Thereafter, the new treatment facilities were placed into service. 



Once the treatment was optimized, flushing was reduced and the residual disinfection in 
the distribution system was changed tcl free chlorine. Sampling shows that the Chuluota 
water system was in compliance with the TTHM standards for all of 2010. 

FDEP closed-out the consent order on December 23, 2010. The closure letter from FDEP 
is appended as Attachment "1". A follow up inspection by FDEP in January 201 1 found 
no deficiencies. A copy of the inspection report is appended as Attachment "2". 

The total cost of the project, including the ion exchange units, the raw water main from 
plant 1, converting plant 1 to a storagei'booster station and all of the modification needed 
at plant 2 was $2.3 million. 

Tomoka View Estates WTP - AlJF signed a consent order for this system on 
December 18, 2009. As indicated in previous reports, AUF completed construction of 
the Chloramination system which was placed in service in December 2009. The results 
from the quarterly samples taken from December 2009 to June 2010 and the RAA for the 
2"d quarter of 2010 were all well below the TTHM standards AUF has received 
notification from the Volusia County Health Department that the system has been put on 
reduced monitoring for TTHMs. The consent order is closed. 

Village Water WWTF - Village Waier effluent ponds were constructed such that the 
bottom of the ponds were below ground water table and appear to receive extra ground 
water associated with the relatively new Polk County Parkway. Pursuant to the consent 
order, AUF is obligated to identify altzmative disposal options for the effluent by May 
201 1. Before identifying a viable solution, AUF explored a number of potential options 
including connecting with Polk County and the City of Lakeland for effluent disposal. 
Although AUF has had multiple meetings with the City of Lakeland and Polk County 
officials, it could not overcome the political, engineering, high cost challenges of 
delivering the treated effluent to either entity. 

Following those efforts, AUF has now identified a viable solution for effluent reuse and 
is negotiating an agreement with a nearby property owner. AUF expects the site will 
acoommodate all of the treated effluent and has drafted a proposed 20 year agreement for 
the use of the land. AUF has also engaged Andreyev Engineering Inc. to conduct and 
analyze soil borings and BESH Engineering Inc to design and permit the spray field. 
AUF anticipates having the spray field (operational by November 201 1. Meanwhile, AUF 
has installed monitoring wells around the percolation ponds and is monitoring in 
accordance with consent Order. To date, that monitoring has revealed no adverse 
impacts. 

Jasmine Lakes WWTF - Three of the four effluent disposal ponds at Jasmine Lakes 
were constructed prior to the regulatiorls requiring separation from the prevailing ground 
water table and periodic drying and scarifying. Such ponds are routinely "grandfathered" 
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under the old regulations. In December of 2002 FDEP began citing the previous owners 
for the ponds not drying. The previous Dwners and AUF explored several strategies to dry 
the ponds, none of which were succes:;ful. AUF agreed to dredge the ponds in 2009 to 
remove accumulated sediment as an alternative to drying and scarifying. A careful review 
of Rule 62-610.100(9), F.A.C. supported Aqua's position that the ponds were 
"grandfathered" under the prior rules iind thus were not required to be dried. AUF and 
FDEP have completed extensive hydrogeologic studies of ponds that demonstrate that 
they are performing as designed. After prolonged negotiations, FDEP and AUF entered 
into a settlement agreement whereby FDEP has issued a short form consent order. This 
case is closed. A copy of the FDE.P consent order closure letter is appended as 
Attachment "3". 

Palm Terrace WWTF - Similar to the Jasmine Lakes ponds discussed above, the Palm 
Terrace ponds were constructed around the same time with the same disposal strategies. 
FDEP initially issued a warning letter isserting that the percolation ponds in this system 
needed to comply with new FDEP rules. However, a consent order was never issued 
because FDEP now understands that these ponds were "grandfathered" under the prior 
rules similar to the Jasmine Lakes matter. As a result, this issue has been resolved and is 
considered closed. 

Subsequently, FDEP has issued a new 5 year permit renewal for operating the WWTP, 
which included language indicating that this system is "grandfathered", thus remedying 
the issue identified in the previous warning letter. The newly issued permit includes 
language that does not require the drying of the ponds. As part of the permit conditions, 
AUF installed a cross-over pipe between ponds 1 & 2. The two percolation ponds and 
the spray field are permitted and designed to take the permitted flows from this facility. 

Sunny Hills WTP - On December 2, 2010, AUF and FDEP executed a consent order 
for this system which addresses ground storage capacity, system configuration and other 
issues. See Attachment "4". When AIJF became aware of the issues that prompted the 
consent order, it retained the services of Hatch Mott McDonald Consulting Engineers 
("Hatch Mott") to inspect the tanks for compliance and evaluate the current ground 
storage capacity. Hatch Mott complet1:d its evaluation, finalized design, and submitted 
to the FDEP a permit application to interconnect plant 1 and plant 4 with the storage 
tank. In the event either well is out of !service the storage tank will remain in service thus 
continuing to improve reliability to the customer. The consent order provides that the 
project is to be completed within 120 days of issuance of permits by FDEP. AUF is 
complying with all terms and timelines in the consent order. AUF fully expects to 
complete the storage tank project this year. 

While not part of the consent order, iis part of AUF's Original Aesthetics Program, it 
directed Hatch Mott to conduct a pilot sequestering study to determine whether the 
addition of a sequestering agent to the treatment process will reduce aesthetic concerns 
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related to iron in the water. The study proved that levels of iron in the water can be 
sequestered so Hatch Mott prepared a 'design and permit package for FDEP's approval. 
AUF received project clearance from FDEP on June 21, 2010. This sequestering 
treatment is working very well. 

Peace River Heights WTP - AUF met with FDEP staff on November 9,2009 to discuss 
the warning letter regarding an alleged gross alpha exceedance. Since that meeting, AUF 
sent split samples to several independent laboratories and had Wisconsin State 
Laboratory for Hygiene conduct a very thorough analysis of samples from this system. 
AUF's testing conducted by independent laboratories demonstrated that the original 
exceedance of the Gross Alpha MCL was an artifact of the analytical method. The 
system has been in compliance with all radiological limits for all of 2010. However, 
levels of naturally occurring Combined Radium are close to the MCL. FDEP issued a 
consent order requiring special bi-monthly sampling for Gross Alpha and Combined 
Radium for two years. The consent order set a trigger for implementation of treatment if 
two of twelve individual test results exceeded the trigger. AUF signed the consent order 
on June 24,2010. 

AUF has been performing the required bi-monthly monitoring while also conducting a 
pilot study with ion exchange for radium treatment The pilot testing has been completed 
and demonstrated that the treatment woiild work if the conditions of the consent order are 
triggered requiring installation of treatment. AUF is proceeding with preliminary design 
for treatment so that plans can be filed expeditiously if the trigger is exceeded. Part of 
the engineering evaluation has been the installation of a flow chart recorder to gather 
information on system demand to optiniize the sizing of treatment, storage and pumps if 
treatment is needed The bi-monthly sampling began July of 2010 with the results 
currently not triggering treatment. The bi-monthly sampling is required to continue for 
two years. 

South Seas WWTF - This facility was constructed with four bolted glass-lined steel 
tanks - one for flow equalization and three for reject water tanks. Because of the very 
aggressive environment (from the wastewater and salt spray from the Gulf), these tanks 
had deteriorated in the years since the plant was built. Hurricane Charlie in 2004 also 
cause substantial damage at the plant and the golf course used for disposal. 

AUF made repairs to the tanks on several occasions, and installed disk filters to replace 
old sand filters and improve the quality of the effluent for reuse. 

AUF received a warning letter on February 25, 2010 regarding a leak at the facility's 
reject storage tanks, which AUF had previously reported to the FDEP. Prior to receiving 
the warning letter, AUF had already contacted contractors to evaluate the flow 
equalization tank and the 3 reject storage tanks at the facility. Subsequently, the flow 
equalization tank failed resulting in a spill of raw wastewater. Aqua had temporary 
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repairs made to the tank and initiated plans to replace all four tanks. FDEP issued a 
proposed draft Consent Order to replace the tanks and make other upgrades. That draft 
consent order has not been finalized, but Aqua has replaced all four storage tanks at a 
cost of over $400,000. 

Jungle Den WTF - This is a consecutive water system that purchases bulk water from 
St. John's River Utility("SJRU"). SJRU was required to install a new chloramination 
treatment system and AUF was required to notify customers that it's bulk supplier was 
moving to a new treatment system. AUF provided that notice to customers after SJRU's 
new treatment system became operational. In November of 2010 FDEP emailed AUF 
that it had failed to issued notice befort: SJRU placed its new system into service. AUF 
is working with FDEP and expects the agency to issue a short form consent order in the 
first part of 201 1. 

Other: Except as set forth herein, as of December 31 ,  2010 AUF has no NOVs from the 
FDEP or FDOH, and no new consent orders from those agencies. 
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Attachment 1 



Florida Department of 
Envirorimental Protection 

Central Distr ict 
3319 Maguire Boulevard, Suite 232 

Orlando, Florida 32803-3767 

VIA E-MAIL 
jmlihvarcik@aquaamerica.com 

Mr. Jack Lihvarcik 
Aqua Utilities Florida, Inc. 
P.O. Box 2480 
Lady Lake, FL 32158-2480 

OCD-PW-CE-10-0972 

Charlie Crist 
Guveriior 

Jeff Kottkirmp 
Lt. Governor 

Mind A. Drew 
Secretary 

Seminole (County - PW 
Chuluota LYater System 
PWS ID # 3590186 
Consent Csrder - OGC Case No. 06-2432 
Case Closure 

Dear Mr. Lihvarcik: 

The above-referenced enforcement case IS closed by this office effective December 22, 2010. 
Department records indicate that the Con!;ent Order requirements have been met. Our records 
show that the last two quarters of total :rihalomethanes (TTHMs) and haloacetic acids (five) 
(HAA~s), and odor results were below the maximum contaminant levels (MCLs). 

Public notice is no longer required, because the running annual average for TTHMs and HAA5s is 
currently below the MCLs. Please continue to conduct routine (annual) monitoring for TTHMs 
and HAA5s. The next annual compliance inonitoring for TTHMS and HAA5s shall be conducted 
during July through September 2011. Odor sampling shall be conducted during 2012. 

Thank you for your cooperation. You may (?mail Nathan Hess at Nathan.Hess@.deD.state.fl.us, or 
contact him by phone at (407) 893-3988, should you have any further questions. 

Sincerely, 

Christianne C. Ferraro, dE. 
Program Administrator 
Water Resource Management 

December 23, 2010 
Date 

CCFlkmdlnjh 

cc: Tricia Williams, Aqua Utilities Florida kc .  [ptwilliams@aquaamerica.com] 
Jay Williams, Public Service Commission [jewillia@psc.state.fl.us] 
Karl Henry, Seminole County Health Dspartment [karl-henry@doh.state.fl.us] 
Lea Crandall, DEP Agency Clerk, DEP Oftice of General Counsel 
Nathan Hess, DEP Drinking Water Cornpliance and Enforcement 
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Mr. Jack Lihvarcik 
Aqua Utilities Florida, Inc. 
P.O. Box 2480 
Lady Lake, FL 32158-2480 

Florida Department of 
Environmental Protection 

Central District 
3319 Maguire Boulevard, Suite 232 

Orlando, Florida 32803-3767 

Rick Scott 
(iovcmor 

Jennifer Carroll 
1.1. Ciwcrnor 

Hcrrchrl 'T Vinyard. J i .  
Secretary 

VIA E-MAIL 
jmlihvarcik@aauaamerica.com 

January 28, 201 1 

OCD-PW-SS-11-0078 

Seminole County - PW 
Chuluota Water System 
PWS ID Number3590186 

Dear Mr. Lihvarcik: 

This confirms a visit to the subject public watet system on January 25. 201 1, by Nathan Hess to conduct 
a sanitary survey inspection. A copy of the sanitary survey inspection report is attached for your reference 
and records. 

There were no deficiencies at your water plant at the time of our visit. The overall operation of the water 
plant was good, which is a credit to both you and your operator. The Department appreciates the 
excellent work being done on your water system and values your continued spirit of cooperation in 
complying with Department rules. 

If you have any questions, please contact Nathan Hess by e-mail at Nathan.Hess@dep.state.fl.us or by 
phone at (407) 894-7555, extension 2276. 

Sincerely, 

Kim Dodson, Program Manager 
Drinking Water Compliance and Enforcement 

KMDhjh 
Attachment 

cc: Tricia Williams, Aqua Utilities Florida Inc. [p~~ilIiams@aquaamerica.com] 
Jay Williams, Public Service Commission Ljewillia@psc.state.fl.us] 
Karl Henry, Seminole County Health Depaitment [karl-henry@doh.state.fl.us] 
Nathan Hess, DEP Drinking Water Compliance and Enforcement 



%ate of Florida 
Department of Environmental Protection 

Central District 

SANITARY SURVEY REPORT 

Plant Name CHULUOTA WATER SYSTEM - VVTP 2 County Seminole PWS ID # 3590186-2 
Plant Location Brumlev Road and Avenue H, Chuluota, FL 32766 Phone 352-266-0608 
Owner Name Aqua Utilities Florida Inc. Phone 352-266-0608 
Owner Address 
Contact Person Tricia Williams - Title Environmental Comuliance Phone 352-266-0608 
This Survey Date 1/25111 

P.O. Box 2480. Lady Lake. FL 32158-2480 

Last Survey Date 1- Last Compliance Inspection Date 3/19/10 

PWS TYPE: Community 

PLANT CATEGORY & CLASS: C 
MAX-DAY DESIGN CAPACITY: 1.080.000 gud 

PWS STATUS: Amroved 

TREATMENT PROCESSES IN USE 
Iron removallseauestration. aeration. anion exchange, - 
hvuochlorination. - 

SERVICE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Subdivision - 

Food Service: D y e s  U N O  N/A 

Number of Service Connections 1.410 - 
Population Served 3,863 Basis: ODerator - 

OPERATION & MAINTENANCE LOG: yeS 
Location Water Treatment Plant - 
Comments - 

CERTIFIED OPERATOR: & 
Operator(s) & Certification Class-Number: 

C-641 I William Trendel -- 

Hrslday: Required 1 Actual 1 -  ~~ 

Days/wk: Required 5+2 Actual 5+2 
Non-consecutive Days? 0 Yes 0 No IXI NIT  

MONTHLY OPERATION REPORTS (MORs) 
MORs submitted regularly? IXI Yes [7 No 0 N/,4 
Data missing from MORs? IXI No Yes 0 N/A 
Average Day (from MORs) 422,201 md 
Maximum Day (from MORs) 1,028,000 eud 0 8 / 2 0 1 0 ~  
Comments - 

Flow Measuring Device Flow Meter  - 

Date Last Calibrated 1/12/10 -- 

- 

Meter Size & Type 6" McCrometer (each well) - 

RAW WATER SOURCE 

0 PURCHASED from PWS ID # 
Emergency Water Source 
Emergency Water Capacity 

[XI GROUND; Number of Wells 4 

STANDBY POWER SOURCE: yeS 
Source Catemilar Diesel 

Switchover: N Automatic 0 Manual 
Hrs Operated Under Load 4 hriwk. 
What equipment does it operate? 

Well Pumps AII IXI High Service Pumps All  
Treatment Equipment Al l  

Satisfy avg. daily demand? NYes  U N O  nUnknown 
Audio-visual alarm? [XIYes U N O  

Capacity of Standby (kW) 200 

Comments 

PLANS AND MAPS 
Coliform Sampling Plan IXI Yes No 0 N/A 
DlDBP Monitoring Plan [XI Yes 0 No 0 N/A 
Lead and Copper Plan WYes  0 No O N I A  
Distribution System Map [XI Yes 0 No 0 NIA 
Emergency Response Plan [XI Yes [7 No N/A 
Comments 

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE/O&M 
Operation & Maintenance Manual [XI Yes 0 No 
Preventive Maintenance Program (XI Yes 0 No 

Flushing Program 
Records 

Isolation Valve Exercise 
Records 

Yes 0 No 0 N/A 
IXI Yes 0 No N/A 
Ix] Yes No 0 N/A 
[XI Yes 0 No 0 N/A 

Comments 

CROSS CONNECTION CONTROL 
# BFPAs Unknown #Tested 10 
WWTPRPZ Yes Date Tested l O i 8 i l O  
Written Plan Yes Date 812007 
Comments NIA 



PWS ID # 3590186-2 
Date 112511 1 

COMMENTS Wells 1 and 2 are at ulant #1 - repnmu station and feed raw water directly to water treatment ulant #2. 

3 



PWS ID # 3590186-2 
Date 112511 1 

Tank Sample Tap 
Location 
Date of Inspection 

Date of Cleaning 

CHLORINATION (Disinfection) 
Type: 0 Gas Hypo 
Make lwaki (each well) Capacity 5.5 Puh - 
Chlorine Feed Rate 100% 
Chlorine Residuals: Plant 2.10 Remote 1.x2I 

Discharge Discharge On tank 
piping piping 
9117108 11/4/10 

9/17/08 11/4/10 

* 
* 

Remote tap location 803 Mazurka - 
DPD Test Kit: On-site With operator 

Pump 1 
Number 
Type Centrifugal 

Make Worthington 

Model 3LR9 

Capacity 500 

Injection Points 

AERATION (Gases, Fe, & Mn Removal) 
Type Cascade - G1 Capacity 650 rruni - 
Aerator Condition Good - 
Visible Algae Growth None - 
Protective Screen Condition Intact - 
Frequency of Cleaning Ouarterlv - 
Date Last Inspected/Cleaned 4'h Ouarter 2010 - 

AERATION (Gases, Fe, & Mn Removal) 
Type Cascade - G2 Capacity 1.300 mm - 
Aerator Condition Good - 
Visible Algae Growth None - 
Protective Screen Condition Intact - 
Frequency of Cleaning Ouarterlv - 
Date Last InspectedlCleaned 4'h Ouarter 2010 - 

IRON REMOVAUSEQUESTRATION 
Make Stenner (2) Capacity 1 0 m d  - 
Injection Points: Well discharge uiuine. 
Comments: Orthouolvohos~hate - 

ANION EXCHANGE PROCESS: 
Make Tonka Model - 
Capacity 1.08 MGD - 
Grade of Salt for Regeneration 

Transfer from G1 to G 2  

- 

-- 
Backwash Effluent Destination: Wastewater ulant - 
Comments: Process installed as corrective action for - 

disinfection bvoroduct formation. Permit 59-0080852, 
029. cleared 6/24/10. - 

WATER PLANT PUMPS 

Number 

Peerless Peerless 

Model F2- 1050 F2-10258 

Capacity 

2 3 

Centrifugal Centrifugal 

Worthington Wortliington 

3LR9 3LR9 
500 500 

(gpm) 
Motor I 30 I 15 

Date 1996 I 1996 

STORAGE FACILITIES 
(G) Ground (C) Clearwell (E) Elevated 

2003 

HP 
Date 
Installed 

Comments: *Tank installed Auril 2009 

2010 2010 

(gpm) 
Motor I 30 I 30 I 30 
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PWS ID # 3590186 
Date 1/25/11 

PLANT 1 REPUMP STATION 

CHLORINATION (Disinfection) 
Type: O G a s  H H y p o  
Make lwaki (2) Capacity 1.3 pud - 
Chlorine Feed Rate 50% - 
Avg. Amount of C12 gas used NIA - 
Chlorine Residuals: Plant 1.30 Remote 1.82- 
Remote tap location 803 Mazurka - 
DPD Test Kit: H On-site With operator 

Injection Points Into GI - 
Booster Pump Info - 
Comments - 

0 None 0 Not Used Daily 

IRON REMOVALEEQUESTRATION 
Make Sterner ( 2 )  Capacity 17 god - 
Injection Points Well discharge uioine. -- 

Comments -- 

STORAGE FACILITIES 
(G) Ground (C) Clearwell (E) Elevated 

Comments: *Tank installed Ami1 2009 

HIGH SERVICE PUMPS 

Comments 

5 



PWS ID # 3590186 
Date 1125111 

COM M E NTSlREM I N D ERS : 

I .  Water treatment plant one is no longer viewed 'by the Department as an active water treatment plant: 

Submission of monthly operation reports (MORS) for water treatment plant one and the MOR 
summation page are no longer required. 

0 All point of entry (POE) sampling is to be conducted at the POE for water treatment plant two. 
0 Only one maximum residence time (MRT) location is required to be sampled for Stage 1 

Disinfectant/Disinfection Byproduct Rule sampling. 

2. Water Treatment plant two has been approved for four log virus removaliinactivation. Beginning with the 
February 201 1 MOR, CT calculations will be required. Failure to meet the required CT for more than four 
hours will result in a treatment technique violation. 

Inspector Title Env. Swervisor 11 Date 112611 1 

&-2d-- 
Approved by Title Environmental Manager Date 112811 1 
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Charlie Crist b Florida :Department of Governor 

Jeff Kottkamp 
Lt. Governor 

Mimi A. Drew 
Interim Secretary 

Septentber 10,2010 

Certified Mail No.: 7010 1670 OOO 0770 0756 
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

MI. Jack Lihvarcik, Resident 
Aqua Utilities Florida, Inc. 
P. 0. Box 490310 
Leesburg, FL 347494310 
jmlihvarc5k@aquaamerica.com 

RECEIVED 
SEP 2 0 2010 
Aqua Utilities 
Florida Inc. 

Re: Settlement of Aqua Utilities Florida, hc. 

Jasmine Lake S/D WWTF 
Facility ID No. FLA012768 

OGC File NO. 07-1021 

Pasco county 

Dear MI. Lihvarcik: 

The Department is in receipt of the $23,~.00 in Department costs and penalties m this matter. 
Enclosed please find a copy of the executed Consent Order OGC File No. 07-1021 regarding the 
abovereferenced facility 

The Department shall, therefore, close the case on this matter. Your efforts to return to 
compliance are greatly appreciated. Should you have any questions, please contact Frank L. 
Fulghum III at (813) 632-7600, extension 411, or via +maik fr&.fulghum@dep.stateA.w. 

!iincerely, 

' K z = = = = = 6  

I : r d  L. Fulghum III 
l ~ n ~ ~ t a l  Specialist 
Ilomestic Wastewater Program 

cc: Patricia Williams, Aqua Utilities Fla, hi:., p'williams @aquaamerica.com 
Patrick Farris, Aqua Utilities fi, Inc., pafarris@aquaamerica.com 
Chris* Francescani, FDEP, christine.lrance~ani@dep.state.fl.us 
Michele Duggan, FDEP, michele.duggan@dep.state.Kw 

"More Protection, Less Process '' 
. _ _  ,....-.. n . . .  



Florida Department of Charlie Crist 
Governor 

Jeff Kottkamp 
Lt. Governor 

Michael W. Sole 

Environmental Protection 
southwest District 

1305 1 N. Telecom Parkway 
Templc Terrace, FL 33637-0926 Secretary 

Allgust 20,2010 

Mr. Jack Lihvarcik, President 
Aqua Utilities Florida, Inc. 
P. 0. Box 490310 
LeesbUg FL 34749-0310 

Re: Proposed Settlement of Aqua Utilities Florida, Inc. 
OGC File No. 07-1021 
Jasmine Lake S/D WWTF 
Facility ID No. FLA012768 
Pasco county 

Dear h4r. Lihvarcik: 

RECEIVED 

The purpose of this letter is to complete the resolution of the matter previously identified by the 
Deparhnent in the Warning Letter No. WLU7-0002DWSlSWD, dated March 8,2007, a copy of 
which is attached. The Department finds that Aqua Utilities Florida, Inc. was in violation of 
Florida Rules and Statutes. In order to resolve the matters identified, Aqua Utilities Florida, Inc. 
is essessed civil penalties in the mount of $21,500.00 for violation of Rules 62-520.400 and 62- 
601.500(2), Florida Administrative Code, i n  accordance with Section 403.141(1), Florida Sta- 
tutes, along with $1,500.00 to reimburse the Department costs, for a total of $23,000.00. 

‘Ihe Department is not assessing civil penallies for Violations of Rule 62-600.410(6) or Rule 62- 
610.523(4), Florida Administrative Code. Fbuant to Rule 62-610.100(9)(b), Florida Adminis- 
trative Code, the Facility is an “existing installation” since the facility had on file with the De- 
partment an approved permit on or before April 5,1989. Existing installations are not required 
to comply with Rules 62-610.523(4), (6) and (7), Florida Administrative Code. Furthermore, 
pursuant to Rule 62-522.200(1), Florida Administrative Code, the Facility is an ‘‘existing instal- 
lation” since the Facility had on file with the Department a complete application for a permit on 
or before January I,  1983. Pursuant to Ruk: 62-522.300(8), Florida Administrative Code, exist- 
ing installations dischargng to Class G-II g o d  water are exempt from compliance with see 
ondary drinking water standards outside of a zone of discharge obtained by Department pennit. 

The Department acknowledges that the payment of these civil penalties by Aqua Utilities Flori- 
da, Jnc. does not constitute an admission of liability. This payment must be made payable to the 
Department of Environmental Protection by cashier’s check or money order and shall include the 
OOC File Number assigned above and the notation “Ecosystem Management and Restoration 
Trust Fund”. Payment shall be sent to the Department of Environmental Protection, 13051 North 
Telecom Parkway, Temple Terrace, Florida, 33637-0926, within 30 days of your signing this 
letter. 

“More Proiechon, Less Process” 
WWH’ dep sturefl us 



Proposed Settlement of Warning Jktter No. WM74002DW51SWD 
OOC File No. 07-1021 

Page 2 of 4 
Pasco county 

Your signing this letter constitutes Aqua Utilities Florida, Inc.’s acceptance of the Department’s 
offer to resolve this matter on these terms. If you elect to sign this letter, please return it to the 
Department at the address indicated. The Ehputment will then countersign the letter and file it 
with the Clerk of the Department. When the signed letter is filed with the Clerk, the letter shall 
constitute final agency action of the Department, which shall be enforceable pursuant to Sections 
120.69 and 403.121, Florida Stams. 

If you do not sign and return this letter to the Department at the District address by September 
15,2010, the Department Will assume that Aqua Utilities Florid4 Inc. is not intensted in d i n g  
this matter on the above-described terms, and will proceed accordingly. None of Aqua Utilities 
Florida, Inc.’s rights or substantid intmsts are determined by this letter unless you sign it and it 
is filed with the Department Clerk. 

District Director 
Southwest District 

DAGImdd 

Attachment 



Proposed Settlement of Warning Letter No. 1KL07-0002DW51SwD 
OGC File No. 07-1021 

Page 3 of 4 
Pasco county 

I, Jack Lihvarcik, hereby accept the tern of 

DONE AND ENTERED this ,2010. 

,STATE OF FLORIDA DEPARTMENT 

:Southwest District 

Filed, on this date, pursuant to Section 120.52, Florida Statutes, with the desi@& Depamnent 
Clerk, receipt of which is hereby acknowledg 

Date 



Proposed Settlement of Warning Letter No. 'WL074002DW51SWD 
OGC File No. 07-1021 
Paso county 
Page 4 of 4 

NOTICE OF RIGHTS 

Persons who are not parties to this Consent (Order but whose substantial interests are affected by 
this Consent Order have a right, pursuant to Sections 120.569 and 120.57, Florida Statutes, to 
petition for an administrative hearing on it. The Petition must contain the information set forth 
below and must be filed (received) at the Department's Office of General Counsel, 3900 Com- 
monwealth Boulevard, MS-35, Tallahassee., Florida 32399-3000, within 21 days of receipt of this 
notice. A copy of the Petition must also bs mailed at the time of filing to the District Ofice 
named above at the address indicated. Failure to file a petition within the 21 days constitutes a 
waiver of any right such person has to an administrative hearing pursuant to Sections 120.569 
and 120.57, Florida Statutes. 

The petition shall contain the following information: 
(a) The Department's Consent Order identification number and the county in which the subject 
matter or activity is located; (b) The name:, addreas, and telephone number of each petitioner; 
the name, address, and telephone number of be petitioner's representative, if any, which shall be 
the address for service purposes during the course of the proceeding; (c) An explanation of how 
the petitioner's substantial interests will be i&ted by the Consent Order; (d) A statement of 
when and how the petitioner received notiix of the Consent Order; (e) A statement of all 
material fscts disputed by petitioner, if any; (0 A statement of the specific facts the petitioner 
contends warrant reversal or modification of the Consent Ordw, (g) A statement of which rules 
or statutes the petitioner contends require n:versal or modification of the Consent Order; and 
(h) A statement of the relief sought by the petitioner, stating precisely the action petitioner 
wishes the Department to take with respect tci the Consent Order. 

If a petition is filed, the administmtive hearlng process is designed to formulate agency action. 
Accordingly, the Deparlment's final action may be di&rent from the position taken by it in this 
Notice. Persons whose substantial interests will be af€ected by any decision of the Department 
with regard to the subject Consent Order have the right to petition to become a party to the pm- 
ceeding. The petition must conform to the requirements specified above and be fded (received) 
within 21 days of receipt of this notice in thi: Office of General Counsel at the above address of 
tbe Department. Failure to petition within the allowed time frame constitutes a waiver of any 
right such person has to request a hearing under Sections 120.569 and 120.57, Florida Statutes, 
and to participate as a party to this pmceedhg. Any subsequent intervention will only be at the 
approval of the presiding officer upon motion filed pursuant to Rule 28-106.205, Florida Admin- 
istrative Code. 

Mediation under Section 120.573. Florida Statutes, is not available in this proceeding. 



Florida Department UI 

Environmental Protection 
Swlhvln DkMd M c c  
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Michael W. Sole 
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cc: Jcny Nichols. FDEP 
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Florida Department of 
Environmental Protection 

Northwest District 
100 Governmental Center 

Pen,acola. Florida 32502-5794 

Cliarlir Grist 
Govcriior 

lcll Kutlhamp 
Lt.  Coi'ernor 

hlinii A. Drew 
kcretar), 

December 2,2010 

BY ELECTRONIC MAIL 
PRWilliams@aquaamerica.com 

Ms. Patricia Williams, 
Utility Engineer 
Aqua Utilities Florida, Inc. 
P.O. Box 2480 
Lady Lake, Florida 32158-2480 

Dear Ms. Williams: 

Enclosed, please find a copy of the executed Consent Order (OGC File No. 10-2288-67- 
PW) aimed at  addressing a storage capacity shortage and other violations noted for the 
Sunny Hills Utilities public water system (PWS ID No. 1670647) in Washington County. 

Please note the timelines for corrective a,:tions contained within the document. Also, please 
forward your payment for penalties and Department costs within 30 days as directed in the 
Order. 

Thank you for your assistance in this matter. For questions, please contact David Hines, 
Potable Water Enforcement, at  (850) 595-0593, or by email at  david.hines@dep.state.fl.us. 

Sincerely, 

. .  
District Director 

KWP/dh 
Enclosure 

c: Harry Householder, Area Manager, Aqua Utilities Florida (hhouseholder@aquaamerica.com) 
Paul Thompson, Aqua Utilities Florida (PDThompson@aquaamerica.com) 
FDEP NW District Panama City Office 
Lea Crandall, FDEP Office of General Counsel (lea.crandall@dep.state.fl.us) 



BEFORE THIS STATE OF FLORIDA 
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 

STATE OF FLORIDA DEPARTMENT ) 
OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ) 

) 
vs. ) 

) 
Aqua Utilities Florida, Inc. 1 
(Respondent) ) 

) 

IN THE OFFICE OF THE 
NORTHWEST DISTRICT 

OGC FILE NO. 10-2288-67-PW 

CONSENT ORDER 

This Consent Order (“Order”) is entered into between the State of Florida Department 

of Environmental Protection (“Department”) and Aqua Utilities Florida, Inc. (“Respondent”) 

to reach settlement of certain matters at issue between the Department and Respondent. 

The Department finds and Respondent admits the following: 

1. The Department is the administrative agency of the State of Florida having the 

power and duty to protect Florida’s water resources and to administer and enforce the 

provisions of the Florida Safe Drinking Water Act, Sections 403.850, 5 Florida Statutes 

(“F.S.”), and the rules promulgated and au.thorized in Title 62, Florida Administrative Code 

(“F.A.C.”). The Department has jurisdiction over the matters addressed in this Order. 

2. 

3. 

Respondent is a person with:.n the meaning of Section 403.852(5), F.S. 

Respondent is the owner and operator of a community water system, Sunny 

Hills Utilities (PWS ID No. 1670647), located at 3810 Gables Boulevard, Sunny Hills, 

Washington County, Florida (“System”). The System is comprised mainly of two 

groundwater wells (Well 1 and Well 4), which discharge to separate treatment, but which 

supply a common distribution system (“Well 1/Well4 System”). Another well (Well 5) and 

treatment plant also supply a distant portion of the Sunny Hills community via an entirely 

separate distribution system (“Well 5 System”). The Well 5 System is regulated by the 

Department under the same PWS 11) number as the Well 1/Well4 System, but is separate from 

it and is not the subject of this Order. 

4. The Department finds that the following violations occurred: 

PW-co REV. 06/03 



FDEP vs. Aqua Utilities Florida, Inc. 
Consent Order, OGC File No. 10-2288-67-PW 
Page 2 

a) Failure to provide a tatal useful finished-water storage capacity of at least 

25 percent of the system’s maximum-day water demand as required under Section 62- 

555.320(19)(a), F.A.C. Contributing to the violation are two factors: 1) insufficient total storage 

tank volume, and 2) the inability of Well 4 to fill tanks located at Well 1 due to current system 

configuration; 

I 
b) Failure to provide satisfactory results of a 20 sample bacteriological well 

survey before placing Well 1 into permanent service after having been out of operation for 

more than six months, as required under S’ection 62-555.315(6)(b), F.A.C.; 

c) Failure to perform routine and nitrate/nitrite monitoring and raw 

bacteriological monitoring of the water produced by Well 1 when it was producing water for 

public consumption in July 2007 and August 2007, as required under Rules 62-550.500,62- 

550.512, and 62-550.518(2), F.A.C.. 

Having reached a resoluticn of the matter Respondent and the Department 

mutually agree and it is 

ORDERED: 

5. Respondent shall comply with the following corrective actions within the 

stated time periods: 

a) By October 1,2010, Respondent shall retain the services of a professional 

1 engineer, registered in the State of Florida, to evaluate the System and make 

recommendations that would correct the system configuration in order to allow Well 4 to fill 

any tanks within the Well l /Well4 System, and shall submit an application, along with any 

required application fees, to the Department for a permit for construction needed to 

implement the recommendations of the er gineer. 

b) By February 15,2011, Respondent shall retain the services of a 

I professional engineer, registered in the State of Florida, to evaluate the System and make 

recommendations for modifications to the system that would address the storage capacity 

violation by increasing total Well 1/’Well4 storage capacity to a level which at a minimum 

PW-co REV. 06/09 



FDEP vs. Aqua Utilities Florida, Inc. 
Consent Order, OGC File No. 10-2288-67-PW 
Page 3 

complies with the requirements noted in Rule 62-555.320(19)(a) and (b), F.A.C., and shall 

submit an application, along with any required application fees, to the Department for a 

permit for construction needed to implemmt the recommendations of the engineer. 

c) If the Department requires additional information, modifications, or 

specifications to process the permit applica.tions described in subparagraphs (5)(a) and (5)(b), 

above, the Department will issue a written request for information (“RFI”) to Respondent. 

Respondent shall submit the requested information in writing to the Department within 15 

days of receipt of the request. Respondent shall provide all information requested in any 

additional RFIs issued by the Department within 15 days of receipt of each request. Within 60 

days of the Department’s receipt of the applications described in subparagraphs (5)(a) and 

(5)(b), above, Respondent shall provide all information necessary to complete the application. 

d) Within 120 days of issuance of any required permits described in 

subparagraphs (5)(a) and (5)(b), above, Respondent shall complete the permitted modifications 

and submit a Certification of Completion f s x  each permit, prepared and sealed by a 

professional engineer registered in the State of Florida, along with all supporting 

documentation. Respondent shall not place the system modifications into service until 

Respondent receives written Department clearance. 

6. Within 30 days of the effective date of this Order, Respondent shall pay the 

Department $2,095.00 in settlement of the regulatory matters addressed in this Order. 

amount includes $1,595.00 for civil penalties and $500.00 for costs and expenses incurred by 

the Department during the investigation o:F this matter and the preparation and tracking of this 

Order. The civil penalties are apportioned as follows: $500.00 for violation of Rule 

I 62-555. 315(6)(b), F.A.C.; $500.00 for violation of Ruleg 62-550.500,62-550,512, and 62- 

This 

550.518(2), F.A.C.; and $595.00 for the value of the economic benefit of non-compliance for 

missed sampling. 

7. Respondent agrees to pay the Department stipulated penalties in the amount of 

$100.00 per day for each and every clay Respondent fails to timely comply with any of the 

requirements of paragraph 5 of this Order. The Department may demand stipulated penalties 

PW-co REV. 06/09 



FDEP vs. Aqua Utilities Florida, Inc. 
Consent Order, OGC File No. 10-2288-67-PW 
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at any time after violations occur. Respondent shall pay stipulated penalties owed within 30 

days of the Department's issuance of written demand for payment, and shall do so as further 

described in paragraphs 8 and 9, below. Kothing in this paragraph shall prevent the 

Department from filing suit to specifically enforce any terms of this Order. Any stipulated 

penalties assessed under this paragraph &all be in addition to the civil penalties agreed to in 

paragraph 6 of this Order. 

8. Respondent shall make all payments required by this Order by cashier's check or 

money order. Payment instruments shall I x  made payable to the "Department of 

Environmental Protection" and shall inclu'ie both the OGC number assigned to this Order and 

the notation "Ecosystem Management and Restoration Trust Fund." 

9. Except as otherwise provided, all submittals and payments required by this 

Order shall be sent to Department of Environmental Protection, Northwest District Office, 160 

Governmental Center, Pensacola, Florida 2'2502-5794. 

10. Respondent shall allow all authorized representatives of the Department access 

to the Facility and the Property at reasonable times for the purpose of determining compliance 

with the terms of this Order and the rules and statutes administered by the Department. 

11. In the event of a sale or conveyance of the Facility or of the Property upon which 

the Facility is located, if all of the requirements of this Order have not been fully satisfied, 

Respondent shall, at least 30 days prior to ::he sale or conveyance of the Facility or Property, 

(a) notify the Department of such sale or conveyance, (b) provide the name and address of the 

purchaser, operator, or person(s) in control of the Facility, and (c) provide a copy of this Order 

with all attachments to the purchaser, operator, or person(s) in control of the Facility. The sale 

or conveyance of the Facility or the Property does not relieve Respondent of the obligations 

imposed in this Order. 

12. If any event, including administrative or judicial challenges by third parties 

unrelated to Respondent, occurs which causes delay or the reasonable likelihood of delay in 

complying with the requirements of this Order, Respondent shall have the burden of proving 

the delay was or will be caused by circumstances beyond the reasonable control of Respondent 
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and could not have been or cannot be overcome by Respondent's due diligence. Neither 

economic circumstances nor the failure of a contractor, subcontractor, materialman, or other 

agent (collectively referred to as "contractor") to whom responsibility for performance is 

delegated to meet contractually imposed deadlines shall be considered circumstances beyond 

the control of Respondent (unless the cause of the contractor's late performance was also 

beyond the contractor's control). Upon occurrence of an event causing delay, or upon 

becoming aware of a potential for delay, Respondent shall notify the Department by the next 

working day and shall, within seven calendar days notify the Department in writing of (a) the 

anticipated length and cause of the delay, (b) the measures taken or to be taken to prevent or 

minimize the delay, and (c) the timetable by which Respondent intends to implement these 

measures. If the parties can agree that the delay or anticipated delay has been or will be 

caused by circumstances beyond the reasonable control of Respondent, the time for 

performance hereunder shall be extended. The agreement to extend compliance must identify 

the provision or provisions extended, the new compliance date or dates, and the additional 

measures Respondent must take to avoid or minimize the delay, if any. Failure of Respondent 

to comply with the notice requirements of this paragraph in a timely manner constitutes a 

waiver of Respondent's right to request an extension of time for compliance for those 

circumstances. 

13. The Department, for and in consideration of the complete and timely 

performance by Respondent of all the obligations agreed to in this Order, hereby conditionally 

waives its right to seek judicial imposition of damages or civil penalties for the violations 

described above up to the date of the filing of this Order. This waiver is conditioned upon 

Respondent's complete compliance with all of the terms of this Order. 

14. This Order is a settlement of the Department's civil and administrative authority 

arising under Florida law to resolve the matters addressed herein. This Order is not a 

settlement of any criminal liabilities whicl- may arise under Florida law, nor is it a settlement 

of any violation which may be prosecuted criminally or civilly under federal law. Entry of this 
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Order does not relieve Respondent of the need to comply with applicable federal, state, or 

local laws, rules, or ordinances. 

15. The Department hereby expressly reserves the right to initiate appropriate legal 

action to address any violations of statutes, or rules administered by the Department that are 

not specifically resolved by this Order. 

16. Respondent is fully aware that a violation of the terms of this Order may subject 

Respondent to judicial imposition of damages, civil penalties up to $10,000.00 per day per 

violation, and criminal penalties. 

17. Respondent acknowledges and waives its right to an administrative hearing 

pursuant to sections 120.569 and 120.57, F.S., on the terms of this Order. Respondent also 

acknowledges and waives its right to appeal the terms of this Order pursuant to section 120.68, 

F.S. 

18. No modifications of the term.s of this Order will be effective until reduced to 

writing, executed by both Respondent and. the Department, and filed with the clerk of the 

Department. 

19. The terms and conditions set forth in this Order may be enforced in a court of 

competent jurisdiction pursuant to sections 120.69 and 403.121, F.S. Failure to comply with the 

terms of this Order constitutes a violation of section 403.161(1)(b), F.S. 

20. This Consent Order is a final order of the Department pursuant to section 

120.52(7), F.S., and it is final and effective on the date filed with the Clerk of the Department 

unless a Petition for Administrative Hearing is filed in accordance with Chapter 120, F.S. 

Upon the timely filing of a petition, this Consent Order will not be effective until further order 

of the Department. 

21. Persons who are not parties ':o this Consent Order, but whose substantial 

interests are affected by it, have a right to ]petition for an administrative hearing under sections 

120.569 and 120.57, Florida Statutes. Because the administrative hearing process is designed to 

formulate final agency action, the filing of a petition concerning this Consent Order means that 
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the Department’s final action may be different from the position it has taken in the Consent 

Order. 

The petition for administrative hearing must contain all of the following information: 

a) 

b) 

The OGC Number assigned to this Consent Order; 

The name, address, and telephone number of each petitioner; the name, address, 

and telephone number of the pditioner’s representative, if any, which shall be the 

address for service purposes during the course of the proceeding; 

An explanation of how the petitioner’s substantial interests will be affected by the 

Consent Order; 

d) A statement of when and how the petitioner received notice of the Consent Order; 

e) Either a statement of all material facts disputed by the petitioner or a statement that 

the petitioner does not dispute any material facts; 

A statement of the specific facts; the petitioner contends warrant reversal or 

modification of the Consent Order; 

A statement of the rules or statutes the petitioner contends require reversal or 

modification of the Consent Or’ler; and 

h) A statement of the relief sough1 by the petitioner, stating precisely the action 

petitioner wishes the Department to take with respect to the Consent Order. 

The petition must be filed (received) at the Department’s Office of General Counsel, 

3900 Commonwealth Boulevard, MS# 35, ‘Tallahassee, Florida 32399-3000 within 21 days of 

receipt of this notice. A copy of the petition must also be mailed at the time of filing to the 

District Office at 160 Governmental Center, Pensacola, Florida 32502-5794. Failure to file a 

petition within the 21-day period constitutes a person’s waiver of the right to request an 

administrative hearing and to participate is a party to this proceeding under sections 120.569 

and 120.57, Florida Statutes. Before the deadline for filing a petition, a person whose 

substantial interests are affected by this Ccnsent Order may choose to pursue mediation as an 

c) 

f )  

g) 
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alternative remedy under section 120.573, Florida Statutes. Choosing mediation will not 

adversely affect such person’s right to req-lest an administrative hearing if mediation does not 

result in a settlement. Additional information about mediation is provided in section 120.573, 

Florida Statutes and Rule 62-110.106(12), Florida Administrative Code. 

22. Rules referenced in this Order are available at 

http:// www.dep.state.fl.us/legal/Rules/rulelistnum.htm. 
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RESPONDENT 

11- \o\ -%I 10 
Date 

STATE C)F FLOR 
OF ENV [RONM 

_- 
K e n n e ~  
District Director 
Northwest District 

Filed, on this date, pursuant to section 120.52, F.S., with the designated Department Clerk, 
receipt of which is hereby acknowledged. 

Copies furnished to: 

Lea Crandall, Agency Clerk 
Mail Station 35 

November 0 2 ,  2010 

Date 

PW-co REV. 06/09 
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Exhibit I 

Report on Environmental Issues in Prior Rate Case 

Consent Orders 

o Chuluota Water System - As explained in detail in the Final Report and in the 
Fourth Quarter Environmental Compliance Update, all obligations under the consent 
order have been met and FDEP closed out the consent order on December 23,2010. 

o The Woods Water System - FDEP issued a consent order closure letter on Jan 14, 
2009. (See Attachment "l".) 

o Zephyr Shores Water Syslem - FDEP issued a consent order closure letter on 
August 24, 2009. (See Attachment "2".) 

o The Village Water Wastewater System - As explained in detail in the Fourth 
Quarter Environmental Compliance Update, AUF was required to identify alternative 
disposal for the effluent from this facility by May 20 1 1. AUF has already identified a 
viable solution for effluent reuse and is negotiating an agreement with a nearby 
property owner. AUF expects the site will accommodate all of the treated effluent and 
has drafted a proposed 20 year agreement for the use of the land. AUF has already 
er,gaged Andreyev Engineering Inc . to conduct and analyze soil borings and BESH 
Engineering Inc to design and permit a spray field. AUF anticipates having the spray 
field operational by November 201 1 . AUF also has installed monitoring wells around 
the percolation ponds and is moniioring in accordance with the consent order. To 
date, that monitoring has revealed no adverse impacts. 

o South Seas Wastewater System - As explained in detail in the Fourth Quarter 
Environmental Compliance Update, AUF received a warning letter on February 25, 
2010 regarding a leak at the facility's reject storage tanks which AUF had previously 
reported to the FDEP. Prior to the warning letter, AUF had already contacted 
contractors to evaluate the flow equalization tank and the 3 reject storage tanks at the 
facility. Subsequently, the flow equalization tank failed resulting in a spill of raw 
wastewater. AUF had temporary repairs made to the tank and initiated plans to 
replace all four tanks. A consent order to replace the tanks and make other upgrades 
has not been finalized. However, AUF has replaced all four storage tanks at a cost of 
over $400,000. (See photograph appended as Attachment "3".) 



Outstanding Warning Letters 

o Pomona Park - FDEP issued a case closure letter on this matter on April 17, 2009 
(See Attachment "4"). The system was inspected on June 16, 2010 and no violations 
or deficiencies were noted. (See Attschment "5".) 

o Jasmine Lakes - As explained in detail in the Fourth Quarter Environmental 
Compliance Update, this matter has been successfully closed. 

o Palm Terrace - As explained in detail in 
Compliance Update, this matter has been successfully closed. 

o Arredondo Farms - A warning 1:tter was issued June 12, 2008 alleging effluent 
violations for AUF's wastewater system in Alachua County. It was determined during 
the permit renewal process that although the facility was permitted at 0.06 mgd its 
actual design capacity was no more than 0.045 mgd. The facility had been treating 
0.044 mgd Annual Average Daily Flow and experienced peak days of 0.56 mgd. 
FDEP issued a two year permit which gave AUF time to design and construct 
improvements including a new head works, additional surge capacity, additional 
aeration volume and two digesters. The construction was completed and FDEP issued 
a clearance letter on August 27, 2010. (See Attachment "6".) The FDEP consent 
order closure letter is appended as Attachment "7". 

the Fourth Quarter Environmental 

Outstanding Noncompliance Letters 

o Silver Lake Oaks Wastewater System for alleged effluent violations relating to total 
dissolved solids, nitrates and fecal coliforms. With adjustments to the air flow, new 
diffusers, and diligent monitoring, t i e  plant has returned to compliance and the matter 
is closed. 

o Florida Central Commerce Park for alleged failure to submit pathogen monitoring 
results every 5 years for wastewater system in Seminole County. This wastewater 
system is required to monitor for pathogens and submit results every five years. This 
is typically completed in the years when the permit renewal application is required. 
Accordingly, AUF monitored for pathogens and submitted the report with the renewal 
application. Unfortunately the FDEP permitting section did not make the FDEP 
compliance section aware that the report had been received. This miscommunication 
was quickly resolved and the matter is closed. 

o Valencia Terrace Wastewater System for alleged failure to satisfy requirement to 
install a new bar screen and splitter box. The new splitter box and bar screen were 
installed on June 9, 2009. The matter is closed. 

2 



o Morning View Wastewater System for allegedly not meeting minimum chlorine 
contact time and 2 reporting deficiencies. Baffles were installed to meet the minimum 
contact time. The reporting deficiencies arose from a misunderstanding by the 
operator that was cleared up. The matter is closed. A subsequent inspection letter 
cited no deficiencies at the plant. (See Attachment "S".) 

o South Seas Wastewater System for alleged effluent violations. This matter is 
discussed in the Consent Order section above. Improvements have been completed 
and the system is currently operating in compliance with effluent limits. 

Other 

o Chuluota Wastewater System - Discharge monitoring reports allegedly showed that 
average daily flow to the facility hiid exceeded permitted capacity. FDEP requested 
additional information from AUF iregarding permit application which was filed on 
December 6, 2007. AUF entered into a reuse agreement with Utilities, Inc. 
(subsequently acquired by the City of Oviedo) to accept treated wastewater effluent 
for reuse. AUF submitted plans and specifications to FDEP for the facilities to 
implement this agreement. FDEP issued a renewed 5-year permit for the Chuluota 
wastewater system on April 6, 2010. AUF has completed the installation of the reuse 
main and expects to begin delivering reuse water to the City of Oviedo by March 1, 
2011. 
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Florida Diepartment of 
Environmental Protection 

k 

Southwest DisLrict OFlice 
l lOSl Norlh lrircliin Parkway 

59 Teniplr Trrraw. Florid3 33637-09?6 

January 14,2009 

Mr. John Lihvarcik, President 
Aqua Utilities Florida, inc. 
P.O. Box 390310 
Leesburg, FL 34744 

Re. Consent Order Closure 
The Woods 
PWSID No. 660-0347 
OGC File No. 07W-hO-PW 
Sumter County 

Dear Mr. Lihvarcik: 

RECEIVE 

'This letter is to notify you that the provisions of the above-referenced Consent Order 
have k e n  met. 'The Department, therefore, considers this case closed. 

Your continued cooperation to comply with applicable Department regulations is 
appreciated. If you have any questions, please contact Kim Woodhouse at (813) 632- 
7600, extension 401. Kim is our new Erwironmental Specialist (in Drinking Water) for 
Sumter County. 

Gerald R. Foster 
Environmental Manager 
Drinking Water Section 

GBF/ kw/ dm 
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Florida Department of 
Environmerital Protection 

Soulhnnl District Ollice 
13051 North Tclecooi Parkway 

reiaple lcrracc tlurida 33637-0926 

August 24,2009 

Mr. John M. Lihvarcik, President and (100 
Aqw lltilitics Florida, Inc. 
I 100 Thomas Avenue 
Leesburg, FL 34748 

Re: Consent Order Closure 
Zephyr Shores Mobile Home Estates 

OGC File No. 09-0737-51-PW 
Pasco County 

PW'S-ID NO. 65 1-201 8 

Dear Mr. Lihvarcik: 

This lctter is to notify you that the provisions of the referenced Consent Order have been mel, 
and the Department has received your payment of $500.00. A copy of the Consent Order is 
enclosed that wm executed by the IXshia Director. The Department, therefore, considers this 
case closed. 

Your continued cooperation to comply with applicable Department regulations is appreciated. If 
you have an! questions, pleasc contact Nick Noreika at (813) 632-7600, extension 314. 

Ilnvironmenlal Manager 
1)rinking Water ~ e c t i i n  
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Floriida Department of 
Environmental Protection 

Northeast District 
7825 Baymeadows Way. Suile 82UO 

Jacksonville. Florida 32256-7590 
Phoic: 904/807.3300 0 Fax: 90UM8-4366 

Charlie Crist 
Govcmor 

leff Kotfkanip 
1.1. Governor 

Michael W. Sole 
Secrelary 

April 17, 2009 

SENT BY MAIL 

Corporate Service Company 
Registered Agent for , 

Aqua Utilities Florida, Inc. 
1201 Hays Street 
Tallahassee, FL 32301 

Putnam County - Potable Water 
OGC File No. 08-2364 -CASE C:LOSURE 
Pomona Park WTP//PWS ID: 2540901i 

Dear Registered Agent: 

The Department has received the documentation for Items 2(a-i) and the payment of the 
fine listed in Item 3. The system has now completed all items in the Final Order and the 
Department considers this case closed. Thank you for your cooperation in resolving 
this matter. 

Should you have any questions conce:ming the Final Order, please feel free to contact 
Ben Piltz at (904) 807-3334 or Benjamin.Piltz@dep.state.fl.us. Your continued 
cooperation is appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

i? 
Melissa M. Long, P.E. 
Water Facilities Administrator 

Enforcement File 

I 
cc: Ms.. Aliki M,oncrief, OGC: . .  

Ms. Mary Wi1son;OGC 
Ms. Ollie Henderson, Data Proazessing FDEP, NED 
Ms. Candice McClure, Aqua Ubilities Florida, Inc. (cmmclure~quaamerica.com) 
MS. Tricia Williams, Aqua Utilities Florida, Inc. (pnvilliams@aquaamerica.com) 
Mr. Paul Thompson, Aqua Utilities Florida, h c .  (pdthompsonQaquaamerica.com) 

'%lox ProlcclIo~i, Lcss Proass" 
lilrp:fii+t.w dcpsfafe. 1. UY 
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July 2,2010 

SENT VIA MAIL 

Mr. John Lihvarcik, President 
Aqua Utilities Florida, Inc. 
Post Office Box 490310 
Leesburg, FL 34749 

Florid,a Department of 
Environmental Protection 

Nnttrean Dimkt 
7825 E ,apadows  Way, Suite B2OO 

Jacksonville, Florida 32256-7590 
phone: 904/807-3300 + Fax: 904l448-4366 

RECEIVED 
JUI. - ' i'II1i1 

Aqua Utilities 
Florida inc. 

Charlie Crist 
Governor 

lelf Kottkanip 
Lt. Cmmnor 

Mlchdci W. Sole 
Secretary 

Putnam County - Potable Water 
Sanitary Survey 2010 
Pomona Park W P  I /  PWS ID: 2540905 

Dear Mr. Lihvarcik: 

On June 16,2010, a Sanitary Survey of the above referenced Community water system was 
conducted with the courteous assistance of Mr David Haring. The Department is pleased to inform 
you that the above referenced facility is in compliance with the Florida Safe Drinking Water Act, 
Sections 403, Florida Statutes (FS), and the rules promulgated thereunder, Florida Administrative 
Code (FAC) Title 62 

Please note that the Disinfection Byproduds sampled in 2008 was low enough whereby the system 
was able to reduce to triennial monitoring. Normally, the next set would be due in 2011. Due to the 
fact that this would put Pomona Park monitoring for Disinfection Byproducts in the same 
compliance year as Large Community systems, the schedule has been adjusted so that the system 
should sample in 2012 with the other small community water systems. 

As a reminder, this system is required to monitor for the following parameters during 2UlO: Total 
Coliform Bacteria with Residual Disinfectan1 Levels on a monthly basis. 

A copy of the Sanitary Survey is enclosed for your records. If you have any questions, please contact 
me by telephone at (904) 807-3334 or e-mail at Benjamin.Pilk@dep.state.fl.us. Thank you for your 
cooperation with Florida's Safe Water Drinkin: Act. 

Sincerely, 

Ben Piltz 
Environmental Speciaiist I 

B M :  BLP: bp 

cc: Mr. Paul Thompson, Operator, Aqua Utilities Florida via pdthompson@aquaamerica.com 

"Morc I'rolcclion. /.ess Process" 
l i f f p : / ~ v w . d r ~ ~ ~ . . s l a l c .  fl.vd 



State of Florida 
Department of Environmental Protection 

GeRtFalEJrtheast District 
SANITARY SURVEY REPORT 

Plant Name Pomona Park WTP - County Putnam PWS ID # 2540905 ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~  

Plant Location- 110 Church Street. Pomona Park. FL 32181 
Owner Name Aaua Utilities Florida. Inc I/ Mr. John Lihvarcik. President Phone 352-732-6027 
Owner Address 

Phone 

Post Office Box 490310, Leesbtmr. FL 34749 
Designated Rep. John Lihvarcik - Title President Phone 352-732-6027 
Facility Contact Mr. Paul ThomDson Title Omrator Phone 386-937-1 143 
This Survey Date 6/16/10 Last Survey D i g  8/2/07 Last C.I. Date 611 8/09 

1 PWS TYPE 8 CLASS: Community - (5D)- 

SERVICE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
MuniciDalitv 

FoodService: U Y e s  No m N / A  

GENERAL INFORMATION 
Number of SeM'ce Connections 192 
Population Served 672 Basis Operator 
Plant Design Capacity m o o 0  eod 

Average Day (from MORs) 29.339 
Max. Day (from MORS) 55.003 eDd 
Total Storage Capacity 2.500 Pallons 
COInmentS MOR data is based uoon th e last 12 month 

averaae. 

LOCATION 
Latitude 29" 29' 44.68* North 
Longitude Elo 35' 45.27" West 
GPS: Yes Date: 7197 
Directions ys Hwv 17 south t o Main Street in Pomona Park. 
Turn len on Church Street and the dant is on the left. 

Basis Well caDacitv 
md 

- 

OPERATION 8 MAINTENANCE 
Certiiied Operator: 
Operator(s) & Certification Class-Number 

Yes 0 No 0 Not required 

Mr. Paul Thompson 

O&M Log: a y e s  U N O  O&M Manual: [XIYes U N O  
ODerator Visitation Freauencv 

Hrslday: Requimd Actual 

Non-consecutive Days? Yes 0 No NIA 
MORs submitted regularly? Yes 0 No c] NIA 
Data missing from MORs? [XI No Yes NIA 

Dayslwk: Required 3 Actual 5 

RAW WATER SOURCE 
[XI GROUND; Number of Wells 
0 SURFACWUDI; Source 

PURCHASED from PWS ID # 
0 Emergency Water Source 

Emergency Water Capacity 

AUXILIARY POWER SOURCE 
Yes 0 None 0 Not Required 

Source Onan Generator 
Capacity of Standby (kw) 30 
Switchover: Automatic 0 Manual 
Standby Plan: [XI Yes 0 No 
Hrs Operated Under Load 4 hrlmo. 
What equipment does it operate? 

2 

[XI Well pumps 
[XI High Service Pumps 
[XI Treatment Equipment 

Satisfy 1/2 max-day demand? H Y e s  U N O  D u n k  
Comments Satisfactorv 

TREATMENT PROCESSES IN USE 
HvDochlorination 

What additional treatment is needed? 
No additional treatment is reauired. 

For control of what deficiencies? 

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 
Flow Measuring Device Flow Meter 
Meter Size & Type 
Backflow Prevention Devices: Yes 0 No 
Cross-connections No cross connections observed. 
Written Cross-connection Control Program: Yes 
Coliform Sampling Plan: Yes 0 No 
Comments Plans, Manuals. and Low are keDt on site 

4" Neptune Meter 

at the Dlant. 



Pornona Park WTP PWS ID # 2540905 
Survey Date 6/16/10 

GROUND WATER SOURCE 

COMMENTS 

L 



Pomona Park WTP 

Tank TypelNumber 

Capacity (gal) 
Material 
Gravity Drain 

By-pass Piping 

Pressure Gauge 
Siaht Glass or 

CHLORINATION (Disinfection) 
Type: HvDc-Chlorination 
Make Stenner Capacity 10 aDd 
Chlorine Feed Rate 45% 
Avg. Amount of CI2 gas used 
Chlorine Residuals: Plant - Remote ..064 
Remote tap location 
DPD Test Kit: 0 On-site Wlh  operator 

Injection Points Pre hvdro tank 
Booster Pump Info Booster DurnDs not installed. 
Comments 

NIA 

Bacti SarnDlina Point 

None 0 Not Used Daily 

H 

5,000 
Steel 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
^ ^  

Chlorine Gas Use 
Requirements 

YES NO Comments 

Qual System 

Auk-switchover 
A l a r h  

Fresh Ammonia 10 Q l  
Ventilation I oy 

0 0  
o n  

Room Liahtina I O  oI\ 

Access Padlocked 
Height to Bottom of 
Elevated Tank 
Height to Max. 
Water Level 
Last Inspection 
Date (for tanks with 
access manholes) 

Warning Signs 10 01 \ 
Repair Kits 10 01 \ 

Yes 

NIA 

NIA 

2008 

Fitted Wrench ~n n~ \ 

Scale \ 
Chained Cylinders\ 

Reserve Supply 

Adequate Air-pak 
Sign of Leaks 

-7 
- - 

HousinglProtection I I 

o n  

0 

0 \o 

0 0 

B , o  

AERATION (Gases, Fe, & Mn Removal) 
Capacity 

Comments 

Type\ 
Make 

PWS ID # 2540905 
Survey Date 6/16/10 

S.b. 

Yes 

L&el Indicator 
Fittings for 
Sight Glass 
ProtectedOpenings I N/A I 
PRWARV I 

, HIGH SERVlCE PUMPS 
I I I IbympNumber I 

I Date Installed I x I I 
I Maintenance 

Comments \ 

3 



PWS ID # 2540905 
Survey Date 6/16/10 

Pomona Park WTP 
~ 

I I COMMENTS 

c"L"', I (distribution number based upon the population served) ]I I 2 field readings (i.e. one taken with each microbiological 
sample that is taken from the distribution svstern). Onlv 1) Disinfectant Levels I XxXxxxxX 1 Mlmthly 

Disinfection Byproducts (DBPs) 2008 

Nitrate & Nitrite (as N) 2010 

Inorganic Contaminants 2009 

Volatile Organic Contaminants 2009 

Synthetic Organic Contaminants 2009 

Radionuclides 2009 

Secondary Standards 2009 

?011 
01 2 / 
laiver 

Samples taken from preapproved sample plan sites. 

Samples taken from disbibution. Waiver available if there 
is tm asbestos pipe in the distribution system. 

Unless othelwise noted, all samples shall be representative of each source after treatment. 

SCHEMATIC (not to scale): 

ARV 
t 
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Pomona Park WTP PWS ID # 2540905 
Survey Date 611611 0 

I . . -. 

onn 

n u I 

DEFICIENCIES: 

Inspector - 'Title Environmental Soecialist I Date 07/02/10 
Ben Piltz 

Approved by - Title Enaineer SDecialist IV Date 07/02/10 
Blanca R. Rodriguez 
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Florida Department of 
Environmental Protection 

Northeast District 
78:!5 Baymeadows Way. Suile B200 

I:lcksonville. Florida 32256-7590 
Phanc 904l807-3300 t Fax. 7041448-4366 

Charlic Crist 
Govcrnor 

leff Kottkninp 
1.t. Governor 

Michncl W. Sole 
Secretary 

August 27,2010 

MI. John M Lihvarcik 
President 
Aqua Utility Florida Inc 
EO. Box 490310 
Leeshurg, Florida 34749-3 I O  
(941) 907-7400 

Re: Alachua County -Wastewater 
Certification of Completion 
Arredonda Farms Mobile Home Pari< WWTF - FLA011315 

Dear Ms. Lihvarcik 

The Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) acknowledges receipt of DEP Form 62-620.910(12), 
Notification of Completion of Construction of  

Hydrasieve Model 554-2-48 influent static fine scri:en which is 304 stainless steel traverse bar screen that is 48 inches 
wide by 54 inches long with 0.060 inches (1.5 mm) openings. 
An 8,500 gallons flow equalization tank. The equalization tank that has one Roots U-RAI 36 blower with a 5 hp motor. 
The tank also has a duplex pumping system with a capacity of 100 gpm @ 20feet total dynamic head. 
An additional 8,500 gallons aeration basin tank. The tank is set approximately 2 feet above existing tank top elevation. 
A flow splitter box to capture all the flow from aeration basin AT-4 and equally distribute flow between aeration AT-5 and 
AT-6 and in tum to clarifier 1 and 2. The box has adjustable aluminum weir gates. 
Two 8,500 gallons digester tanks. Aeration and mix.ng is provided by one Roots U-RAI 36 blower with a 5 hp motor. 
Replacement of existing diffusers with membrane type coarse bubble diffusers and replacement of some deteriorated 
galvanized steel aeration piping. 
Replacement of the existing outlet baffle and concrete weirs in both existing clarifiers with new outlet baffles and V-notch 
adjustable aluminum weirs. Remove and replace existing 4 inch retum activated sludge airlift in existing clarifiers and 
replace with 3 inch schedule 40 PVC airlifts and 6 inch PCV gravity retum piping to the head of the plant and to the new 
sludge holding tanks. 

There were not significant changes in the design and related materials approved by the Department under Permit 
Number FLA011305 issued on December 15,. 2009. Based on information provided, the Department accepts the 
project for service, If you have any questions, please contact Joseph Emery at (904) 807-3342 or 
Joseph.Emer@dep.state.fl.us. Your continued cooperation in our wastewater program is appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

, . jT2 L,&'f.h"'y''" 
D. Vo, P.E. 
Wastewater Permitting Section 

cc : 

Mark Bubel, P.E. -Aqua Utility Florida Inc 
Patricia Williams, P.E. -Aqua Utility Florida lnc 



Attachment 7 



Florilda Department of 
Environmental Protection 

Northeast District 
7828 Baymeadows Way, Suite 6200 

lacksonvillc. Florida 32256-7590 
Phnnr: 9fl41807~33flC + Fa*: 9041448.4366 

Charlic Crist 
Covcrnos 

lcff Kottkamp 
I..{. Govcrnix 

hlinii A. Drew 
Sccretay 

October 20,2010 

Mr. John M. Lihvarcik, President 
Aqua Utilities Florida, Inc. 
110 Thomas Avenue 
Leesburg, FL 34748 

Re: Alachua County - Domestic Wastewater Enforcement 
OGC File Number 10-1903 
Arredondo Farms MHP -. FLA011315 

Dear Mr. Lihvarcik 

This letter is to inform you that the above-referenced enforcement project has been 
closed by the Florida Department of Ertvironmental Protection. All conditions of the 
Consent Order have been satisfied. 

Should you have any questions conceriling this Consent Order, please contact Heather 
Webber at Hea tlier.WebberOdeg.state.fiu.us or at 904-807-3316. Your cooperation is 
appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

'l'om Kallemeyn 
Wastewater C & E Supervisor 

cc: Paul Thomas, Aqua Utilities 
Tricia Williams, Aqua Utilities 
Stacie Greco, Alachua County 
Ollie Henderson, FDEP - Jacksonville 
Diana Thurman, FDEP - Tallahassee 
Lea Crandall, Agency Clerk, Mail Station 35 



Altachment 8 



Florida Department of 
Environmental Protection 

Central District 
3319 Maguire Boulevard, Suite 232 

0-lando, Florida 32803-3767 

SENT VIA E-MAIL TO: jmlihvarcikQaquaamerica.com 

August 20,2010 

AQUA UTILITIES FLORIDA INC 
PO BOX 2480 
LADY LAKE FL 32158 

Chirlir: Crist 
Governor 

Jeff Kottkanip 
Ll. Governor 

ibficliael W. Sole 
Sccretary 

OCD-C-WW-10-0624 

ATTENTION JOHN LIHVARCIK 
PRESIDENT 

Lake County - DW 
Morningview WWTF 
Wastewater Facility - Permit No. FLA010610 

Dear Mr. Lihvarcik: 

On July 29, 2010, Department personnel conducted a routine inspection of your wastewater 
facility. At the time of the inspection, the overall operation of your facility was found to be in 
substantial compliance with the terms an3 conditions in Permit Number FLA010610. Please 
review the enclosed inspection report and sorrect any deficiencies, which have been noted. 

Your continued cooperation with our wastewater program is appreciated. 
questions, please contact me at (407) 893-331 3 or via e-mail: iennv.e.farrell~deD.state.fl.us. 

If you have any 

Je.nny Farrell 
Environmental Specialist 
Wastewater Compliance/Enforcement 

JFlar 

Enclosure: Inspection Report 

cc: Lake County Water Resource Management, scataus@lakecountvfl.sov 
Patrick Farris, Aqua Utilities Inc, pafa-ris@aquaamerica.com 
Edward Pellenz, Aqua Utilities Inc, ~jl,ellenz~aquaamerica.com 



8/9/2010 12:06:14PM 

FLORIDA D E P A R T M E N T  O F  E N V I R O N M E N T A L  P R O T E C T I O N  

WASTEWATER COMPILIANCE INSPECTION REPORT 
F A C I L I T Y  A N D  I N S P E C T I O N  I N F O R M A T I O N  @ = Optional 

Entry D a t c ~ i m e  Nnme and Physical Location or Faeiiiry WAFIL I U  county 

Momingview WWTF FLA010610 Lake 7/29/2010 11:45:00 AM 

1322 English Road Phone @ EritDslflimt 

Leesburg, FL 34749 - 310 7/29/2010 12:08:00 PM 

PERMITSIORDERS SELF MONITORING PROGRAM 

IC ~ . t ~ e r m i r  NE 3 .  Laboratory IC 

NA 2. .Compliance Schedules NE 4. Samp'ing; 

NC 5. t Kecords & Repons IC 

Name(a1 of Fieid R~presenlativor(r1 Titie Emnil Phone 

Adam Michaelsen Aqua Utilities Operitor 
Nome and Address of Permittee or Designated Reyrrsentntive Title Phone @ Opersior Certinfstion # 

John M Lihvarcik President 

Aqua Utilities Florida Inc 
I100 Thomas Avenue E m d  

Leesburg, FL 34749 

InSPectionTYPr I C I E I I I Sam~Ie~Taken(Y/N): N I 0 Samok I D #  N SsmDier sdit (YIN): N 

FACILITY OPERATIONS EFFLUENTIDISPOSAL 

6. Facility Site Review IC 9. tEmucnrQualiry 

I .  Flow Measurement IC IO. tEmucnt Disposal 

8. toperalion & IC I I .  ResidunldSludge 
Maintenance 

X Domestic Industrial Were Photos TakmWINI: N bi Loe book Vulumi : EIP PUS< N/A 

NA 13. Other: NA 12. Groundwater 

I Recommended Actlonr: Lctict I 

CD/ (407)893-3313 

CD/ (407)893-3313 

isOM.JSAA..4 
David Smicherko 

081 17/20 10 

August 19,2010 

Revised February 11,2010 



Facility Name: Morningview WWTF 
Facility ID: FLA010610 
Inspection Type: CEI 
Date: 7/29/2010 12:08:00 PM 

FACILITY BACKGROUND: 

Address: 1322 English Road, Leesburg, FL 34749 - 310, Lake County 
Permit Information: Wastewater Permit issued: 3/2/2007, arid expires: 2/19/2012 
Treatment Summary: Extended Aeration Sewage Treatmer.t Plant WiEmuent To A Percolation Pond 
Permitted Capacity: 0.02 

I .  Permit: 1N COMPLIANCE 

1.1 Observation: A copy of the pemiit was onsite and available to plant personnel 

2. Compliance Schedules: NOT APPLICABLE 

3. Laboratory: NOT EVALUATED 

4. SamDling: NOT EVALUATED 

5. Records and ReDorts: OUT OF COMPLIANCE 

5.1 Observation: General - A copy of the current laboratory certification was available at the time of the inspection (62- 
620.350(1) F.A.C.). 

Additional Comments: Samples are analyzed by Plant Technicians Laboratory 

5.2 Observation: General - Operators' certifications were current and available on-site 

5.3 Obseivation: General - The certified operator's daily logbook was complete 

Additional Comments: The logbook was pre-number ed, bound, and contained sufficient operationlmaintenance entries. 

available to plant personnel, 
5.4 Observation: Genera[ - A copy of the Operation and Maintenance Manual as required by Chapter 62-600, F.A.C. was 

5.5  observation: Generai - Please see specific Comment 

Additional Comments: The RPZ was last inspected r.nd tested on 4/8/10, according to on-site records. 

5.6 Observation: General - Please see specific comment 

Additional Comments: The DMR papenvork review period was from July 2009 through May 2010, all DMRs were not 
submitted in a timely manner, see beluw: 

The January 2010 DMR was received by the Department on March 1,2010, this DMR was due on or before 
February 28,2010. 

On the August 2009 DMR the number of exceedance column was left blank. Also, the TSS maximum result reported 
on Part A was 1.0 mg/L and this did not match the result reported on Part B of 6.4 mg/L. 

The influent and effluent annual samples are routine'.y reported more oflen than required. 

6. Facilitv Site Review: IN COMPLIANCE 

6.1 Observation: General - The facility grounds were secured properly. 

6.2 Observation: Backflow Prevention - A reduced pressure zone backflow prevention device was in place on the potable water 
supply line. 

Additional Comments: No leaks or problems were nmxed. 

6.3 Observation: LiftStations - No problems or deficiencies noted. 

Additional Comments: Two liflstations are connected to this system one master located at the plant and then one in the 
community. 



lNS€!ECm FINDINGS 

6.4 Observation: Heudwarkr - Please see specific comment 

Additional Comments: The liftstation pumps influent directly into the first aeration chamber. 

6.5 Observation: Aeru/ianBosiiis/Arl.Sludge - The contents in the aeration chambers appeared to be adequately mixed. 

6.6 Observation: Blawers/Motars -The blower was operational at the time of the inspection. 

Additional Comments: Two blowers were onsite and covered. 

6.7 Observation: Clurr$ers - Please see specific comment 

Additional Comments: The stilling well was good. The clarifier contained pin floc. The skimmer was not on. The weir 
appeared level, no flow was entering it at the time of inspection. 

6.8 Observation: Di.sinfecfion - Please see specific ~0mnient 

Additional Comments: Sodium hypochlorire is dripped into the parshall flume area. No flow was passing through at the time 
of inspection. The chlorine contact chamber contai:ied clear effluent and baffles. 

6.9 Observation: Digesters - The tank contents in the aeyobic digester were well mixed. 

Additional Comments: There was room for wasting. 

7. Flow Measurement: IN COMPLIANCE 

7. I Observation: The copy of the flow calibration report is current and satisfactory. 

Additional Comments: This flow meter was last calibrated on January 26,2010 by Central Florida Controls, Inc. 

8. ODcration and Maintenance: IN COMPLIANCE 

8.1 Observation: Generul- Please see specific comment 

Additional Comments: The facility grounds were well maintained. 

9. Effluent Ouality: IN COMPLIANCE 

9.1 Observation: No exceedances were reported during l.his DMR review period. 

Additional Comments: The DMR review period was from July 2009 through March 2010. 

IO. Emneut DisDosal: IN COMPLIANCE 

10.1 Observation: General - At the time of the inspection, no flow was entering the rapid infiltration basin (RIB). 

10.2 Observation: Generul- The RIBS appeared to he well maintained 

10.3 Observation: General - Advisory signs were posted around the disposal site indicating the nature of the project area. 

10.4 Observation: Geneml - The fence surrounding the sffluent disposal site provided adequate access control (62-610.518(10) 
F.A.C.) 

11. Residuals/Sludee: IN COMPLIANCE 

I I ,  I Observation: General - Please see specific, comment 

Additional Comments: Residuals are hauled to 412 Biosolids RMF sludge was last hauled on July 28, 2010. 

12. Groundwater Ouality: NOT APPLICABLE 

13. Othel.: NOT APPLICABLE 
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